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Abstract 

Mobile remote access to desktop applications is a potential enabler to improving 

the productivity and convenience of individuals and businesses. There is an 

increasing research interest in developing mobile remote access solutions for 

desktop applications. The developed proposals, however, are challenged by the 

hardware limitations of most mobile devices, such as the small display size. These 

limitations have a direct impact on the way existing desktop applications are 

presented on mobile devices. 

This thesis focuses on developing new ways of achieving effective mobile remote 

access to existing desktop applications. A conceptual model and implementation 

architecture for a task-oriented mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) have 

been introduced. The TOMRAS model adopts a user interface refactoring 

approach to generate task-oriented user interfaces for existing desktop 

applications without re-developing or modifying these applications. 

TOMRAS has a number of novel aspects, including, inferring user interface and 

behaviour knowledge from existing applications and transparently exposing the 

functionalities of existing desktop applications to be remotely accessible via a 

wide spectrum of mobile devices and platforms without redeveloping these 

desktop applications. The TOMRAS strategy of decoupling the generated mobile 

task's user interface from the functionality of existing applications also allows for 

a possible enriching of the mobile task's user interface with multimodal 

interaction capabilities. 

The thesis describes the TOMRAS conceptual tnodel, and a potential 

implementation architecture for this model. The proposed implementation 

architecture articulates the intrinsic building blocks for mobile remote access 

xu 



solutions that adopt the TOMRAS model. The limitations of how widely and 

generically the model and techniques can be applied are also detailed in the thesis. 

Furthermore, a prototype that validates the feasibility of the TOMRAS 

implementation architecture is provided, and an evaluation of the effectiveness of 

the task-oriented approach is presented. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Mobile remote access computing is one of the evolving research areas that has been 

attracting a significant research interest over the past decade. The philosophy behind 

remote access systems in general essentially concerns a client device controlling a 

remote computer via one or more mediating servers. 

In the 1960s, remote access systems meant the use of a conveniently located 

terminal and time sharing based computing (Jerrold 1972; Morton 1968). Later in 

the 1970s, remote access computing was about passive tenninals, host mainframes, 

and comrnunications via modems. Over the past decade, ren1ote access was 

commonly known through the typical examples of running applications on a rerrwte 

desktop PC, and/or transferring files to and from a remote desktop PC and using 

remote access software. 

Recent advancements in mobile computing technologies have led to a new 

generation of personal wireless devices that are competing with PCs as a universal 

client terminal. In fact, these advancements have also led, directly or indirectly, to a 

paradigm shift in the way that people conduct their business and daily activities. In a 

recent survey on 653 North American and European enterprises, it has been found 

that 55% of these enterprises are using mobile data, suggesting that 'Enterprises are 

going mobile'(Whiteley et al. 2005). In addition, despite the lack of advanced 

telecommunications and limited availability of high-capacity internet connectivity 

such as broadband in many developing countries, the wide use of mobile devices can 

1 



Introduction 

be observed in these countries. These recent advancements in mobile computing 

technologies, along with the relative maturity of desktop-to-desktop remote access 

proposals, have also encouraged a number of research attempts to establish a 

mobile-to-desktop remote access paradigm. Nonetheless, given the typical 

limitations of these mobile devices, such as processing speed, memory, and display 

size, a number of outstanding issues need to be addressed. One of these issues is the 

ability to effectively present existing desktop applications on small form factor 

mobile devices such as PDAs and smart phones. It is this issue which is the focus of 

the research presented in this thesis. 

The research examines the problem of presenting existing desktop applications on 

mobile devices, for remote access purposes, without reengineering these 

applications. To address this, a new conceptual model is introduced for a task-

oriented mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) to desktop applications. The 

TOMRAS approach exploits the concept that: while remotely accessing an existing 

desktop application for carrying out a specific task, only the user interface elements 

that are relevant to this task need be presented. 

The TOMRAS conceptual model proposes an approach for a task-based exposure of 

custom-defined application functionalities and re-presenting these functionalities via 

a re-factored graphical user interface (GUI), adapted to the accessing mobile 

devices. 

The TOMRAS conceptual model has been articulated and supported by a proposed 

implementation architecture. This architecture provides a potential roadmap for the 

mobile remote access solutions that adopt the TOMRAS conceptual model. The 

TOMRAS conceptual model is discussed in detail in Chapter 3, and the TOMRAS 

implementation architecture is presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Furthermore, a 

prototype has been developed to assess the feasibility of this implementation 
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Introduction 

architecture and to evaluate the TOMRAS functionality, and effectiveness of its 

task-oriented user interface. The developed prototype also provides some of the 

concrete details required for developing a potential task-oriented mobile remote 

access solution. 

This chapter provides an overview of the evolving remote access domain and 

presents the motives and research questions driving this research. The chapter also 

provides an overview of the related research on this topic, including the relevant 

research methodologies. Lastly, this chapter outlines the research methodology used 

to conduct this research, including the related terminology that is used throughout 

this thesis. 

1.1 Remote Access and Mobility 

With the increasing availability of Internet-enabled mobile devices, including 

1nobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and in-car systems, accessing 

remote desktop applications anywhere and at anytime has the potential to 

significantly change the way that people conduct business and/or daily activities. 

While there are now a number of widely accepted desktop-to-desktop remote access 

solutions in place mobile-to-desktop remote access solutions have not reached the 

same level of acceptance. This is partially due to the hardware constrains of Inost 

mobile devices. These constrains include small screens, limited input capabilities, 

and limited memory and computational capabilities (compared to desktop PCs). 

Furthermore, these hardware limitations have negatively impacted the way remote 

desktop applications are presented on the small form factor mobile devices. For 

instance, most of the current solutions rely on the mobile users to frequently zoom in 

and zoom out while accessing remote desktop applications, which might not be 

convenient in many scenarios. 
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Introduction 

While it is evident that mobile devices' hardware is progressively improving with 

time, the broader challenge of presenting remote desktop applications on mobile 

devices is still being addressed. 

1.2 Motivation 

The provision of remote access to desktop applications via laptops or other desktop 

PCs has become part of the daily activity for individuals and businesses. Individuals 

appreciate. From the business perspective, however, the ability to mobilise 

enterprise applications and access corporate resources from any location has the 

potential to significantly reduce costs and increase customer service (Intellisync-

Corporation 2004). Remote access to desktop applications using mobile devices 

(e.g., smart phones and PDAs) can potentially introduce business and individual 

activities to another realn1 in time and space. 

Nevertheless, the full realisation of a widely adopted mobile remote access solution 

has challenges, these including the inherent hardware and software limitations. The 

following example serves to outline some of these challenges. Figure 1 shows a 

shipment management desktop application operating on a desktop PC. Figure 2A 

and Figure 2B, show this desktop application while being remotely accessed using a 

PDA via one of the available commercial remote access products, namely LogMeln 

(2008). 

As depicted in Figure 2, the user interface of the remotely accessed desktop 

application is not easily viewed via the PDA screen. In this scenario, interacting with 

this desktop application to perform some activities (i.e., tasks) requires frequent 

zooming and scaling of the displayed portion of the desktop application. 

4 



Shipment Status 

Shipment ID: ~ ---
Customer Name: r-1 J~oh_n_C-iti-ze_n ________ _ 

Status: ----------------, 

(' Delivered 

("' Not Delivered 

(' Active 

r. Scheduled 

First Previous Next Last 

Introduction 

Schedule 

Print 

1... Update 

Cancel 

Figure 1: Screens hot of a desktop application for shipment management 

A B 

Figure 2: Screenshots of a desktop application while being remotely 
accessed via LogMeln 
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Introduction 

In many scenarios, this frequent zooming and scaling can be time-consuming and 

can cause inconvenience to mobile users, particularly in business environments, 

where reducing the tasks execution time is paramount. 

Given the growing need for remote access to computer desktop applications via 

mobile devices, an intuitive approach is required in which the user interface is 

considered from the point of view of the user. The proposed model in this thesis is 

an attempt to address this need and to support mobile remote access to desktop 

applications via an effective task-oriented user interface. We argue that presenting 

the entire user interface elements of a remote desktop application, does not suit 

many mobile remote access scenarios. In contrast, a task-oriented user interface 

means that only the user interface elements that are relevant to a particular task are 

presented on the mobile client during the performance of that task. 

1.3 Research Challenges 

In order to facilitate effective remote access to desktop applications using tnobile 

devices, there are a number of issues to be addressed. This section highlights some 

of these issues and challenges. 

• The challenge of supporting existing desktop applications 

Most existing desktop applications have been developed with an assumption that 

they will be accessed directly from within hosting desktop PCs or laptops. In other 

words, the scenario of remotely accessing these applications has not been considered 

in the initial design of these applications, let alone a consideration of remote access 

using mobile devices. Any solution for mobile remote access to existing desktop 

applications will have to consider the complexity and diversity of the user interface 

of these applications, as well as the diversity of mobile devices. Indeed, the re-

developing of existing applications to support mobile remote access scenarios is a 
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costly and challenging task. Given the diversity of the available and yet-to-be 

developed mobile devices, the enormity of the task is even more challenging. 

Furthermore, it is not always a practical or even feasible solution to export different 

views of some applications through creating specialised wrappers around these 

applications. 

• The limitations of current mobile remote access solutions 

Several proposals and solutions outlined in the literature (Okada & Asahi 2003; 

Shizuki, Nakasu & Tanaka 2002; Stajano & Jones 1998; Suet al. 2002; Symantec-

Corporation 2006) employ a number of techniques for presenting remote 

applications and/or services. Among these techniques, facilitating remote access to a 

static set of commonly used services (e.g., email client) on a particular desktop PC 

without providing access to potentially other applications on that desktop PC. 

Another technique adopts an approach of presenting the 'focused' user interface 

element (e.g. a menu or edit control) of a remote desktop PC, rather than a logical 

collection of user interface eletnents for that application. 

Furthermore, some of the commercial remote access solutions described in the 

literature (Citrix Onhne 2005; Laplink-Software 2006; RealVNC 2005; Symantec-

Corporation 2006), enable remote access to a desktop PC using other desktop PC or 

laptops. These solutions also provide a limited support for mobile remote access, 

however, a two dimensional scrolling and zooming are usually required to interact 

with remote desktop applications. This implies a considerable user effort in 

scrolling, zooming, and keeping track of the screen contents to be expected. While 

this type of interaction (i.e., scrolling, zooming, and panning) can be accepted to 

some extent in a desktop-to-desktop remote access scenario, the implied effort in 

similar interaction in a mobile-to-desktop scenario suggests that better interaction 

mechanisms and/or user interface presentation techniques are required for enabling 

effective mobile remote access to desktop applications. 
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• The challenge of supporting multiple mobile device types 

It is well known that adapting a graphical user interface (GUI) to mobile devices 

with different capabilities is one of the most challenging issues in the area of mobile 

computing (Mitrovic & Mena 2002). It is even more challenging for mobile 

solutions developers to support remote access scenarios. This challenge is vast given 

the diversity of mobile devices, platforms, and the nature of user interfaces. 

• The desktop-to-desktop and mobile-to-desktop remote access paradigms 

Given that a standard desktop monitor offers approximately twenty times the area of 

a typical PDA (Seffah & J avahery 2005), it is important to realise the significant 

physical, perceptual, and cognitive constraints placed on mobile users by the 

hardware limitations. Indeed, the desktop environment and the mobile environment 

are fundamentally different. Users of typical mobile devices, where resources and 

bandwidth are limited, are usually concerned with performing certain tasks in 

minimal time and ·with least effort. However, with the limited input-output 

capabilities of many mobile devices, users usually have to input data through a tiny 

keypad and receive the output through a small LCD. A study conducted by Jones et 

al.(l999) suggests that ret1ieving information using small factor n1obile devices is 

harder to complete and takes longer time, compared with doing the same task using 

desktop PCs. 

Remote access applications are no exception, and the mobile-to-desktop remote 

access paradigrn is different from the desktop-to-desktop paradigm, at least fro1n the 

input-output perspective. There is a need for a remote access solution that takes into 

account this difference and facilitates access to remote applications ustng an 

intuitive user interface that saves time and effort for the mobile users. 
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Given these challenges, the objective of the research presented in this thesis is 

primarily to develop a model and supporting mechanisms for adequately exposing 

and presenting user defined aspects (i.e. functionalities) of existing desktop 

applications without re-developing or modifying these applications. A secondary 

objective is to enable an auto-generating of a task-oriented presentation of these 

aspects. 

1.4 Advantages of Task-Oriented Mobile Remote Access 

Task-oriented mobile remote access is associated with user interface refactoring for 

existing desktop applications. This has the potential to bring significant software use 

benefits to individuals, businesses, and other institutional contexts. The key benefits 

are summarised in this section -

Efficiency and productivity. Mobile sales personnel, mobile maintenance workers, 

and telecomn1uters, among others, need timely and efficient access to corporate 

information systems. The refactored user interface for a particular task should 

typically represent a minimum set of user interface elements for performing this 

task, saving the time and effort expended in identifYing these elements within the 

user interface of the original application. Consequently, the dedicated, task-oriented 

user interface can enable more work to be done in less time and with less effort. This 

potentially increases the productivity of an individual or worker. 

Usability and effectiveness. A high degree of usability brings several potential 

benefits (Clare-Marie 1994). Importantly, usability has been defined in ISO 9241, 

part 11 as 'the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 

specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context 

of use' (ISO 9241-11 1998). Several authors (Erik et al. 2000; Preece, Rogers & 

Sharp 2002) also consider effectiveness and efficiency to be significant usability 
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aspects. As such, the proposed model has a focus on one of these aspects, namely, 

effectiveness. The proposed model attempts to provide effective access to remote 

information systems from anywhere at any time, and this can directly benefit 

businesses, institutions, and individuals. Such benefits include an increasing return 

on technology investments and a reduced cost of remote control sessions. 

User and process orientation. Sousa et al. (2008) noted that the current models for 

designing user interfaces for information systems are either business or user 

oriented. The authors also highlighted the importance of a unified model. This 

thesis' model would combine the two approaches. While the TOMRAS proposed 

model does not provide a mechanism for design time user interface modelling for 

new applications, it does provide a mechanism to generate a refactored user 

interface. This interface is both user oriented and business oriented. The user 

interface is pritnarily derived from user interactions while performing a task or 

business activity. 

Wider Acceptance. Addressing user interface issues and presentation limitations on 

the mobile device is crucial to improving the effectiveness of remote access systems, 

and eventually the proliferation among the mobile community. Enabling effective 

mobile remote access to existing applications can positively contribute to the 

acceptance of potential mobile remote access solutions among the mobile users. The 

proposed model and techniques presented in this thesis focus on enabling effective 

mobile remote access solutions for a range of existing desktop applications. 

Support for existing desktop applications. The ability to access existing desktop 

applications virtually from anywhere, and effectively perform specific tasks, can 

potentially increase the productivity of individuals and businesses, as indicated in 

(Khankan & Steele 2007). Supporting existing desktop applications is one of the 

intrinsic objectives of the proposed model in this thesis. In contrast, re-developing 
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these applications to support a mobile environment is a costly and challenging task, 

and not always a viable alternative. 

Adaptability and cost reduction. Adapting the user interface of existing desktop 

applications to be presented on mobile devices without redeveloping these 

applications can significantly reduce development costs. While it is not possible to 

adapt the user interface of all types of desktop applications, the concept is quite 

applicable to a wide range of applications, which use standard user interface 

techniques. The limits will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

Multimodal interface. By decoupling the user interface from the functionality of 

existing applications, there is the possibility of enriching the newly generated user 

interface with emerging techniques such as multimodality. More details of this are 

provided in Chapter 2. 

Localisation and Internationalisation. Once again, decoupling the user interface 

from the functionality of existing applications can potentially help in enabling the 

localisation and/or intemationalisation of these applications without the need for 

new versions to be developed. 

Integration. The proposed model might positively contribute to any research effort 

that attempt to integrate a number of functionalities from different existing 

applications to compose a new functionality that may have never existed in any of 

the applications involved. For instance, a number of health care related applications 

might be integrated to generate unified electronic health record (EHR). Another 

example for these applications is traffic and transportation management applications. 

Obviously the ability to group, or integrate, existing applications can pave the way 

for new technologies to emerge or newly composed applications to appear. 
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However, these are not considered to be within the scope of this thesis, and will not 

be addressed. 

Given these potential benefits, the primary goal of the proposed model is to provide 

the foundation for effective mobile remote access solutions to be developed and 

ubiquitously consumed. 

1.5 The Research Objectives and Scope 

The thesis argues for a new task -oriented remote access model for accessing existing 

desktop applications, enabling convenient mobile remote access sessions. This 

assists in reducing the time and effort needed for conducting such sessions. The 

fundamental research question guiding this thesis is as follows - is it possible to 

automatically/semi-automatically decouple functionalities (i.e., tasks) of an existing 

desktop application fro1n the application's user interface, and re-present these tasks 

through a new refactored user interface adapted to various mobile devices? This 

question guides the development of a research methodology, aimed at providing the 

n1obile user with simple yet effective task-otiented tnobile remote access to existing 

desktop applications. 

There is a growing interest 1n the area of mobile remote access to desktop 

applications and/ or Web resources (e.g. Web content and Web services), however 

remote access to Web resources is out of the scope of this thesis. Rather, the thesis 

focuses on the former of these, the area of remote access to desktop applications. 

1.6 Thesis Significance and Contributions 

Mobile remote access to desktop applications is a potential key enabler for many 

entities as well as for individuals to improve their productivity and convenience. The 
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matn objective of the research is in providing a conceptual model and 

implementation architecture that facilitate mobile remote access to existing desktop 

applications. In addressing this, the research takes into account the resource limited 

nature of mobile devices, as well as current mobile usage paradigms. 

The term 'conceptual model' refers to a high-level description of the organisation 

and operations of a system (Jeff & Austin 2002). The proposed model addresses 

some of the research issues discussed previously in this chapter and attempts to 

provide benefits in terms of the time, effort, and cost involved in mobile remote 

access sessions. The thesis also introduces a proposed architecture to implement the 

developed model, and advances a prototype for this implementation architecture and 

evaluates the above. The main contributions of the research to the mobile remote 

access domain are as follows . 

• A task-oriented model for mobile remote access to desktop applications 

The proposed model enables a transparent exposure of the functionalities provided 

by a range of existing desktop applications to mobile clients. This is achieved 

without redeveloping these applications and without modifying them. An immediate 

benefit of this new model is the ability to provide mobile users with task-oriented 

access to existing information systems. The term 'task-oriented' refers to a process 

involving: 

1. Identifying particular tasks relevant to a mobile user or group of users. 

2. Identifying the parts of the desktop application's graphical user interface 

(GUI) involved in a task. 

3. Providing a 'refactored' view of an application's GUI required for 

accomplishing a task or tasks using a mobile device. 
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The proposed model provides a mechanism for inferring abstract user interface and 

behaviour from existing applications and reengineering these applications as custom 

defined tasks without redeveloping these applications. The model also enables 

rectifying or adapting a desktop-oriented user interface of an existing application in 

order to be accessed remotely by a mobile client. 

• An implementation architecture to develop remote access solutions to 

custom-defmed tasks 

To further realise the proposed model, a potential implementation architecture for 

TOMRAS has been designed and presented in this thesis. This implementation 

architecture uses the proposed conceptual model as a theoretical basis for providing 

insight into the implementation details required for developing mobile remote access 

solutions to custom-detl.ned tasks. The suggested implementation architecture 

articulates the main building blocks for any arbitrary mobile remote access solution 

that adopts the concept of task-oriented mobile remote access . 

A fully automatic generation of a broadly acceptable user interface is identified as a 

very challenging proposition. Hence, TOMRAS adopts a semi-automatic approach 

to provide a feasible solution that can be used in accessing a wide range of existing 

desktop applications. The limits of its applicability are described. 

• Task-oriented user interface re-engineering 

Redeveloping existing applications to support mobile devices is an enormous task 

for application developers. Furthermore, supporting the diversity of mobile devices 

is complex and challenging. This problem becomes even more difficult to address 

when dealing with newly developed (or yet to be developed) mobile devices and 

new mobile platforms. Indeed, it is not practical to individually support this ever-

increasing proliferation of device types and platforms. Meanwhile, there is no model 

or framework that addresses this problem for existing applications. The model 
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proposed in this thesis addresses this recurring problem by facilitating, defining and 

generating self-contained tasks from existing applications. 

• Evaluation of the task oriented approach for elementary tasks 

A successful evaluation of the approach via a developed prototype for elementary 

but common tasks has been conducted. While no complex tasks were involved in 

this evaluation, the TOMRAS approach was demonstrated to be promising for 

providing effective building blocks for task-oriented mobile remote access to a range 

of desktop applications. Nevertheless, a sample-based evaluation involving real 

users is required to fully demonstrate the effectiveness ofTOMRAS. 

• User interface-based application integration 

The model and implementation architecture presented in this thesis can pave the way 

for integrating functionalities of existing applications, and for wrapping these 

previously non-existent functionalities as newly-designed tasks. 

1. 7 The Research Methodology 

Research in general is constituted by its objectives and methods, and research 

methodology consists of a combination of the process, methods, and tools that are 

used to conduct research in a research domain (Nunamaker Jr., Chen & Purdin 

1990). The previous sections have identified some of the issues and challenges in the 

mobile remote access domain, and the research objectives have been articulated. The 

research question guiding this research concerns the feasibility of refactoring the 

user interface of existing desktop applications via a task-oriented mechanism. The 

purpose of this is to provide an effective mobile remote access, and a methodology 

is required to guide this research towards achieving this objective. This section 

outlines the research methodology that has been considered to carry out this 

research. 
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A multimethodological approach (Nunamaker Jr., Chen & Purdin 1990) Was 

adapted, where the design research methodology (AIS 2007; Hevner et al. 2004) 

plays a pivotal role in the adapted approach. There are a number of reasons for 

considering this approach. Among these reasons are, firstly, given that the nature of 

this research is multidimensional and closely related to multiple research domains, 

including, mobile computing, remote access computing, and human-computer 

interaction (HCI), the adapted methodology allows encompassing this span of 

disciplines involved in the research. 

Secondly, the integrated design research methodology allows for a link between 

theory building and applied IS research by proof-of-concept, where the constructed 

artefact becomes the focus of further research. It has been stated that: 'HCI artefacts 

themselves are perhaps the most effective medium for theory development in HCI.' 

(Carroll & Kellogg 1989). 

Thirdly, developing an artefact provides key insights into a proposed design, and 

allows for assessing potential architectural risks as indicated by Bardrmn, 

Christensen, and Hansen (2004) . 

Following is a brief description for the various phases of the adapted methodology 

as depicted in Figure 3: 

1. Awareness of problem, and Suggestion. In this phase, a thorough review of the 

relevant literature was conducted to identify the key issues, and to assist in 

formulating the research question. Also, a research proposal was produced. 

2. Conceptual modelling. The goal of this phase was to develop a conceptual model 

that formulates a new approach( s) for mobile remote access. 

3. System architecting. The goal of this phase was primarily to suggest and design 

an implementation architecture to support the conceptual model developed earlier. 
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4. Prototyping. The focus of the prototyping or artefact development phase was on 

developing an artefact that validates the feasibility of the suggested system 

architecture. The developed artefact not only provided a proof-of-concept, but it 

also allowed for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed task-oriented user 

interface. Indeed the developed prototype was a learning vehicle that helped in 

refining several architectural aspects ofTOMRAS. 

5. Evaluation and Observation. While the constructed artefact validates the 

feasibility of the suggested architecture (Bardram, Christensen & Hansen 2004), 

an evaluation of the developed system (from the functionality point of view) was 

carried out in this phase to determine whether or not the artefact (or proposed 

systern) provides the expected outcome compared to the predictions (theory) set 

out through the conceptual modelling phase. 

6. Conclusion. In this phase, the main task is writing the consolidated results and 

pointing to open issues for further research. However, the gained knowledge can 

be also fed back as a new suggestion. 

Awareness ofProblem 
and Suggestion 

Conceptual Modeling 

..,.._..... System Architecting 

Prototyping 

Evaluation and Observation 

Conclusion 

Figure 3: A design research methodology. Adapted from: 

(AIS 2007; Nunamaker Jr., Chen & Purdin 1990) 
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1.8 Terms and Concepts 

This section provides definitions for the key terminology used throughout the thesis. 

Remote Access. A term which describes connecting a computing device (mobile or 

desktop PC) in one location to access another computing device in another location. 

Desktop Application. The application running on a traditional PC that is remotely 

accessed using a mobile device or another desktop computer. 

Mobile Device. There are many types of mobile devices, including mobile phone, 

PDAs, tablet PCs, laptops, and in-car systems. Small form factor mobile devices can 

be broadly categorised into PDAs and mobile phones (Park 2003). The presented 

task-oriented model is equally applicable to any of these mobile devices, however, 

the TOMRAS impletnentation architecture (discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) 

and its prototype target small mobile devices, in particular, PDAs. 

End User. The person who remotely accesses a desktop application using a mobile 

device to perform a specific task. 

Task. Conceptually, a task is defined as an 'activity' that should be performed in 

order to reach a goal (Gamma et al. 1995). In the context of the TOMRAS model, a 

task is a unit of work that can be executed via a desktop application. This unit of 

work or the 'activity' is presented by a refactored user interface to allow effective 

remote performance of this activity using mobile devices. As such, a desktop 

application can be represented by a set of registered (i.e., defined) tasks. A 

TOMRAS tasks classification is defined in Chapter 3. 
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Elementary task. An activity that can be performed via a single mobile device 

window or form. A TOMRAS task's hierarchy is presented in Chapter 3. 

Task-oriented Mobile Remote Access. A term that refers to accessing a remote 

desktop application using a mobile device in order to perform a specific task. 

Platform. The term is used interchangeably with 'Operating System' (OS). 

Architecture. 'The fundamental organisation of a system embodied in its 

components, their relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the 

principles guiding its design and evolution' (IEEE 2000). 

These are the key broad terms and concepts used throughout this thesis. Additional 

terminology is defined at the beginning of each chapter where approptiate. 

1.9 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is structured into eight chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction and 

background to the thesis, and a rationale for the research. The chapter also outlines 

the significance of the research and of the proposed task-oriented remote access 

model, as well as the research methodology used to guide the research, and has 

introduced the key terminology used throughout the thesis. The remaining chapters 

are organised as follows. 

Chapter 2. This chapter reviews the relevant research literature to date in the mobile 

remote access domain. The chapter also reviews intelligent user interface approaches 

and mobile user interface methodologies, including, graphics-based, text-based, and 

multimodal user interfaces. 
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Chapters 3. This chapter introduces the TOMRAS conceptual model and discusses 

its theoretical background. The chapter also discusses the adopted approaches to 

producing a task-oriented mobile user interface for remote access purposes. 

Chapters 4. This chapter presents a suggested implementation architecture for 

TOMRAS. In particular, it outlines the task recording phase and the related 

architectural components required for task recording purposes. 

Chapters 5. This chapter continues the discussion of the suggested implementation 

architecture for TOMRAS with a focus on task execution (i.e., the runtime phase). 

This chapter also provides insights into the runtime phase and the potential 

components required for systems that facilitate task -oriented remote access. 

Chapter 6. This chapter describes the prototyping of TOMRAS. The developed 

prototype provides a validation of the feasibility of the suggested implementation 

architecture of TOMRAS and a vehicle for assessing the effectiveness of the task-

oriented user interface in executing remote tasks. 

Chapter 7. This chapter utilises the TOMRAS developed prototype (described in 

Chapter 6), to validate the feasibility of the TOMRAS implementation architecture 

and to evaluate the effectiveness of the task-oriented user interface via a number of 

case studies for elementary tasks. 

Chapter 8. Provides a summary and conclusion for the thesis, including an 

assessment comment on the mobile remote access paradigm. Chapter 8 also 

highlights some of the challenges and limitations, and suggests direction for further 

research on the topic. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Related Work 

As a well established research area, remote access computing has been witnessing a 

significant evolution over the past three decades, and has been increasingly getting 

the attention of researchers in both academia and industry. In the 1960s, remote 

access systems meant the use of a conveniently located terminal and time sharing 

based computing (Jerrold 1972; Morton 1968) . Remote access computing evolved 

from the days of passive terminals, host mainframes, and 300-baud modems in the 

1970s to the days of Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) terminal adapters 

and high-speed communications (Kasacavage 2002). Further, the m.ature research 

efforts in the remote access computing field over the past decade have enabled 

remote access to desktop computers using another desktop computer or a laptop. 

Based on this success and driven by the recent advancements in mobile computing 

technologies and their impacts on work philosophies, there have been a number of 

attempts over the past few years to take remote access computing to a new level and 

introduce remote access solutions for the mobile domain. However, these attempts to 

access desktop computers using small form factor mobile devices have been 

challenged by a number of issues mostly associated with the mobile devices 

limitations. 

This chapter presents a literature review of the efforts in the remote access 

computing field, with a focus on the mobile domain. The review reveals some of the 

outstanding issues surrounding mobile remote access computing, which is 
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particularly important as the basis and foundation for the research framework of the 

work presented in this thesis. 

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 gives an introduction to the broad 

remote accessing computing topic and Section 2.2 reviews the remote access 

computing paradigms that have evolved over the past two decades, including, the 

desktop-to-desktop and mobile-to-desktop paradigms. Section 2.2 also examines 

some of the proposed approaches to, and relevant technologies of, the remote access 

research topic. 

Shifting the focus of this review to the user interface part of the research, Section 2.3 

presents a review of the efforts in the intelligent user interface domain and the user 

interface auto-generation, in particular the mobile user interface auto-generation. 

Section 2.4 provides a review of the mobile user interface in the context of remote 

access and the main trends in this don1ain, namely, the remote access with graphics 

based user interface and the remote access with text based user interface. 

Section 2.5 highlights the multimodal user interface as an emerging trend and its 

potential in the context of mobile remote access. 

Section 2.6 presents a review of how a user interface can be described, the related 

technologies, and the user interface description markup languages, including those 

dedicated for describing the multimodal user interface. 

Section 2. 7 highlights the key challenges and issues that face many of the developed 

mobile remote access solutions. 

Finally, Section 2.8 summarises and concludes this chapter. 
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2.1 Remote Access Computing: Introduction 

Remote access computing is a well established research area that has evolved over 

nearly three decades. It has witnessed evolution from the days of using terminals and 

time sharing based computing in the 1960s, to the days of passive terminals and 

host mainframes in the 1970s until the days of Integrated Services Digital 

Networks(ISDN) terminal adapters and high-speed communications (Kasacavage 

2002). Since then, a number of systems for remote access to desktop computers 

using another desktop PC or laptop have been developed, matured, and are widely 

accepted. Some of these systems were also commercially developed, including, 

LogMeln (2008), RealVNC (2005), Symantec's p cAnywhere (2006), Citrix' s 

GoToMyPC (2005), and Laplink' s Everywhere (2006), to name a few. While, these 

systems provide a level of support for remote access using mobile devices, this 

support is limited as will be discussed later in the chapter. 

The philosophy behind remote access systems in general essentially concerns a 

client device controlling a remote computer via one or more mediating servers. As a 

response, the remote computer sends data or screen updates back to the controlling 

client. Figure 4 illustrates this high level view of remote access computing 

represented by a typical proxy based client-server architecture. 

Remote Workstation 

Web Server Proxy Server 

Figure 4: A high level view of Remote Access Computing 
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2.2 Remote Access Computing Paradigms 

The remote access systems can be largely categorised and associated with one of 

two main paradigms, namely desktop-to-desktop and mobile-to-desktop remote 

access paradigms. The following two subsections discuss these paradigms in detail. 

2.2.1 Desktop-to-Desktop Remote Access 

Remote access computing started with terminals and time sharing based computing 

and evolved to remote access computing using desktop PCs. This desktop-to-

desktop remote access approach was widely adopted, and resulted in producing 

products such as Rea!VNC and p cAnywhere, as noted earlier. Conceptually, most of 

the efforts in this domain do not consider the task-based approach of remote access, 

but rather they tend to display and map the full screen contents of the remote 

desktop PC onto the accessing (i.e., controller) desktop PC. Furthermore, the efforts 

in this domain adopt more or less graphically-based techniques in displaying the 

remote desktop screen contents. 

2.2.2 Mobile-to-Desktop Remote Access 

Over the past decade, mobile remote access to desktop applications has emerged as a 

new research area which is increasingly gaining academic and industrial research 

interest. This research interest is reflected in a wide span of projects, such as the 

Virtual Network Computing or (VNC) system described by Richardson et al. (1998), 

the Smart VNC (Shizuki, Nakasu & Tanaka 2002), Rajicon (Su et al. 2002), the user 

interface transformation proposed by Okada and Asahi (2003), and the system 

developed by Stajano and Jones (1998). 

There is also ongoing industrial research and development to enable remote access 

using mobile devices, although, these efforts are mostly based on existing desktop-
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based products, such as GoToMyPC from Citrix, LogMeln, Laplink Everywhere, 

Rea!VNC, and pcAnywhere from Symantec, which were initially designed for 

facilitating remote access using desktop PCs. Given the different nature of mobile 

devices from the desktop PCs, these attempts to support mobile remote access face a 

number of challenges. For instance, displaying the full screen contents of the remote 

desktop PC on a mobile device screen, as in GoToMyPC and LogMeln, implies that 

a frequent scrolling, zooming, and keeping track of the screen contents is expected 

from the mobile user. This might not be convenient in many scenarios. 

Furthermore, enabling mobile remote access to only a static set of services as in 

Laplink Everywhere does not suit the scenarios where remote access to arbitrary 

desktop applications is needed. 

2.3 Intelligent User Interface 

Intelligent interfaces aim to help users in many aspects, including, providing user 

assistance and effective user interfaces, and providing adaptive or adaptable 

interfaces (Hefley & Murray 1993). Other work attempts to provide a sn1art interface 

for mobile widgets as outlined in Bostron1 et al. (2008). In the context of the 

research presented in this thesis, we investigate the adaptability aspect of intelligent 

user interfaces from the auto generation perspective of this interface. 

2.3.1 User Interface Auto-generation 

Since the SYNGRAPH system (Olsen Jr. & Dempsey 1983) to the Meta-QUI-

Builders reported in 2008 (Luyten et al. 2008) and the software rnining technique for 

user interface generation proposed by Kennard & Steele (2008), the area of user 

interface automatic generation has witnessed a rich history of research spanning the 

past three decades. A number of trends in this research area have emerged, in 

particular, the model-based user interface development and high-level descriptions 
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of user interface appear to be at the core of the literature of this domain. The 

reviewed research efforts in this area reveal a number of objectives, essentially 

enabling user interface adaptability to support multiple devices, and/or supporting 

different usage patterns. Following is a highlight of these main streams in the user 

interface auto-generation research area. 

First, the model-based user interface development. Da Silva (2001) defines the 

model-based development as a technology that enables designing and implementing 

user interfaces in a professional and systematic way. While the design of user 

interfaces might need human assistance, model-based development systems enable 

automatic generation of the user interfaces based on guiding models. In this regard, 

Vanderdonckt, Limbourg, and Florins (2003) identified some abstract models for 

tasks, domain, and users and concrete models for presentation and interactions. In 

addition, there are also some efforts (Lu, Wan & Lu 2007; Molina, Belenguer & 

Pastor 2003; Seffah & Gaffar 2007) that focused on the model-based user interface 

development through design patterns. Furthermore, auto generation and customised 

user interface rendering using user traces was proposed by Gajos & Weld (2004). 

Nevertheless, model-based techniques are rarely used in practice, mainly because of 

the effort and time-consuming manual work that is required, as noted by Seffah and 

Gaffar (2007). 

Second, the user interface high-level descriptions, such as the Extensible Interface 

Markup Language (XIML) (Puerta & Eisenstein 2001), the User Interface Markup 

Language (UIML) (Constantinos 2000), and the User Interface eXtensible Markup 

Language (UsiXML) (Limbourg et al. 2005), to name a few. Primarily, these 

languages aim to describe and support user interfaces from various perspectives, 

including providing the basis for user interface generation, however, supporting 

tools to generate user interface descriptions and instantiating the user interface out of 

these descriptions are also required. 
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Although automatic generation of the user interface as a technique has been 

explored for over three decades, the fully automatic generation of user interfaces 

often resulted in low quality interfaces (Myers, Hudson & Pausch 2000), or low 

flexibility in supporting a vast number of useful interfaces (Omojokun & Dewan 

2007). Therefore, most systems prefer to use a designer-guided approach instead of 

a fully automatic approach (Nichols, Chau & Myers 2007). 

2.3.2 Mobile User Interface Auto-generation 

User interface developers are challenged by the need to create and maintain multiple 

versions of an application user interface to support different devices. This is a task 

that implies a real challenge, the 'M times N problem'. This means that if there are 

M interfaces for a given application that need to be accessed from N devices, it 

would require MxN implementation steps. Furthermore, supporting different user 

groups adds another level of complexity to this problem. Clearly, there is a need for 

developing an approach to automatically or semi-automatically generate user 

interfaces. 

While automatic generation of the user interface is not the preferred technique in 

developing a desktop application user interface, it is highly recognised in the mobile 

computing research area. One reason for this recognition is the potential of the 

technique to support the ever-increasing number of different mobile devices, where 

the alternative is the impractical approach of manually crafting the user interface for 

each type of these devices. 

In a recent study that has investigated the automatic generation of mobile device 

user interfaces it has been suggested that automatic generation offers the maximum 

user interface flexibility, lowest programming overhead, and maximum deployment 

reliability (Omojokun & Dewan 2007). 
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There a number of proposals in this area of mobile user interface auto-generation. 

Among these proposals is Uniform (Nichols, Myers & Rothrock 2006), which 

attempts to automatically generate consistent interfaces to remotely control common 

appliances (e.g. printers, fax machines, and VCRs) using hand-held devices. 

Uniform allows mobile devices to download an abstract description of an 

appliance's functionalities and uses this description to automatically generate a 

remotely control interface for that appliance. Mori and colleagues proposed another 

solution (Mori, Paterno & Spano 2008), that adopts a model based approach to 

generate user interfaces for home applications. 

There are substantial efforts and research attempts to enable the development of 

device-independent user interfaces and to decouple the user interface from the 

application logic. Most of these attempts, however, focus on the design time period 

of the software application's life cycle (i.e., for new applications), and do not 

address or provide a n1echanism for supporting existing applications. The Dygimes 

framework (Coninx et al. 2003), for instance, attempts to generate adapted user 

interface for embedded systems and mobile devices using XML-based user interface 

descriptions along with a set of predefined user interface designs. As most of the 

model-based frameworks, Dygimes can be used at the design time of new 

applications and does not generate an adapted mobile user interface out of an 

existing application interface. In fact, Dygimes generates an initial user interface 

out of specifications of activities or tasks designed using ConcurTaskTree (CTT) 

notation (Paterno 1999), and no evaluation has been mentioned for this framework 

in a mobile computing environment. 

Another recent example is the Meta-GUI-Builders presented by Luyten et al. (2008) 

that enable the creation of multi-device GUI designs. In addition, SUPPLE (Gajos & 

Weld 2004) chooses the user interface controls to be used in rendering a particular 

user interface and computes the optimal layout of these controls. 
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2.4 Mobile User Interface and Remote Access 

In terms of transcoding and presenting remote desktop applications on mobile 

devices, a review of the research literature in the mobile remote access domain 

reveals distinct trends, and the efforts in this domain can be largely categorised into 

two groups. Firstly there are projects that use text-based techniques to transcode and 

present remote applications. Examples of these projects include the systems 

proposed by Okada and Asahi (2003), Stajano and Jones (1998), AppSwing (2007), 

and Laplink's Everywhere (2006). In this category, there is no common model of 

transcoding and presenting the remote application, but rather each of the proposed 

systems has its own model. Nevertheless, most of these systems either facilitate 

access to a predefined set of services (e.g., email service) regardless of what 

applications are installed on the remote desktop PC, or present the 'focused' user 

interface component of a remote desktop application. More details about these 

research proposals are discussed in Section 2.4.1. 

Secondly, there are projects that use graphics-based techniques for transcoding and 

presenting remote applications. Examples of these projects include Virtual Network 

Computing (VNC) (Richardson et al. 1998), SmartVNC (Shizuki, Nakasu & Tanaka 

2002), which is based on VNC, Rajicon (Su et al. 2002), Citrix's GoToMyPC, and 

Symantec' s pcAnywhere. Most of the projects in this category adopt the approach of 

capturing a snapshot of the currently displayed GUI on a ren1ote desktop PC and 

sending this snapshot, using optimised techniques, to a connected mobile device, 

which in tum displays a scaled version of this snapshot. This category is discussed in 

detail in Section 2.4.2. 
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2.4.1 Text-Based User Interface and Remote Access 

Remote access systems that use a text-based technique for transcoding and 

presenting remote desktop applications, use a markup language (e.g., HTML) or a 

pure text format for this purpose. These systems, however, have different 

approaches in representing remote applications. For instance, the system proposed 

by Okada and Asahi (2003) attempts to determine the 'focused' GUI component in 

the remote application, and transcode this GUI component using one of the 

following techniques: 1) Transcoding the GUI component into a textual email, and 

sending this email to the mobile device. An email client installed on the mobile 

device receives the message, and the user can interact with the remote application 

through email replies. 2) Alternatively, Okada and Asahi proposed another approach 

to transcode the remote GUI component into cHTML code and to render this code 

on the accessing mobile device via an embedded Web browser. In this case, the user 

can interact with the remote system via Web page links. 

While these teclmiques might suit low bandwidth environments such as the mobile 

environment, presenting only a focused GUI component of the remote desktop 

application rather than the logical collection of user interface con1ponents puts the 

burden on the end user of the system to remember the sequence and history of the 

displayed GUI components in order to relate them back to a particular context or 

application functionality. 

Another example of a text-based transcoding and presentation approach can be 

distinguished in the AppSwing (2007) solution. AppSwing has developed a remote 

access system that supports mobile ren1ote access by transcoding the user interface 

of remote applications into HTML equivalent. While this technique allows 

presenting remote desktop applications on mobile devices with embedded browsers, 

transcoding the entire user interface of the remote application into HTML equivalent 
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implies a number of limitations. For instance, the resulting HTML interface requires 

manual tailoring, which took almost six months in some projects (McAuliffe 2004). 

Furthermore, the lack of abstraction of the mapped user interface, and coupling the 

interface with the logic that manipulates the user interactions, also makes it harder 

for the developer to support more mobile devices or maintain the mapped user 

interface. 

The above-mentioned examples highlight some of the proposals for mobile remote 

access systems that adopt text-based approaches for transcoding and presenting 

remotely accessed applications. These systems attempt to enable mobile remote 

access to arbitrary desktop applications. In contrast, there are a number of proposals 

for text-based systems that aim to enable mobile remote access to a pre-defined set 

of services or applications (e. g., email service) 1, regardless of what applications are 

installed on the ren1ote desktop PC. Laplink's Everywhere (2006) and the thin client 

developed by Stajano and Jones (1998) represent this category of systems. 

The Laplink's Everywhere system enables remote access to desktop PCs us1ng 

another PC or using a tnobile device. The mobile users, however, are only able to 

access specific services, such as email service and file management rather than 

generic access to arbitrary desktop applications. This limitation is also observed in 

the system developed by Stajano and Jones with the aim for querying and 

controlling a set of defined services on a remote desktop via the Short Message 

Service (SMS). Briefly, a mobile user sends a SMS to a remote desktop requesting a 

particular service and gets a reply back as a SMS containing the result. This 

technique, however, is limited to a predefined set of services. Moreover, the SMS-

based type of interaction is unlikely to suit highly interactive services, where 

frequent user inputs are required. 

1 Some graphical-based remote access solutions are also limited to a pre-defined set of applications, 
as will be noted in Section 2.4.2 
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2.4.2 Graphics Based User Interface and Remote Access 

At a high level, most mobile remote access systems that adopt a graphics or image 

based approach for presenting a remote desktop application rely on optimised 

mechanisms of capturing snapshots of the displayed user interface of the remote 

application and sending these snapshots to a the client device that has requested a 

remote access session. The client device then displays a scaled version of these 

snapshots, presuming that these snapshots or images will be zoomed according to 

user preferences. The low level details and optimisation techniques might differ 

from one system to another. Highlights of sotne of the research proposals and 

industrial efforts in this area that adopt this approach follow. 

In 1998, Richardson and colleagues (1998) proposed the Virtual Network 

Computing (VNC) remote control system, which was later developed as a 

commercial product called RealVNC1
. RealVNC implements a thin client-server 

architecture and provides clients/viewers for a number of desktop platforms, such as 

Windows, Unix, and Mac OS. To the best of our knowledge, however, RealVNC 

does not yet support, any of the available mobile platforms, and has only a beta 

version of a mobile viewer that supports PocketPC platform (RealVNC). Attempts 

to support mobile platforms have been addressed by recent independent efforts such 

as EfonVNC (Chen 2008) to support Windows CE platform, and the VNC viewer 

noted in http://www.cs.utah.edu/--midgley/wince/vnc.html (2006) to support the 

PocketPC platform. Another VNC-based mobile viewer has been developed for 

Palm OS based devices by Vladimir Minenko and enhanced by Harakan Software 

(2002). 

1 While describing the multimethodological approach to IS research, Nunamaker Jr and colleagues 
(1990) noted that much systems development research stops at the prototyping stage, and only the 
successful projects are expanded into fully articulated production systems. 
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In 2002, influenced by the VNC success in the desktop-to-desktop remote access 

paradigm, Shizuki, Nakasu, and Tanaka (2002) developed the SmartVNC 

architecture for accessing remote desktop PCs using a cellular phone. SmartVNC 

adopts a typical user interface panning and zooming approach and presumes that the 

user should zoom in and out to manage the displayed snapshot of the remote screen. 

Indeed, mobile remote access to desktop applications need a better approach to 

displaying remote desktop applications instead of putting the burden on the end user 

to use scrolling and zooming to keep track of the contents on the mobile screen. 

Another attempt to provide image based navigation of a remote desktop using a 

cellular phone was Raj icon (Su et al. 2002). That attempt explored the possibility of 

having a graphical interactive remote access client on a typical m.obile phone with 

limited-resources. The usability and efficiency of the mobile client user interface in 

that project could be improved in a number of ways. For instance, the multilevel 

menus and assigning different functionalities to the same set of device buttons based 

on different operation modes makes it difficult for users to accustom to that kind of 

interface. Reading text using the proposed interface is another usability issue. 

Adopting the approach of graphically representing remote desktop applications is 

evident in industry, as noted earlier, and many commercial products are based on 

this approach. One industrial example that represent the efforts in the remote access 

domain is Citrix' GoToMyPC. GoToMyPC was first designed for desktop-desktop 

remote access and has been ported recently to the mobile domain to support remote 

access using mobile devices. While GoToMyPC uses optimised techniques to 

manipulate and communicate the snapshots of the remote desktop, the limits of 

mobile devices display size affects the overall usability of this application, where the 

user has to frequently zoom and/or scroll to be able to interact with the user interface 

elements required for certain interactions. 
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Apart from the discussed text-based and graphics-based remote access systems, an 

interesting project called the Personal Universal Controller (PUC) (Nichols & Myers 

2006; Nichols et al. 2002). PUC is a remote control system with improved 

interfacing to complex appliances. PUC has been proposed for hand-held devices 

and it automatically generating user interface with different modalities, however, 

PUC assumes that an appliance provides a description for its own available 

functions. Furthermore, the appliance description is not abstractly enough to be 

generally adopted. 

In summary, while most of the graphics-based remote access systems successfully 

support desktop-to-desktop remote access, most of these systems, however, face the 

challenge of effectively presenting the remote desktop application on small form 

factor mobile devices. Indeed, displaying the full screen contents of the remote 

desktop on a typical small mobile device screen, such as a PDA or smart phone 

might not be the best approach in many scenarios. 

2.4.3 Discussion 

The reviewed efforts of mobile remote access proposals and products reveal some 

important differences between the text-based and graphics-based approaches of 

presenting remote applications. On one hand, the text-based solutions minimise the 

need for frequent panning, zooming, and scrolling while interacting with the remote 

application. These solutions also allow for lower transfer times and suit low band 

width environments, such as the mobile environment. On the other hand, the text-

ba.sed solutions are mostly limited to specific applications or provide a litnited level 

of interaction. 

In contrast, the graphics-based solutions give the user the ability to visually interact 

with an entire remote application; however, displaying the remote application on a 
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small form factor mobile device requires considerable user effort in scrolling and 

zooming to keep track of the contents on the mobile screen. 

Some of the pros and cons of the graphics-based and text-based mobile remote 

access systems are depicted in Table 1. 

Indeed, there is a need for developing new approaches and solutions to enable 

effective mobile remote access to desktop applications. These approaches need to 

consider the differences between the desktop-to-desktop and mobile-to-desktop 

remote access, in particular from the user perspective. 
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Table 1. A comparison between graphics-based and text-based 

remote access systems 

Graphics-based remote access 
systems 

Pros • Seamless access to the remote 

desktop PC and, virtually, to 

any accessible application on 

that desktop PC 

• The mobile client interface 

mirrors the original user 

interface of the remote desktop 

PC and applications on the 

mobile device 

• The client interface does not 

need 1nultilevel menus 

Cons • Zooming in and out is essential 

Text-based remote access 
systems 

• More appropriate for limited 

bandwidth 

• Cost effective 

• Better responsiveness 

• More appropriate for limited 

capabilities mobile devices 

• The client interface does not 

require zooming in and out 

• Presenting the remote 

in most of the client interfaces, application in textual 

which is inconvenient for some representation on the mobile 

users client requires users to build a 

• The image data usually needs to new experience for each 

be compressed before being sent accessible application on the 

to the client and decompressed remote machine 

before displaying • Usually, facilitates access to 

• Image data tends to be much only a predefined set of services 

larger than textual data, or applications such as email, 

therefore, time and cost are file transfer, or calendar. 

much greater 
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2.5 Multimodal User Interface 

The TOMRAS philosophy is to infer user interface knowledge from existing desktop 

applications and to re-present these applications as custom-defined tasks accessible 

via refactored user interface. By decoupling the user interface from the functionality 

of these applications, there is the possibility of enriching the newly generated user 

interface with the capabilities of emerging multimodal interfaces. 

Multimodal user interface enables multimodal interaction. The multimodal 

interaction in principle gives input by means of various synchronised modalities, 

such as text, speech, keypad, digital ink (i.e., the motion of a stylus), pointing 

device, lip movement, or gaze tracking, and receives output in a number of 

synchronised modalities, such as text, speech, audio, graphics, or video. Indeed, the 

multimodal user interface is an emerging type of interfaces that has the potential to 

enable a convenient and 'natural' mobile user interface, and relieve the mobile user 

from the burden of excessive scrolling and clicking a tiny keypad when perfom1ing 

certain tasks, locally or remotely. In fact, it can lead to a better user experience and 

increased productivity. Ovitte and Cohen (2000, p. 45) suggested that 'A profound 

shift is now occurring toward embracing users' natural behavior as the center of the 

human-computer interface'. 

Supporting different types of mobile devices is a challenge for mobile applications 

developers, and we pointed earlier in Section 2.3 to a number of solutions that 

attempt to address this. Given the well-known limitations of mobile devices, such as 

the small display size and tiny keypad, developing a convenient user interface for 

mobile applications is another real challenge. In this section, we review a number of 

efforts that propose intuitive approaches for developing convenient user interfaces, 

in particular, the efforts around the multimodal interaction and multimodal user 

interface in the mobile domain. 
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Multimodal interaction is not a new concept that has evolved in this era of wireless 

communications, but rather it is a rich research area with a literature that spans some 

three decades, specifically, since the 1980 Bolt's project, "Put-That-There" (Bolt 

1980). The aim of the project was to prove the concept of interaction between a 

sophisticated computer-based system and a human being through multiple channels 

of input-output. Bolt used two input modalities: speech and gesture, and the output 

modalities were mainly graphics, digital audio, and synthesized speech. Gaining 

momentum over the years, the growing interest in this area was evident in a number 

of projects and among many research communities. Following are some examples of 

these efforts. 

In 2001, the W3C (2001 a) initiated a multimodal interaction activity to develop a set 

of specifications for the multimodal interaction with the Web. By the end of 2002, 

the W3C reintroduced the multimodal interaction concept through a number of use 

cases (W3C 2002b ), and proposed a multimodal interaction framework that 

identified the major components for multimodal systerns (W3C 2002a). At the time 

of writing this thesis, the latest from the W3C multimodal interaction working group 

is a working draft architecture for multimodal user interfaces (W3C 2008a). Apart 

from the W3C multimodal interaction research activities, it is evident in the 

literature that multimodal interaction has been investigated from various 

perspectives. For instance, a number of researches (Johnston et al. 2002; Johnston et 

al. 1997; Wahlster 2002);(Cyril et al. 2006) focused on the integration, fusion, and 

fission of modalities. Other researches (Flippo, Krebs & Marsic 2003) 

(Krahnstoever et al. 2002), proposed multimodal frameworks for developing 

multimodal enabled applications. Furthermore, Johnston et al. (2002) proposed a 

multimodal application architecture to enable rapid prototyping of multimodal 

interfaces and used this architecture in introducing a multimodal interaction layer for 

rnap-based systems. 
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Researchers from vanous domains have also shown interest in introducing 

multimodal interaction to specific applications. Corradini, Wesson & Cohen (2002) 

introduced a multimodal interaction layer to a map-based system, and Hallett (2008) 

proposed multimodal presentation of medical histories, although the multimodality 

defined in that presentation was a combination of visual navigation with textual 

reports. Finally, the Model U, a concept car project equipped with voice controls 

(Bak 2003) is another example of a multimodal applications from the automotive 

domain. 

It is only recently that multimodal interaction has started to attract the attention of 

researchers in the mobile computing domain, who realised the need for a convenient, 

productive, yet natural model of interaction for mobile devices to overcome the 

input output limitations of most of these devices. It was noted in a study conducted 

by Oviatt and Cohen (2000) that multimodal interaction had been demonstrated to 

be nine times faster than a traditional graphical user interface when used with a 

pen/voice based system for initializing simulation exercises. 

The growing research interest in new techniques beyond the common graphical and 

text based user interface has led directly or indirectly to the appearance of a new 

generation of mobile devices. In these devices, touch screens and voice enabled 

applications (e.g., navigation) are almost standard features. Furthermore, it has been 

predicted that multimodal interaction as an evolving technology might revolutionise 

the use of mobile handhelds just as graphics based user interfaces (G.UI) 

revolutionised the use of the PC (Sibal 2002). The following section briefly review 

some of the multimodal interaction research efforts in the mobile computing 

domain. 
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2.5.1 Multimodal Interaction in the Mobile Computing Domain 

Research advancements in the multimodal interaction area in general, and in the 

mobile computing domain in particular are evident in the literature. These 

advancements are driven by a number of factors, including the need for a convenient 

and natural interface for mobile devices, the dramatic increase in the processing 

power of mobile devices over the last two decades, and the advancements in 

recognition technologies and their availability for mobile devices. 

These multimodal related research efforts in the mobile domain have diverse 

objectives; nonetheless, two main streams can be distinguished. The first stream 

contains researches that aim to provide a generic framework, an architecture, or 

methods for enabling the development of a multimodal interface, regardless of the 

application. TERESA (Paterno et al. 2008) (Paterno & Giammarino 2006) is one 

such tool that has been developed by Paterno and colleague for authoring 

multimodal user interfaces for various devices, including mobile devices. Xlmode 

(ScanSoft 2005) is an example fron1 industry, in which ScanSoft atten1pted to 

provide a generic speech-centric multimodal interaction system (i.e., server and 

SDK) for personal wireless devices, based on developing automatic speech 

recognition and text-to-speech engines. 

The second stream represents researches that a1m to utilise the multimodal 

interaction approach for specific applications. Trabelsi et al. (2002) for instance, 

proposed a n1ultimodal interface architecture to enable the development of 

multimodal mobile e-Commerce systems, and Jiang and colleagues (2008) 

developed a technique for rr1ultimodal Chinese text entry on mobile devices. 

Accessing Web contents and Web services via a multimodal mobile user interface 

has been suggested (Khankan & Steele 2005) and key enablers, including automatic 

generation of the multimodal mobile user interface, have been proposed (Steele, 
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Khankan & Dillon 2005). Inspired by these efforts, Song and Lee (2007), detailed a 

method for generating XForms (W3C 2006) based user interfaces for Web services. 

XForms is one of the candidate markup languages for describing multimodal 

interface, as will be discussed in section 2.6.2. 

2.5.2 Multimodal User Interface and Mobile Remote Access 

Given the dramatic increase in processing power for mobile devices over the past 

few years, and the significant advancements in recognition technologies and related 

research, multimodal interaction emerged as a potential approach that can provide a 

'natural' yet efficient interaction with mobile applications. 

The multimodal interaction research area has been witnessing substantial 

advancements and generic models. Generic frameworks, architectures, and utilities 

to support the developing multimodal user interface have been proposed. A number 

of attempts to introduce multimodal interaction to specific applications have also 

been observed. These efforts, however, are mainly focused on developing new 

applications rather than introducing a multimodal capability to existing applications. 

More i1nportantly, to the best of our knowledge, no multimodal-enabled remote 

access solution has yet been proposed for desktop-to-desktop remote access, let 

alone for mobile-to-desktop remote access. 

2.6 User Interface Description and Related Technologies 

One way to generate an adaptable interface is to start with an abstract version of that 

interface and then apply the necessary variations based on context, rendering device 

capabilities, user profiles, and other factors that might have an impact on the 

presentation of a particular application. As such, most propositions for abstract user 

interface description adopt XML (W3C 2004a) based languages or notations. This 
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section reviews some of these languages as a potential user interface description 

language for task-oriented mobile user interface. 

Firstly, subsection 2.6.1 revtews some of the potential markup languages in an 

attempt to answer the question of which XML-based language is better for abstractly 

describing the user interface. Secondly, a number of multimodal user interface 

description languages have been also examined and presented in subsection 2.6.2. 

Over the past decade, a number of XML-based user interface description languages 

have been developed and some of these languages are now well established. The 

majority of these languages were developed for different purposes, such as 

portability (i.e., cross-platform), adaptability (i.e., device-independent), 

implementation language independency, modality- independency, and supporting a 

model-based user interface and interaction design. Some of these description 

languages, such as the UIML (Constantinos 2000) were proposed in independent 

projects. Other languages, however, have been introduced through developing user 

interface frameworks or utilities such as the Dygimes framework (Coninx et al. 

2003) . 

Recent studies (Souchon & Vanderdonckt 2003) (S . Trewin, Zimmermann & 

Vanderheiden 2003) examined some of these languages from various perspectives, 

including universal usability support. 

2.6.1 Abstract User Interface Description Markup Languages 

This section presents a review of a number of markup languages for user interface 

description. The reviewed languages are assessed with respect to their ability to 

abstractly describe user interfaces. By abstract we refer to: 
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• Device independency. To allow rapid development of mobile user interface 

in general and remote access user interface in particular. 

• Decoupling of interactions manipulation from the presentation information. 

This separation is important to support existing applications and to 

dynamically generate user interface descriptions for these applications. 

• Separation of data from the presentation information. 

• Modality independency. 

A candidate user interface description language should allow this level of 

abstraction. In addition the language should be extensible and easy to incorporate 

with other XML based markup languages. Following is a brief discussion of the 

reviewed languages. 

XML User Interface Language (XUL) (Mozilla 2008) 

XUL (pronounced 'zool') is a Mozilla XML-based language that is designed for 

building portable user interfaces. XUL can accommodate other XML-based 

languages such as XHTNIL. While XUL provides a cross-platform user interface 

description, it also describes the user interaction with the described widgets and 

couples some device-dependent attributes with the user interaction logic. Therefore, 

the XUL level of abstraction of the generated user interface description is not 

enough for arbitrary delivery contexts. 

Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) (Microsoft 2008c). 

XAML (pronounced 'zammel '), a declarative XML-based language. It has been 

stated that 'The ability to mix code with markup in XAML is important because 

XML by itself is declarative, and does not really suggest a model for flow control' 

(Microsoft 2008c). Therefore, XAML, similar to XUL, attaches the interactions (i.e., 

event) manipulation handlers to the user interface description. Furthermore, XAML 
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is not a cross platform language, as the event handlers are based on .NET compliant 

languages. 

User Interface Markup Language (UIML) (Constantinos 2000) 

UIML is a meta-language designed for providing a canonical user interface 

representation suitable for mapping to existing languages (Abrams & Helms 2004). 

Being a meta-language, UIML requires a vocabulary (written in HTML, WML, 

VoiceXml, and so on) to be defined in order to map the abstractly described user 

interface elements to a concrete implementation. However, as stated by Trewin, 

Zimmermann and Vanderheiden (2003 ), UIML lacks the separation between the 

data and presentation. Constantinos (2000) ,the developer of UIML, also stated that 

the UIML model of communication between the user interface and the application 

logic needed more work, and UIML2 is claimed to separate the user interface from 

the non-interface code. 

Abstract User Interface Markup Language (AUIML) (IBM-Rochester-lab 2004) 

According to IBM (2004), AUIML is an XML dialect that is a platfotm- and a 

technology-neutral representation of user interface elements. It has been developed 

with a focus on facilitating the creation of environment-independent user interfaces 

in the applications development stage. There is little public infotmation about the 

AUIML specifications, but rather a toolkit provided by IBM to visually develop the 

user interface. The samples presented in (Merrick 2001) shows the coupling of the 

data tnodel and abstract user interface representation. 

eXtensible Interface Markup Language (XIML) (Puerta & Eisenstein 2001) 

XIML is defined as an XML-based language that represents the abstract and 

concrete aspects of a user interface (Puerta & Eisenstein 2001). XIML was designed 

with the aim of supporting the functionality across the entire lifecycle of a user 

interface from design and up to evaluation. However, XIML does not clearly 
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provide an abstract representation of the user interface. For instance, one of the 

XIML principal predefined interface components, namely, the presentation 

component, is a hierarchy of concrete interaction elements. 

Clearly, these reviewed XML-based languages provide user interface descriptions 

with a level of abstraction; they do not provide a full separation between the user 

interface description and the interactions manipulation code. While this separation 

might have some challenges, it is viable. In fact, Bishop (2006) has developed a 

system called Views, which enables existing graphical user interface (GUI) libraries 

to be transported to multi platforms. This system uses an XML-based notation, 

which separates the presentation information from the interactions handling code. 

The user interface description is tightly coupled with the layout info1mation and data 

instance; therefore, the level of abstraction of the XML-based notation is not enough 

for device-independent user interface description. 

2.6.2 Markup Languages for Describing the Multimodal User Interface 

In this section we review some of the markup languages that are candidates for 

describing the multimodal user interface. Certain markup languages were designed 

specifically for describing the modalities presentation, recognition, synchronisation, 

and integration. Among these markup languages are: XForms (W3C 2006), 

VoiceXML (W3C 2005c), SALT (Forum), SMIL (W3C 2005b), X+V (Axelsson et 

al. 2004), and InkML (W3C 2004b) in addition to EMMA (W3C 2005a), and 

XISL(Katsurada et al. 2003). 

Certain criteria have been applied to identify the most suitable notation or markup 

language to describe a multimodal user interface of an application's GUI. These 

criteria examine the candidate description language's ability to: 
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• Describe at least the following input modalities: text, speech, point and click, 

and digital ink. 

• Describe at least the following output modalities: text, graphics, speech, and 

audio. 

• Describe the synchronisation and integration of multiple modalities. 

• Describe both simple and complex MMI scenarios. 

• Decouple the modalities specific information from the language 

specifications. 

Following is a brief discussion of the reviewed languages. 

XForms (W3C 2006). XForms is a markup language that has been developed to 

address, among other issues, platform independence, multi-modality, and device 

independence in order to achieve better Web forms and richer interactions. 

According to the W3C XForms working group, 'XForms is W3C's name for a 

specification of Web forms that can be used with a wide variety of platforms 

including desktop computers, handhelds, information appliances, and even paper. ' 

(W3C 2006). However, it is the responsibility of the XForms processor to select the 

appropriate concrete interface component and event mapping for a particular client 

device. 

X+V: XHTML +Voice (W3C 2001b). X+V is a markup language that has been 

designed for developing multimodal applications. Voice refers to VoiceXML (W3C 

2007b ), or the Voice Extensible Markup Language. The VoiceXML markup 

language was introduced in 1999 for developing speech interfaces such as 

Interactive Voice Response (IVR) applications or over-the-phone dialogues. When 

VoiceXML is combined with XHTML, they formed a multimodal language known 

as XHTML+Voice or (X+V). X+V allows describing a user interface that combines 
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visual and vo1ce modalities. X+ V has been published by the W3C as a 

recommendation (W3C 2001b). 

SMIL: Synchronised Multimedia Integration Language (W3C 2005b). SMIL is 

designed for choreographing multimedia presentations where audio, video, text and 

graphics are combined in real-time. SMIL as a markup language cannot describe, 

control, or synchronise input modalities, as such, it can be used to describe output 

modalities only. SMIL is XML based language, and it can therefore be extended 

easily. 

InkML: Ink Markup Language (W3C 2004b ). InkML provides a platform-neutral 

data format for representing digital ink (i.e., ink entered with an electronic pen or 

stylus) in order to promote the interchange of that digital ink between different 

vendors' software applications. Although InkML deals with only one modality (i.e., 

the hand writing), it can play a key role in describing multimodal interaction 

scenarios where the handwriting is one of the input modalities used, for instance, 

when the user chooses to switch to the handwriting modality because of a noisy 

environment or privacy concerns. 

EMMA: Extensible MultiModal Annotation language (W3C 2007a). According 

to W3 C, EMMA is the markup language used to represent human input to a 

multimodal application. EMMA has not yet been advanced to a W3C 

recommendation. EMMA has evolved over the past few years, and W3 C has so far 

received six implementation reports (W3C 2008b ). 

XISL: eXtensible Interaction Scenario Language (Katsurada et al. 2003). XISL is 

an XML-based markup language for rnultimodal interaction applications. XISL 

shares VoiceXML most of the tag set, and shares SMIL2.0 the synchronisation 

mechanism. XISL is able to describe both input and output modalities, and is able to 
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describe the synchronisation and integration of multiple modalities. However, 

authoring XISL might be more complex than other markup languages. Furthermore, 

with the lack of development tools, commercial support, or W3C recommendation, 

it is unlikely that XISL will be widely adopted, and the alternative might be to use a 

combination ofXforms and X+V. 

URC: Universal Remote Console (Shari Trewin, Zimmermann & 

Vanderheiden 2004). URC is an update for AAIML, The Alternate & Abstract 

Interface Markup Language (Zimmermann, Vanderheiden & Gilman 2003) as part 

of the Alternate User Interface Access (AUlA) standard. The URC language aims 

to provide an abstract (i.e., modality-independent) user interface description of a 

target, which might be a remote device or a service. However, to the best of our 

knowledge, URC is still under development and the language specification has not 

been published publicly. 

UsiXML: USer Interface eXtensible Markup Language (Limbourg et al. 2005). 

UsiXML is an XML-based markup language that is able to describe uni-modal and 

multi-modal user interfaces. 

2.6.3 Discussion 

A number of user interface description languages have been reviewed, and criteria 

have been defined to examine these languages. Some of these languages have been 

developed specifically for user interface description purposes and others have been 

proposed as part of a framework or developed system. 

A number of the reviewed markup languages fulfil the device independency and 

modality independency conditions to some extent, however most of these languages 

do not provide a sufficient level of abstraction to decouple- the interactions 

manipulation from the presentation information. This separation is important to 
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support existing applications and for dynamically generating a refactored user 

interface for these applications. 

The reviewed markup languages for the multimodal user interface were designed 

mainly for describing the modalities recognition, synchronisation, and integration. 

Some of then1 were designed to support the development of multimodal application. 

Defined criteria have been established to ensure that a candidate multimodal 

interaction description markup language fulfils certain requirements, including 

decoupling the modalities specific information from the language specifications. 

Ultimately, the multimodal interaction description language of choice would have 

fulfilled all requirements. Unfortunately, none of the languages discussed matches 

the defined criteria. Based on these criteria, XISL seems to have the potential to 

describe a multimodal interface for existing applications. Nonetheless, with the lack 

of development tools, commercial support, or standardisation, it is unlikely to be 

widely adopted. As such, the alternative might be to use multiple languages within a 

proposed framework or a developed system .. XF orms with incorporated VoiceXML 

is a good candidate in this regard. XForms decouples the data model from the 

interface and allows binding these two at run tin1e. This allows designing or 

generating device and modality independent user interfaces. 

2. 7 Key Challenges and Issues with Mobile Remote Access 

The review presented in the previous sections of this chapter reveals the significant 

progress that has occurred over the past decade not only in the area of mobile remote 

access research, but also in the mobile user interface research area. There are 

nevertheless a number of issues and key challenges that stem largely from the 

fundamental differences between the desktop-to-desktop and mobile-to-desktop 

remote access paradigms. These key issues are: 
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• Supporting mobile remote access to existing desktop applications 

The reviewed research proposals and developed systems for mobile remote access 

can be summarised as follows. First, systems that support only a pre-defined set of 

services or existing applications, such as email client and address book; these 

systems have a custom mobile client interface that has been developed to support 

these particular applications, and there is no support for remote access to arbitrary 

desktop applications. While these solutions might be useful in some scenanos, 

where remote access to a critical custom-defined service is needed, a genenc 

approach that can be applied to support existing desktop applications can cover a 

wider span of scenarios. 

Second, systems that support existing applications without being limited to pre-

defined applications; these systems, however, have limitations in the way they 

present the remote applications. They either present a snapshot of the full screen 

contents of the remote desktop, for instance, or transform and present only the 

focused user interface element of a ren1ote application. Furtherrnore, some of these 

systems map the user interface of the remote application into HTML and manually 

tailor the mapped user interface for certain mobile devices. 

Third, systems that do not support existing applications, but rather support new 

applications at the design stage; some of these systems also assume that the new 

desktop applications will be wrapped as Web services. While supporting remote 

access to new desktop applications is important, supporting remote access to 

existing desktop applications is equally important, and is more important in cases, 

where redeveloping existing applications is not an option. 
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• Presenting remotely accessed applications on mobile devices 

Most graphics-based solutions that have been reviewed require a significant effort 

from the user in scrolling, zooming, and keeping track of the screen contents. Also, 

the solutions that were initially designed for desktop-to-desktop remote access are 

challenged by the fundamental differences between mobile devices and desktop PCs, 

in terms of hardware capabilities, interaction models, and the patterns of use. In 

contrast, the text-based solutions might be more effective for accessing pre-defined 

services. These solutions, however, have many limitations and usually need manual 

tailoring. Indeed, a remote access solution with intelligent user interface and better 

display mechanisms is required. 

• The desktop-to-desktop and mobile-to-desktop remote access paradigms 

Given the significant physical, perceptual, and cognitive constraints placed on 

mobile users by hardware limitations, the user experience of software applications, 

including remote access applications, using desktop PCs and mobile devices is 

fundmnentally different. Therefore, the need for new approaches to developing the 

mobile user interface is inevitable, especially ,;vhen considering the input and output 

capabilities that have a vital impact on the mobile user's acceptance of a particular 

service or technology. 

• The challenge of supporting multiple mobile device types 

Generic solutions for mobile remote access to existing desktop applications face a 

number of challenges, including, the diversity of mobile devices, and the complexity 

and diversity of the user interface of the desktop applications. While there are 

substantial efforts and research attempts to enable the development of device-

independent user interface, most of these attempts focus on supporting the 

development of new applications (i.e. , design time) rather than providing a 

mechanism for supporting existing applications without redeveloping these 

applications. Given the diversity of the available and yet-to-be developed mobile 
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devices and platforms, redeveloping existing applications to support mobile devices 

is an enormous and costly task. Instead, an automatic approach of mapping an 

existing desktop application's user interface into an adaptable mobile user interface 

is a potential solution for this issue. The ability to adopt additional capabilities, such 

as intemationalisation, multimodality, or accessibility is also highly desirable. 

2.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have presented a review of the research academic and industry 

efforts in the remote access computing domain and interrelated research areas, such 

as the mobile user interface and intelligent user interface. In this context, some of 

the user interface technologies and description markup languages were also 

reviewed. In addition, the emerging multimodal interaction approach and related 

technologies have been highlighted. A number of issues and key challenges have 

been identified. 

In summary, this review represents the importance of the 'awareness of problem' 

phase of the research methodology that has been adopted to conduct this research. It 

was particularly i1nportant to identify the key challenges and to raise research issues 

in the area of mobile remote access that have received little or no research attention 

so far. While most of these issues need more research attention, the focus of this 

thesis is primarily on the issue of effectively presenting existing remote desktop 

applications on mobile devices without re-developing or modifying these 

applications. 

The next chapter introduces a task -oriented model for this purpose. Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 6 will present a potential implementation architecture for this model. 

Furthermore, a prototype and an effectiveness evaluation based on elementary tasks 

are presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively. 
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Chapter 3 

A Conceptual Model for Task-
Oriented Mobile Remote Access 

As noted in the previous chapter, there are increasing research activities in the field 

of remote access computing in general and mobile remote access in particular. The 

proposals and research efforts to support mobile remote access to desktop 

applications, however, face a number of challenges, including, the limitations of 

most small form factor mobile devices (e.g., PDAs and mobile phones). 

Accordingly, innovative presentation techniques are required. This chapter 

introduces a conceptual model for the task-oriented rrwbile remote access system 

(TOMRAS). The TOMRAS model enables a transparent exposure of custom-

defined functionalities provided by existing desktop applications, without re-

developing these applications. 

The chapter highlights the model's theoretical background and the approach that has 

been adopted to generate the task-oriented user interface. A potential 

implementation architecture for this model will be presented in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5. A developed prototype and a conducted evaluation for TOMRAS will be 

discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively. 

The chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 gives a generic introduction to 

remote access computing and the idea behind the proposed model that is discussed 

later in the chapter. Section 3.2 introduces some of the terminology that is used 
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throughout this chapter. Section 3.3 highlights the task-oriented modelling. Section 

3.4 discusses in detail the TOMRAS conceptual model that adopts a task-oriented 

approach. Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 give more insight into the main aspects of this 

model. Section 3. 7 discusses a possible extension of the TOMRAS model for 

multimodal interface. 

3.1 Introduction 

As has been revealed in Chapter 2, the models that have been proposed so far for 

mobile remote access face a number of outstanding challenges that have not yet been 

addressed. In addition to these challenges there is the issue of the effectiveness of a 

displayed user interface of a remotely controlled application on the screen of a sn1all 

form factor mobile device such as a PDA. In an attempt to address this issue and 

enable developing mobile remote access solutions with a more effective user 

interface, a conceptual model for task-oriented 1nobile remote access is introduced. 

The task -oriented approach behind this model in1plies that: 

When accessing or controlling a remote desktop application to perform 

a particular task, the user interface elements that are relevant to that 

task are the only elements to be displayed on a client mobile device 

while carrying out that task. 

The following scenario articulates the broad steps of the task -oriented approach. 

Assume for instance, that a user (i.e., a business analyst or a trained user) launches a 

remote desktop application and starts a task recording session via a task recording 

utility. 
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• When the recording session starts, the recording utility attempts to 

recognise the displayed user interface elements of the launched 

desktop application, and then starts monitoring the user interactions 

with the application's user interface. 

• Guided by the task specifications, the user interacts with the desktop 

application and performs the intended task, while these interactions 

are monitored and recorded in the form of system events. 

• When the user completes the task and ends the recording session, the 

task recording utility identifies the user interface elements that were 

involved in these interactions and marks for elimination the user 

interface elements that were not directly involved in the recorded task. 

• Next, the user/business analyst reviews these identified user interface 

elements, and accepts or rejects the suggested eliminations, before an 

abstract description of the recorded task' s user interface is generated. 

This abstract description of the task's user interface is used to generate 

a concrete task's user interface for a particular set of mobile devices 

(e.g., PDAs) 

• The user (or perhaps a user interface designer) exmnines the suitability 

of the generated concrete user interface and modifies it if needed, 

before the recorded task is finally registered and a link to the its user 

interface description is established. A concrete example for the 

recording phase is presented in Chapter 6. 
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• To execute the recorded task, an end user uses a mobile device (e.g., 

PDA) to establish a remote access session with the remote desktop 

PC 1
, and depending on his/her profile and credentials, a set of 

registered tasks are listed indicating they are accessible and can be 

remotely executed. By selecting a particular task, the user interface of 

this task is displayed and the end user starts to performing the task. 

• The end user interactions are monitored and communicated to the 

remote desktop application. Meanwhile, the response of the desktop 

application is monitored and communicated to the mobile client user 

interface to be updated. This cycle continues until the end user 

finishes performing the intended task. 

While the above mentioned abstract scenario highlights the task -oriented approach, 

more details and concrete exarnples will be discussed in the following chapters. 

3.2 Terms and Concepts 

This section introduces and briefly describes some of the terminology that 1s 

relevant to this chapter in particular and the thesis as a whole. 

Conceptual model. According to Johnson and Henderson, a conceptual model is a 

high-level description of how a system is organised and operates (Johnson & 

Henderson 2002). In this context, we use the terms 'TOMRAS conceptual model' 

and 'TOMRAS model' interchangeably. 

1 Perhaps via a connecting server of a remote access service provider. 
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Mobile device. There are many types of mobile devices, including mobile phone, 

PDAs, tablet PCs, laptops, and in car systems. Small form factor mobile devices can 

be categorised mainly into PDAs and mobile phones (Park 2003). The conceptual 

model of TOMRAS that will be discussed later in the chapter is equally applicable 

to most of these mobile devices, however, the given examples and scenarios 

demonstrated throughout this thesis use a PDA as the mobile device of choice. 

Task (registered task). Conceptually, a registered task is defined as an ' activity' 

that should be performed in order to reach a goal (Gamma et al. 1995). In the 

context of the TOMRAS model presented in this thesis, a task is a unit of work can 

be executed via a desktop application. This unit of work or the 'activity' is presented 

by a refactored user interface to allow effective remote performance of this activity 

using mobile devices. As such, a desktop application can be represented by a set of 

registered tasks. 

Registered task. A desktop application can be represented by a set of registered 

tasks. A registered task is a task that has been defined, recorded, and linked to a 

repository of tasks representing remotely accessible functionalities of specific 

desktop applications. Registered tasks can be classified into 'interactive' and 'non-

interactive' tasks. 

Interactive tasks . Interactive tasks are tasks that need user input at runtime. The 

thesis covers this type of tasks, and focuses on improving the effectiveness of 

executing these tasks. 

Non-interactive tasks. These are the tasks that can run autonomously of user input 

(i.e. , do not need user input). This type of tasks is not fully covered in this thesis, 

where the focus is on interactive tasks. 
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Task user interface description. Refers to an abstract representation of the user 

interface related to a particular task. 

User interface elements container. We define the user interface element that 

contains other user interface elements as a 'container'. An example for a container in 

Windows environment is a window or a dialog, and the contained user interface 

elements might be edit controls, buttons, check boxes, or other common user 

interface elements. 

Events. Events are these incidents that trigger event-driven applications to perform 

an action. In this thesis, an event refers to a user action, such as pressing a button or 

clicking with a stylus. 

Messages. In an event-driven operating systems, messages are generated at each 

input event or in response to changes in the system brought about by an application 

(Microsoft 2007). 

Task user interactions. Given the definitions of events and messages, task user 

interactions refer to system messages that are generated when users of that system 

interact with the user interface of a particular application running under that system. 

These messages are intercepted, filtered and recorded during the process of defining 

(i.e., recording) a task. 

Triggering events, Events that mark the end of an elementary task. Section 3.5.3 

defines and illustrates elementary tasks. 

This is smne of the tetminology used throughout the following sections, and other 

terms are mentioned where appropriate in various sections. 
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3.3 Task-Oriented Modelling 

Software applications are primarily developed to enable one or more user tasks, 

nonetheless, user tasks models are poorly involved in current software design 

(Bourguin, Lewandowski & Tarby 2007). A review to the literature in the task-

oriented modelling domain reveals that most of the research efforts in this area such 

as (Daniel, Peter & Anke 2004) and (Coninx et al. 2003) focus on user interface 

modelling in the design and development stages of the software lifecycle. Therefore, 

to support dynamic refactoring for the user interface of existing desktop applications 

for the purpose of task-oriented remote access using mobile devices, a new model is 

needed. The TOMRAS model presented in this chapter is an attempt to address this 

particular issue. 

It important to note, however, that a fully generic task-oriented refactoring approach 

is seen as highly challenging issue and the TOMRAS model and implementation 

architecture are not claimed as a solution for this complex issue. TOMRAS, 

however, enables a task-miented mobile remote access to custom-defined tasks that 

represent certain desktop application functionalities . The TOMRAS approach is 

based on dynamic refactoting of the user interface related to these functionalise, as 

will be discussed later in the chapter. The developed prototype, presented in Chapter 

6, and the TOMRAS functionality and effectiveness evaluation for elementary tasks, 

discussed in Chapter 7, demonstrated a promising indication for the TOMRAS 

applicability. 

3.4 TOMRAS Conceptual Model: Overview 

In this section we introduce the TOMRAS conceptual model for mobile task-

oriented remote access to desktop applications. Some of the concepts and 

considerations behind the TOMRAS model can be broadly described as follows. 
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First, the TOMRAS model considers that identifying the m1n1mum set of user 

interface elements that are needed to perform a specific task within a desktop 

application, and adapting this identified user interface in accordance with specific 

mobile device profiles, will enable more effective presentations of remote desktop 

applications. This will therefore reduce time and effort in performing a specific task 

with these applications. 

Second, the TOMRAS model considers that any arbitrary task can be defined by at 

least two components, namely, a presentation component and a behaviour 

component. The presentation component is the minimum set of user interface 

elements needed to perform that task, and the behaviour component is a collection of 

associated user interactions associated with this set of user interface elements. The 

immediate advantage of separating the task's user interface from the core logic of 

that task is the ability to refactor the task's presentation without requiring any 

redevelopment or recoding the original desktop application. 

Third, the TOMRAS 1nodel considers that the task user interface identification and 

refactoring should be irnplemented on the basis of minimum human intervention, in 

order to gain better acceptance for any developed remote access solution that adopts 

this model. One way of identifying the set of relevant user interface elements is by 

detecting all user interface elements presented during a particular activity performed 

by a user and recording the user interactions with the presented user interface 

elements, then using these recorded interactions to analyse and refactor the detected 

user interface elements. 

Finally, once a task's user interface has been identified, it should be abstractly 

described for later adaptation based on the profile of the client mobile device. 

A tasks repository is used for tasks registration. That is keeping the tasks 

descriptions and providing a managed access to these descriptions. 
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Putting these considerations in context, a conceptual model for TOMRAS has been 

developed, and a high level diagram illustrating this suggested model is shown in 

Figure 5. 

As shown in Figure 5, there are two main phases that form the proposed model, 

namely, task recording and task execution. Each of these phases represents a set of 

core concepts and processes that constitute the model for this phase. 

The task recording phase implies identifying the desktop application's user interface 

and refactoring the identified user interface in light of user activities occurring while 

carrying out a particular task, then, abstractly describing that user interface. The task 

execution phase encounters automatic generation of adapted (device dependent) user 

interfaces for the recorded task, and the communication mechanism between the 

generated adapted task ' s user interface and the original desktop application's user 

interface. 
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Forthcoming sections in this chapter will give more insight into this model and each 

of these processes in the context of the above-mentioned phases. Nonetheless, there 

are some assumptions related to the proposed model that it is useful to note at this 

point: 

The TOMRAS model does not assume full autmnation of the above processes, but 

rather it considers manual assistance in the task recording phase, in particular, in 

defining and recording tasks, and also in confirming the results of the automatic 

recognition of user interface elements. 

The focus of the proposed model is on providing a task -oriented ref acto red user 

interface, not on providing automatic mechanisms for smart layouts of the refactored 

user interface when targeting a particular mobile device. Automatic layouts is 

another research problem that has been addressed in a number of researches 

(Banavar et al. 2004) (Lok, Feiner & Ngai 2004) (Thevenin 2003), and it is outside 

the scope of this research. Therefore, a semi-automated approach that involves some 

level of manual input and configuration by a trained user or business analyst is 

considered in this static phase. 

Finally, while the proposed model targets the mobile computing environment in 

particular, it is a device independent model which is viable for the desktop-to-

desktop remote access paradigm as well as the mobile-to-desktop paradigm. 

Furthermore, we argue that this model could play a key role in desktop-to-desktop 

remote access solutions that adopt the approach of user customised interface or re-

engineeting of existing applications instead of transferring desktop snapshots to the 

application's client controller desktop. 

The following sections give more insight into the core phases of the TOMRAS 

model and internal processes of each phase, with a reflection on the example 
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scenario noted in Section 3 .1. The implementation details and technology specifics 

involved in these processes are explained in detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 when 

discussing a suggested implementation architecture for the TOMRAS model. 

3.5 The Task Recording Phase of the Model 

In general, task recording in the context of the TOMRAS model means capturing 

certain application functionality through the user interface associated with certain 

user activities, and exposing this functionality or user activity as a standalone 

accessible task. As noted in Section 3 .2, we classify tasks into two categories: 

interactive tasks, which primarily need user input at runtime, and non-interactive 

tasks, which can be fully automated (i.e., do not need user input). While non-

interactive tasks might be useful in some scenarios (e.g., a task for shutting down a 

systetn), they are not covered in this thesis, where the focus is on developing a new 

approach for interactive mobile remote access. That is a user is assumed to be 

interacting with the remotely accessed desktop application to perform specific tasks. 

For interactive tasks, recording is only about the user interface that is involved in 

these tasks. Recording non-interactive tasks, however, involves the user interface 

and the user interactions as these interactions will be replayed automatically at 

runtime without any user inputs. The remainder of this Section gives more insight 

into the task recording phase and relevant processes. 

As illustrated in Figure 6, the TOMRAS model enables these various types of tasks 

to be recorded through two concurrent sets of core processes. The first set deals with 

user interface recognition, analysis, abstraction, and the second set of processes 

takes care of the user interactions. 
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Figure 6: The task recording processes 

Figure 6 also depicts what has been noted earlier in the chapter: that the model 

adopts a semi-automatic approach to generate the refactored user interfaces, as a 

fully automatic generation of a broadly acceptable user interface is identified as 

being an extremely difficult problem. This semi-automatic approach allows for 

provision of a feasible solution that can be used in accessing a wide range of existing 

applications. This approach considers two human roles: the first is a business analyst 

who is responsible for recording tasks and reviewing the autotnatically generated 

user interface. The second is a user interface designer who can enhance the 

automatically generated interface when needed. 
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Task recording does not imply any kind of input data recording, as recording time 

inputs are most likely to be different from the runtime ones. Hence, the presented 

model deals with input data transparently and does not keep the inputs that have 

been used in the recording phase. 

3.5.1 Task User Interface Recognition and Refactoring 

When a business analyst launches a remote desktop application and starts a task 

recording session in the task recording phase, the task recording utility recognises 

the displayed user interface of the desktop application (i.e., the main container and 

the contained user interface controls). However, the recognised controls will not 

necessarily all be involved in the recorded task, and the relevant user interface 

elements have to be identified. 

One way of conducting this identification or filtering the relevant user interface 

elements is through examining interactions of the business analyst with the 

displayed user interface and using this information for filtering out the displayed 

elements. Following are the core rules of the filtering algorithm: 

• Pictures and other graphical or static user interface elements are 

recommended for exclusion. 

• User interface elements that have no record of corresponding 

interactions are recommended for elimination as well. 

• User interface elements recognised as a group (e.g., a set of radio 

buttons) should be preserved, even if not all of them were used. 

• Labels or static text fields that are associated with the edit field 

should not be excluded. 
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• Non-interactive user interface controls, such as group boxes are 

recommended for exclusion by default, nevertheless, they can be 

preserved if the business analyst so chooses. 

Once this filtering has been done, a prev1ew of the results is presented to the 

business analyst for confirmation. The business analyst reviews the results and 

accepts or rejects the recommendations of eliminating or preserving certain user 

interface elements. The business analyst can also mark for elimination any of the 

preserved user interface elements, however, for integrity purposes, these manually 

excluded elements should not have corresponding recorded human interactions, 

otherwise re-recording the task should be considered. 

Upon the business analyst's confirmation of the filtered user interface, this user 

interface is previewed so that the business analyst and/or user interface designer can 

define logical groups of user interface controls if necessary. By a logical group we 

mean a group of user interface elements (e.g., a group of radio buttons) that have to 

appear together on any client device. The importance of the logical groups stems 

from the fact that, in some commercial applications there might be a case where the 

number of user interface controls involved in a particular task cannot appear on one 

screen on a mobile device, and have to be divided into separate screens. 

Lastly, the refactored user interface 1s abstractly described, as explained in the 

following subsections. 

3.5.2 User Interaction Recording 

During task recording, the user interactions are monitored and temporarily recorded 

for the purpose of identifying and filtering which user interface elements are used 

for this particular task. If the recorded task is declared as a non-interactive task (i.e., 
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fully automated), then the recorded interactions are preserved for re-playing at the 

task execution phase. However, this type of task is not covered in this thesis as has 

been mentioned earlier. 

3.5.3 Describing a Task 

The TOMRAS model exploits the concept that: the refactored user interface 

representing a recorded task should be abstractly described and device-

independently preserved. One of the immediate advantages of adding this level of 

abstraction is having a user interface description that can be adapted at the time of 

executing a task to virtually any mobile device that is able to render the adapted 

task 's user interface. 

TOMRAS uses a user interface description notation that has a number of basic 

entities that describe the various user interface elements and their relationships 

without direct references to the logic of the recorded task. These entities and their 

definitions are presented in Table 2. Most of these entities also have a set of 

associated attributes as depicted in Table 3. 
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Table 2. User interface abstract description entities 

Entity 

Container 

Control 

Logical Group 

Defmition 

This entity represents a user interface element that 

works as a container for other (non-containers) user 

interface elements. 1 

This entity represents a common user interface element 

that is contained in a user interface container. 2 

The description of the user interface elements also 

specifies the role of the element. For instance: 

LABLE, EDITOR, CHOICE, COMMAND, OPTION, 

and INPUT. 

A group of user interface elements that have to appear 

together on any client device. 

Table 3. Attribute of the user interface elements 

Component 

Identifier or 

(Cold) 

This identifier is a unique identifier that is automatically 

generated by the recording utility. The identifier is used 

to link or map back the generated device-based runtime 

user interface element to its original user interface 

1 For instance, in a Windows-based application, a container might be a frame window or a dialog. 
2 Examples for these common user interface elements are: buttons, edit boxes, and check boxes. 
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element of the desktop application. 

For any user interface element within a container, this 

attribute represents the element's location relative to 

that container. The value of this attribute can be 

modified by a user interface designer who also can 

examine the suitability of the generated runtime user 

interface for various mobile devices. 

This attribute is used to indicate that a particular user 

interface element invokes a user interface container, a 

popup dialog for instance. The value of this attribute is 

the unique identifier (Cold) of the linked container. 

This attribute will not be associated with all types of 

controls, and its value will depend on the details of the 

recorded task. Primarily, this attribute is used to link 

multiple containers in case of the recorded task has 

multiple elementary tasks, as 'Will be discussed later in 

the section. 

The TOMRAS conceptualtnodel considers that: 

An interactive task can be decomposed into a set of logical task units 

with regard to its user interface representation and the rendering device 

of this representation. These logical task units can help in mapping 

different representations of that task. 
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The remainder of this section articulates this concept, and illustrates how a desktop 

user interface representing a task can be mapped into a mobile representation, 

according to the TOMRAS model. 

A task that is recorded during an activity with a desktop application, and has a user 

interface representation (1), can be decomposed into a set of subtasks, where each 

subtask representation S constitutes a single container (e.g., a dialog or window) in 

the desktop application. 
n 

I.e., T = L S where n is the number of sub tasks. 

Each subtask representation S, in tum can be decomposed into a set of elementary 

tasks, where each elementary task representation E represents a set of user interface 

elements related to an activity that can be done via a single screen of a mobile 

device. 
m 

I.e., S = L E where m is the number of elementary tasks. 

An elementary task might have one or more logical groups, where a logical group 

representation L is a group of related user interface elements (e.g., a set of radio 

buttons) that appear together on the same screen of a tnobile device. 
g 

I.e. , E = L L where g is the number of logical groups. 

The decomposition of task representation, and the relation between a task and its 

logical representation are illustrated in Figure 7. 
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By having these dependencies between the described user interface elements in 

place, a higher quality user interfaces can be generated as indicated in (S. Trewin, 

Zimmermann & Vanderheiden 2003). While the TOMRAS model provides this 

conceptual decomposition of a task representation, a full automation of this process 

and automatic generation of layouts of the user interface elements within elementary 

task representations are beyond the scope of this thesis, as has been mentioned 

earlier in the chapter. 

3.5.4 Tasks Registering 

Once a task is described, the next step is to register this task with a tasks repository. 

Registered tasks have entries that associate these tasks to particular desktop 

applications on certain desktop PCs. These entries also link tasks to their user 

interface description and human interactions description. 

3.6 The Task Execution Phase of the Model 

In this phase the registered (i.e. , recorded) tasks are presented through adapted 

versions of the described task user interfaces, and the tasks are remotely executed. 

This phase implies two main processes, namely, task user interface adapting and 

task mapping. The following subsections give more detail about these processes. 

3.6.1 Task User Interface Adapting 

According to the TOMRAS model, the refactored user interface that represents a 

recorded task is preserved in an abstract format. Generating an adapted user 

interface out of this abstract description depends on, among other factors, the client 

accessing device and the end user's profile. For instance, Tablet PCs and PDAs have 

larger screens than smart phones, and end users may also have different access rights 

to different tasks. Accordingly, the user interface of these tasks can be adapted to 
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reflect this diversity. Furthermore, a task's user interface can be adapted and 

localized or internationalised based on the user profile. 

Adapting the graphical user interface (GUI) of an application to different devices 

with different capabilities is one of the most interesting questions of today's mobile 

computation (Mitrovic & Mena 2002). In this thesis the focus is not on how an 

application's GUI is adapted, but rather on which parts of that GUI should be 

adapted. 

There are a number of adaptations mechanisms that can be adopted by the TOMRAS 

model. Some of these mechanisms such as SUPPLE (Gajos & Weld 2004), use a 

numeric optimisation algorithm to compute the optimal layout for a chosen set of 

user interface controls given a declarative description of that interface. There are 

also some efforts such as (Nichols, Chau & Myers 2007) that adopt a rule based 

approach for the user interface adaptation purposes. 

It is important to note that auton1atically adapted task user interfaces can be 

modified by a trained user or interface designer to produce a final user interface. In 

fact, the human input in this regard is justifiable as the fully automatic generation of 

user interfaces often results in low quality interfaces (Myers, Hudson & Pausch 

2000), and most systems prefer to use a designer-guided approach instead of a fully 

automatic approach (Nichols, Chau & Myers 2007). 

3.6.2 Task Event Mapping 

At the time of task execution, the end user interacts with the adapted task user 

interface. These interactions cannot be sent to the remote desktop application before 

identifying the relevant user interface elements of the application that should receive 

these user interactions. Task event mapping is the process of transparently 
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relating the refactored task user interface elements to their counterparts of the 

desktop application and vice versa for the purpose of monitored user interactions. 

The mapping mechanism relies on having a common attribute that relates these two 

user interface (i.e., the task and desktop application user interfaces). One way of 

preserving this common attribute is by assigning a static identifier for a detected and 

described user interface element in combination with the location of that element in 

its container. The implementation of the mapping mechanism is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 6. 

3.7 Extending the TOMRAS Model for Multimodal Task-Oriented 
User Interface 

As noted in Section 2.4.3, the multimodal user interface has the potential to change 

the usage pattern of mobile handhelds and the way of interacting with mobile 

applications, including remotely accessed applications. In fact, the fusion of two 

modalities, such as touch and voice in the user interface of a mobile remote access 

application can potentially lead to a further reduction of the time and effort needed 

to perform a task. For instance, instead of entering data into edit fields using the tiny 

keyboard of the PDA, the user can use the voice modality and say what needs to be 

entered in that field. Upon successful recognition of the spoken words, the user can 

touch the next edit field and enter required data and so on. With this type of 

interaction in similar scenarios, the user can experience more convenience and better 

productivity. 

The TOMRAS model can be extended to utilise this emerging interaction paradigm. 

Indeed, the abstract nature of the generated task user interface description allows this 

extension. However, rendering the task user interface will require a voice 
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recognition capability on the mobile device1
• With this prerequisite in place, the 

TOMRAS model can be extended to integrate a multimodal user interface through 

the following two components: first, a multimodal user interface adapter that 

generates a multimodal-enabled task user interface by transparently adapting the 

task user interface abstract description; second, a multimodal renderer as an integral 

part of the 'Generic Controller' depicted in Figure 5. 

3.8 Conclusion 

It is a challenge to represent a remote desktop application's user interface on the 

screen of a small form factor mobile device such as a PDA. A possible model to 

address this challenge has been presented, a new task-oriented mobile remote access 

to desktop applications (TOMRAS). In this chapter, the conceptual model of 

TOMRAS has been introduced, and the theory behind the description of the 

refactored user interface and the relation between refactored and original user 

interfaces were also di scussed. 

This new model has the following main characteristics: first, decoupling desktop 

application logic (i.e. , functionalities) from the associated application presentation 

(i.e., user interface) and second, generating a device-independent description of the 

user interface associated with specific application functionality (i.e., task). The 

model aims to be a foundation for developing mobile remote access solutions with 

more effective user interfaces. Furthermore, this model is enriched with the 

possibility of adding additional layers, such as a multimodal interface layer. The 

following chapters articulate this presented model and discuss a potential 

implementation architecture for the model, describe a developed prototype and the 

model's evaluation. 

1 Some of the mobile devices have built-in speech-to-text capabilities integrated as part of the device 
platform, other devices without this capability can be assisted with a third party software for voice 
recognition, such as ('VoiceSignal VSuite 2.1 '). 
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Chapter 4 

The TOMRAS Implementation 
Architecture for Task Recording 

In Chapter 3, the TOMRAS conceptual model for task-oriented mobile remote 

access to desktop applications has been introduced and the task -oriented approach 

adopted by this model has also been explained. An implementation architecture that 

validates the feasibility of this proposed model and its overall concepts is developed 

in accordance with the adopted research methodology, which has been described in 

Section 1.7. 

In this chapter, an implementation architecture for the task recording phase of the 

TOMRAS model is presented and the relevant architecture components are 

discussed. This chapter also specifies the architectural core con1ponents that are 

needed to implement the task recording phase of the TOMRAS proposed model, 

without presuming certain technologies for their realisation, although event-driven 

platforms are assumed to be running on the client and the server ends. Some of the 

limitations of this architecture have also been discussed. 

The architecture presented in this chapter can be utilised in implementing a task 

recording utility that enables defining and recording new tasks by a business analyst 

or a trained user. The implementation of the task recording utility is not carried out 

in this thesis, but a prototype of the task execution phase is built. 
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4.1 Introduction 

A conceptual model for task-oriented mobile remote access to desktop applications 

has been introduced in Chapter 3. This model with its two main phases, namely, task 

recording and task execution phases requires an implementation architecture to 

validate the model's concepts (see Section 1.7 for more details about the adopted 

research methodology). 

Given the model distinction of the task recording and task execution phases, any 

implementation architecture for the TOMRAS proposed model should decouple the 

architectural details of these phases, accordingly. This chapter presents a potential 

implementation architecture of the TOMRAS task recording phase, and discusses in 

detail the relevant architectural components needed to implement this phase. The 

task execution phase will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

The chapter is organised as follows: After the brief introduction g1ven 1n this 

section, Section 4.2 gives an overview of the architecture of the task recording 

phase. In this overvie'-'', a high level architectural description supported by 

illustration diagrams showing the major components and their relationships are 

presented. Section 4.3 gives n1ore insight into each of these architectural 

components, and Section 4.4 discusses in detail the task recording mechanism and 

the sequence of events during this phase. Finally, Section 4.5 discusses the task's 

user interface description and the notation that has been adopted for this purpose, 

and Section 4.6 makes concluding remarks about this chapter. 

4.2 The Task Recording Architecture: An Overview 

Any implementation architecture for the task execution phase of the TOMRAS 

conceptual model should provide implementation details about the following 

processes. First, detecting the user interface of a running desktop application. 
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Second, recording the user interactions and the operating system events during the 

task recording session. Finally, analysing the recorded interactions to determine the 

user interface elements that are involved in certain tasks. The TOMRAS conceptual 

model requires that these processes should be implemented without requiring any re-

development of the desktop application that will be remotely accessed. 

To achieve this objective, the TOMRAS implementation architecture adopts an 

events-driven mechanism that decouples the presentation (i.e. , user interface) of an 

application's functionality from the business logic behind this functionality. This 

decoupling is one of the fundamentals of the TOMRAS conceptual model. 

While the suggested architecture does not assume a particular technology for 

implementation purposes, it does assume that an event-driven operating system (e.g. , 

Windows) is running on the remote desktop PC, as task recording depends on 

recording the inter-process communications or exchanged messages between the 

desktop application and the operating system. 

4.3 The Architecture Components 

As depicted in Figure 8, the suggested i1nplementation architecture for the 

TOMRAS task recording phase is composed of a number of components that 

primarily constitute a task recording utility and a tasks repository in addition to the 

components that facilitate the communication between the recording utility and the 

application that will be accessed remotely. Following is a brief description of these 

components: 
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Workstation 
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Figure 8: An implementation architecture for the TOMRAS task recording 
phase 

• User Interface Detector 

The User Interface Detector component has the role of recognising and identifying 

the user interface elements of the targeted desktop application when a task recording 

session starts or a new element of the application ' s user interface is instantiated. 

These user interface elements include the container elements, such as a main 

window or a dialog in a Windows (Microsoft 2008b) environment and also the 

elements within these containers, such as buttons, edit fields, checkboxes, and so on. 

The success of this component in recognising the user interface elements of various 

desktop applications is proportional to the level of sophistication of the concrete 

implementation of that component. For instance, a direct use of the operating system 
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APis can support the detection of the common or standard user interface elements 

provided by that operating system, however custom or non-standard user interface 

elements require a detection component that might be implemented based on shape 

recognition and border detection techniques. 

• Events Monitor 

As noted earlier, the TOMRAS suggested implementation architecture assumes that 

an event-driven operating system to be running on the remote desktop PC. The 

Events Monitor con1ponent has the role of monitoring and recording the inter-

process communications or exchanged 1nessages between the desktop application 

and that operating system. 

In a Windows-based environment as an example, user action events such as pressing 

a button or clicking with a stylus cause messages to be sent across the system. 

Messages are unique identifiers (across the running platform) that are sent upon 

event occurring or in response to changes in the system. These messages are sent 

accompanied by information about the message type, values or parameters 

depending on the message type, and also information about the destination user 

interface element (i.e. , window) that should receive and process this message. The 

destination window is defined by a unique identifier (across the running platform) 

called a ·window handle. For instance, clicking a user interface element such as push 

button with a mouse is an event that generates few notification messages. 

Given that some of the intercepted communications are not directly related to user 

interactions and some might not be relevant to the mobile user interface context, not 

all the intercepted communications (i.e., messages) are considered by the Events 

}Janitor component. For instance, resizing or moving the mouse over a user 

interface element in a desktop application is an action that is unlikely to be required 

in a refactored user interface generated for a mobile device. Table 4 lists some of the 
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messages that can be considered by the Events Monitor component in a Windows-

based environment. 

Table 4. Windows messages representing user interaction 

Message Description 

WM LBUTTONDOWN A message that is received from a user interface 

element when a left button mouse click event is 

detected. 

WM RBUTTONDOWN This message is sent when the mouse button is -

right-clicked. 

WM LBUTTONDBLCLK Sent when the mouse button is left-doubleclicked. 

WM RBUTTONDBLCLK Sent when the mouse button lS right--

doubleclicked. 

WM KEYDOWN A message that is received when a user presses a 

key on the keyboard. 
-
WM CHAR This message is posted to the window with the 

keyboard focus when a WM KEYDOWN lS 

translated. 

WM CREATE Message sent when window is created. 

WM CLOSE Message sent when the window is closed. 

WM SETFOCUS Message sent to the window that gained the -

keyboard focus 

• User Interface Analyser 

The User Interface Analyser is a crucial component of the TOMRAS architecture 

for the task recording phase. This component analyses the user interface elements 

that were recognised in a task recording session. On a high level, this component 

detennines which user interface elements can be excluded from the task user 
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interface. The component uses the filtering algorithm noted in Section 3.5.1 and 

also uses the user interactions that were monitored during that recording session to 

suggest a refactored version of the user interface representing the recorded task. 

• Previewer 

This component gives the business analyst the chance to confirm or reject the 

decisions made by the User Interface Analyser to exclude specific user interface 

elements. The refactored user interface preview can be graphically represented or 

textually represented depending on the concrete implementation of the suggested 

architecture. 

• Tasks Repository 

The TOMRAS suggested implementation architecture considers preserving the 

recorded tasks using a repository component. At the core of this component are a 

task abstract description database, manipulation logic, and component interface that 

allow other components to access the task desctiptions. 

4.4 The Task Recording Mechanism 

The previous section described the roles of the suggested architectural components 

for the TOMRAS task recording phase. In this section, we describe how these 

components work together, forming the mechanism of the task recording phase. 

As illustrated in Figure 9, when a task recording session starts, the Task Recording 

Manager component asks the User Interface Detector component to try to recognise 

the main user interface eletnents of the desktop application. This user interface 

recognition includes the main container (e.g., main window, or dialog Windows 

application) and the user interface elements located in that container. 
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Next, the task recording Manager instantiates an object of the Events Monitor 

component to start monitoring the inter-process communications and exchange 

messages that reflect the user interaction with the user interface while recording the 

task. The monitoring process continues until the business analyst explicitly stops the 

recording session. During this monitoring, if an event that represents the creation of 

a new container is detected, another round of user interface recognition will be 

performed to detect user interface elements of the new container. 

When the business analyst ends the task recording session, the Task Recording 

Manager instantiates an object of the User Interface Analyser component to analyse 

the user interface detected earlier and identify which elements of that interface were 

used in light of the monitored user interactions. The User Interface Analyser also 

recommends the user interface elements that can be excluded from an equivalent 

mobile user interface based on the filtering rules described in Section 3.5.1. The 

output of this analysis is previewed to the business analyst to get confirmation 

before registering the task description with the task repository. 
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As illustrated in Listing 1, a registered task entry associates that task with a 

particular desktop PC and has references to the task's user interface description and 

human interactions description (in the case of fully automated tasks). 

<? xml version="l.O" encoding="utf-8" ?> 

<desktop name=" RemoteDesktopName" url=" http:ll ...... "> 
<task name="TaskName"> 

<uidescription name="TheTaskUserlnterfaceDescriptionName" 
uri=" http :I I . ./ . ./task-UI.xml"/> 

< interactionsdescription name=" TheTaskUserlnteractionsName" 
uri=" http :I I . ./ .. task-Interactions.xml"/> 

</task> 
</desktop> 

Listing 1: A registered task entry 

4.5 Describing the Task's User Interface 

After filtering the recognised user interface of a recorded task, the user interface is 

described and permanently stored in the task repository. The description of the user 

interface uses an XML-based adapted notation that preserves a level of abstraction 

of the task user interface. This notation has a number of basic entities associated 

with a set of attributes. The entities describe various user interface elements and 

their relationships without direct references to the logic of the recorded task. These 

entities and their associated attributes are defined in Table 2 and Table 3 (in Section 

3.5 .3) respectively. Listing 2 gives more insight into the adapted notation and how a 

task user interface can be concretely described. 
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<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8" ?> 
<ui name = "AnyU!DescriptionName" task = "TaskName"> 

<container id = "Unique ID" title = "AnyContainerTitle"> 
<logicalgroup id = " Unique ID " > 

<control id =" Unique ID" 
type = "LABLEI EDITORI COMMAND! ... " 
location = "relative location" 
title = "Title" 
linkedto = " logicalgroup ID"/> 

<control id = " Unique ID " ... /> 

<control id =" Unique ID" ... /> 
</logicalgroup> 

<logicalgroup id = " Unique ID " > 

</logicalgroup> 
</container> 
<container id = " Unique ID " title = "AnotherContainerTitle"> 

</container> 
<lui> 

Listing 2: An XML-based notation for a task's user interface description 

Following is a brief explanation of the task user interface description as depicted in 
Listing 2: 

<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "utf-8" ?> 

A prolog to specify the XML language version and encoding. 

<Ui name = "AnyUIDescriptionName" task "TaskName"> 

The root element of the user interface description, which contains one or more 

'container' elements. This element has two attributes: the 'name' attribute to assign 

a name to the task user interface description, and the 'task' attribute to associate this 

user interface description with a particular task. 
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<container id = "Unique ID" title = "AnyContainerTitle"> 

The 'container' element as the name implies represents a user interface element that 

is able to contain other user interface elements, usually controls. The container and 

the contained elements appear together in one screen in the desktop application. The 

'id' defines a unique identifier for this container, and the 'title' attribute refers to its 

title which should appear in any adapted interface when possible. 

Ultimately the contained controls can be presented on a single screen in any adapted 

user interface for a particular mobile device; however, if this is not possible because 

of screen limitations, for instance, the user interface controls of any container can be 

displayed in logical groups. This grouping is especially important when an 

adaptation decision is to be made, and it shows the advantage and importance of 

decoupling the task presentation from the associated logic. 

<logicalgroup id = " Unique ID 11 > 

A logical group represents a set of user interface controls that should appear together 

in one screen in any adapted user interface, regardless of the rendering technique. 

<control id = " Unique ID" 

type = "LABLEI EDITOR! COMMAND! ... 11 

location= "relative location" 

title = "Title" 

linkedto = " logicalgroup ID"/> 

Each control has a unique identifier, type, location, title, and link to another 

container, if any. A concrete example of a task user interface description is given in 

Chapter 6 in the course of discussing the implementation of a TOMRAS prototype. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a potential implementation architecture of one of the two mmn 

phases of the TOMRAS conceptual model, namely the task recording phase has 

been presented, and the relevant architectural components were discussed. The aim 

of this architecture is primarily to validate the feasibility and buildability of the 

TOMRAS conceptual model, in particular, the task recording phase. 

The implementation architecture presented in this chapter provides the basis for 

concrete implementation of a task recording utility, which can be used by a business 

analyst or a trained user to define and record new tasks out of desktop applications. 

The TOMRAS implementation architecture of the task execution phase is discussed 

in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

The TOMRAS Implementation 
Architecture for Task Execution 

In Chapter 3, the TOMRAS conceptual model for task-oriented mobile remote 

access to desktop applications has been introduced and the task-oriented approach 

adopted by this model has also been explained. In accordance with the adopted 

research methodology, described in Section 1.7., an implementation architecture that 

validates the TOMRAS model and its overall concepts has been developed. The 

implementation architecture for the task recording phase of this tnodel has been 

presented in Chapter 4. 

In this chapter, the implementation architecture for the task execution phase of the 

TOMRAS model is presented and the relevant architecture components are 

discussed. This chapter also specifies the architectural core components that are 

needed to implement the task execution phase of this model. Some of the limitations 

of this architecture have also been discussed. A prototype has been developed to 

validate the suggested architecture (see Chapter 6 for more details). 
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5.1 Introduction 

A conceptual model for task-oriented mobile remote access to desktop applications 

has been introduced in Chapter 3. This TOMRAS model primarily has two phases, 

namely, task recording and task execution phases, and we presented in Chapter 4 an 

implementation architecture for the task recording phase. This chapter presents the 

implementation architecture for the task execution phase, and gives some insights 

into the potential architectural components required. 

The chapter is organised as follows. After this brief introduction, Section 5.2 gives 

an overview about the architecture of the task execution phase. In this overview, a 

high level architectural description supported by illustration diagrams showing the 

major components and their relations is presented. Section 5.3 gives more insight 

into each of the architecture tiers, namely, the presentation tier, the middle tiers, and 

the remote applications tier. Section 5.4 discusses in detail the task execution 

mechanism and the sequence of events during this phase. This chapter finishes by 

bringing together some of the design considerations that are especially relevant for 

concrete implementations of the suggested architecture before making concluding 

remarks in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Overview of the Task Execution Architecture 

The task execution phase of the TOMRAS model that has been proposed in this 

thesis can be implemented using a number of architectures such as two- tier, three-

tier, or n-tier client-server architecture, where the client implementation might be 

based on a thin-client or fat-client approach; however, a thin-client proxy based 

architecture has the potential to implement the TOMRAS task execution phase with 

minimum dependency on the client devices' characteristics. The thin-client based 

architectures are particularly important for mobile devices with commonly known 
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limitations such as limited processing speed, memory, and screen size. Furthermore, 

for these resources-limited mobile clients, a proxy server can play a vital 

intermediating role between a mobile client and a remote server, and more 

importantly can do most of the heavy computations. The proxy-based architectures 

are broadly accepted and have been used in a number of projects, such as the Ninja 

platform of Berkeley (Gribble et al. 2001). 

While this architecture enables executing recorded tasks through generating a 

device-dependent user interface for these tasks, the architecture decouples the 

presentation (i.e., user interface) associated with an application's functionality from 

the business logic behind this functionality. This decoupling is one of the 

fundamentals of the TOMRAS conceptual model, and is implemented using an 

events-driven mechanism. 

Figure 10 illustrates, at high level, the thin client n-tier implementation architecture 

of the TOMRAS task execution phase, and the following sections discuss in detail 

the main tiers or layers of this architecture and the adopted event -dtiven mechanisrn. 
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5.3 The Architecture Components 

As noted earlier and illustrated in Figure 10, the suggested implementation 

architecture of the TOMRAS task execution phase adopts a multi-tier approach, 

where the remote applications, the mobile clients, and intermediaries between the 

applications and clients reside in separate tiers or layers. The core components of 

this architecture are presented without presuming certain technologies for their 

realisation, however, event-driven platforms are assumed to be running on the client 

and the server ends. The following subsections cover these tiers and internal 

components in detail. 

5.3.1 The presentation tier 

The presentation tier is implemented in the form of a thin client. This thin client has 

certain roles regarding the presentation of a task' s user interface and the response to 

relevant human interactions. Firstly, it generates on the fly the task's graphical user 

interface (GUI), at the task execution time (i.e., runtime), based on the task 

description. Secondly, during task execution, this client monitors the user 

interactions and sends these intercepted interactions to the backend server for 

processing and forwarding to the remotely accessed desktop application. 

There is a range of deployment options for the thin client that can be adopted based 

on the implementation environment. Typically, this thin client can be a 

downloadable Web component (e.g., ActiveX control or Java Applet) that runs in an 

embedded Web browser. This allows an arbitrarily complex interface to be rendered. 

Alternatively, the thin client can be a standalone mobile application that is able to 

communicate with an application server, without involving a Web browser. 
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• Mobile Application Manager 

At the heart of the presentation tier is the Mobile Application Manager component, 

the core of a generic mobile application that has the two primary roles mentioned 

above. The Mobile Application Manager has been designed to fulfill its vital role 

through coordinating a set of decoupled components, including the user interface 

builder, events monitor, user interface updater, and communicator. 

At the time of task execution, the Mobile Application Manager dynamically 

generates the task's GUI on the fly and transparently attaches this GUI to the code 

that facilitates performing remote tasks and controlling a remote desktop application. 

This transparent mechanism of generating the task's GUI and the considerable level 

of decoupling of logic components working behind, allows the future extension or 

adaptation of any of these components. 

A pseudo code for the Mobile Application Manager is shown in Listing 3, and a 

brief description for each of the above mentioned components follows . 

• User Interface Builder 

The User Interface Builder component takes a refactored task user interface 

description and dynamically generates an equivalent GUI. The Mobile Application 

Manager then binds the generated GUI to a generic module that handles the user 

input events, such as key down or stylus click. 

• Events Monitor 

The Events Monitor component as its name implies, monitors the inter-process 

communications of the system, however, the events monitor only takes action when 

intercepting a user interaction or input events and passes them when intercepted to 

the Mobile Application Manager. The Mobile Application Manager calls in tum the 
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relevant modules that prepare these events as messages to be sent to the backend 

server in order to be mapped and sent to the remote application. 

GetTaskUIDescription(TaskName); 
BuildTaskGUI(); 
for (each user interface control in a container) 
{ 

} 

GiveUIControlUniqueidentifier(); 
LinkidentifierToControlRuntirneSysternidentifier(); 
AttachKeyDownEventHandlerToControl(); 
AttachClickEventHandl erToControl(); 

LoadMain Cont a i ner() ; 
Instant iateEv e n tsMonitor(); 

While ( t h e li f etime of the created GUI ) 
{ 

} 

if (Events Monito r i n ter c epted a 'Key Down' event ) 

Or 

if (Events Monitor intercepted a 'Click ' event) 
{ 

} 

SendMessageToServer(); 
waitforResponse ( ); 

if (an event is received) 
{ 

UIUp daterToRef l ectChanges() ; 
} 

Listing 3: A pseudo code for the mobile application manager 
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• User Interface Updater 

The role of the User Interface Updater component is to reflect appropriate changes 

on the relevant user interface controls upon receiving messages from the remote 

application via intermediaries that imply these changes. 

• Communicator 

The Communicator component is responsible for sending and receiving exchanged 

messages between the mobile client and the server using any of the available 

communication protocols, such as HTTP protocol. 

5.3.2 The middle tiers 

The middle tiers of this architecture constitute the layer where the complex 

processing happens through a \Veb server and application server tiers. As illustrated 

in Figure 1 0, the main components in these tiers are a retnote access server and an 

application controller, in addition to a tasks repository. Also in this layer, the 

application server works as intermediary between the mobile client and the remote 

application and plays a key role in mapping the generated mobile user interface to 

the desktop application user interface. 

• Remote Access Server 

The Remote Access Server manages the remote access sessions for end users based 

on their profiles and the profiles of client devices that are used to access the remote 

applications. This component receives mobile user requests to access a remote 

desktop application, assesses the user access rights based on user credentials, and 

allows specific tasks to be accessed by specific users. The remote access server is 

also responsible for identifying the type of the client mobile device so that the 

Application Controller component can apply the appropriate user interface adapting 

algorithm when generating a device dependent task user interface. 
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• Application Controller 

The Application Controller component plays a vital role in intermediating between 

the mobile client and the remote desktop application. This component has the role of 

mapping the user interactions on the mobile client into equivalent desktop actions 

and vice versa. The Application Controller component also retrieves a particular 

task user interface description when requested and apply the approptiate adaptation 

process to generate a device dependent task user interface description out of the 

abstract description. The important role of this component is articulated through the 

sequence diagram in Figure 11 (in Section 5.4), which illustrates the sequence of 

events in this architecture. 

• Tasks Repository 

The Tasks Repository component is responsible for storing and manipulating the 

task's user interface descriptions as well as the task's user interactions, if they have 

been recorded (i.e., in case of non-interactive tasks). 

5.3.3 The remote applications tier 

The remote applications tier is the layer where a remote application is 1nanaged and 

automated through the Application Automation Manager component and its 

coordinated components. 

• Application Automation Manager 

The Application Automation Manager is the core component of a server application 

installed on the desktop PC whose applications are remotely accessed. The 

Application Automation Manager coordinates and centrally manages a set of other 

components that facilitate controlling or automating desktop applications and 

cmnn1unicating the changes in their user interface state to the Application 

Controller. These components include the User Interface Detector, Events Monitor, 

User Interface Updater, and Communicator . 
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• User Interface Detector 

The role of this component is to identify the user interface elements of the desktop 

application that are to be accessed in order to map the described elements during the 

task recording phase back to the actual user interface elements of the desktop 

application's instance. 

• Events Monitor 

Similar to the Events Monitor component in the presentation tier, this component 

intercepts the user interaction or input events and passes them to the application 

automation manager. The Application Automation Manager calls in tum the relevant 

modules that prepare these events as messages to be sent to the backend server in 

order to be mapped and sent to the mobile client application. 

• User Interface Updater 

Similar to the User Interface Updater component tn the presentation tier, this 

component has the role of automatically applying any required user interface 

updates that resulted from the remote access commands. 

• Communicator 

The Communicator component in this layer is responsible for sending and receiving 

exchanged messages between the desktop application and the server, using any of 

the available communication protocols, such as HTTP protocol. 

5.4 The Task Execution Mechanism 

The previous section has described the roles of suggested architectural components 

for the TOMRAS. This section presents the mechanism of the task execution phase, 

and demonstrates how the proposed components for this architecture work together 

to form this mechanism. Some of the low level details and runtime links between the 

user interface controls in the mobile and desktop applications are also highlighted. 
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These details are discussed in detail in Chapter 6 when presenting a prototype for 

this architecture and a concrete example to illustrating a task execution. 

As depicted in Figure 11, the user first logs on to the remote access server and 

requests access to a subscribed desktop application. Based on the registered tasks in 

the tasks repository and the user's profile, the remote access server responds to the 

client's request with a list of accessible tasks on that remote desktop application. 

When the user selects a particular task to perform, the Application Controller 

receives the request, looks up the Tasks Repository and gets the task's entry to locate 

the user interface description representing this task. Meanwhile, the Application 

Controller sends a request to the Application Automation Manager on the remote 

desktop to instantiate an instance of the relevant desktop application if there was no 

instance running already. 

The User Interface Detector component on the remote desktop then recognises the 

displayed user interface of the launched application, and the application automation 

manager sends back the results of this detection process to the application controller, 

which in tutn, masks the user interface detection results with the user interface 

description of the requested task to build an identifiers runtime map that links the 

described user interface to the instantiated controls created by the remote 

application. 1 

Simultaneously, the Application Controller adapts the task's user interface 

description to suit the requesting client device and sends the adapted description to 

the Mobile Application Manager on that device. The Mobile Application Manager 

then asks the user interface builder to generate the described user interface on the f1 y 

and constructs an identifiers map that links the described user interface controls to 

1 In a Windows environment, this map will be user interface control identifiers versus runtime 
window handles. 
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the generated user interface. The Mobile Application Manager sends this map to the 

application controller and asks the event monitor to start monitoring the user 

interactions events. 

The application controller next uses the two identifiers maps to construct a map that 

links the generated user interface controls on the mobile device to their counterparts 

on the desktop application and uses this constructed map to intermediate between 

the two user interfaces during the rest of the task execution period. When the end 

user interacts with the generated mobile user interface, therefore, the Mobile 

Application Manager forwards the relevant event messages to the application 

controller, which in tum uses this particular map to replace the control identifiers in 

these messages with those that are relevant to the desktop application controls, 

before forwarding the messages to the application automation manager. 

The application automation manager injects the messages in the message queue of 

the desktop application and the event monitor starts listening to the application 

response messages and sends these messages back to the application controller. The 

application controller in tum forwards these messages to the Mobile Application 

Manager after replacing the control identifier using the above-n1entioned map. 

Finally, the Mobile Application Manager injects the received messages in the 

message queue of the client application to update its user interface. The event 

monitor then starts to listen again to the user interactions. 

This loop of monitoring and forwarding event messages between the mobile and 

desktop user interfaces continues until the intended task is performed or stopped by 

the end user. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, an implementation architecture of the task execution phase of the 

TOMRAS model has been presented, and a description of the core components of 

the suggested architecture has been discussed. 

The suggested implementation architecture does not assume specific implementation 

technologies, but this implementation does assume event-driven operating systems 

running on the client mobile device and the remote desktop PC. 

Providing this potential architecture proves to some degree the validity of the 

proposed model; nonetheless, a prototype of this architecture needs to be 

implemented (discussed in Chapter 6) to further demonstrate the feasibility and 

implementability of this suggested architecture, and highlights some of the relevant 

technologies that might be used. 
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Chapter 6 

TOMRAS Prototype 

The conceptual model of a task-oriented mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) 

has been introduced in Chapter 3, and a suggested implementation architecture has 

been presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. To demonstrate the feasibility of the 

proposed TOMRAS architecture and to prove the concept, a prototype for the 

execution phase of the TOMRAS architecture was developed. In accordance with 

the adopted research methodology, constructing this artefact has allowed for guiding 

the refining iterations of the conceptual model and the itnplementation architecture. 

In this chapter, we present the developed TOMRAS prototype and discuss in detail 

its goals, in1plen1entation strategy, and core cmnponents. The chapter is organised as 

follows. Section 6.1 gives a generic introduction about the proto typing phase of this 

research and the goals of the prototype. Section 6.2 defines the prototype scope. 

Section 6.3 discusses the prototype implementation details with a focus on the main 

architectural components that have been developed. This section also discusses the 

intercommunications between the various components of the prototype. Section 6.4 

presents a sample for a task execution to articulate the prototyped TOMRAS 

architectural components. Section 6.5 points out some of the challenges that were 

encountered through the developn1ent of the TOMRAS prototype, and Section 6.6 

concludes this chapter. The full source code of this prototype is available in 

Appendix A. 
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6.1 I n t roduction 

In previous chapters, a conceptual model for a task-oriented mobile remote access 

system (TOMRAS) has been proposed and a potential implementation architecture 

for this model has been presented. Validating the proposed architecture and 

assessing its feasibility, however, requires building a prototype for that architecture. 

A software prototype has been defined as 'a functionally incomplete model of a 

proposed system, built to demonstrate feasibility or explore potential requirements' 

(Church et al. 1986). Also, prototypes in general take different forms based on the 

objectives of these prototypes as indicated by Beaudouin-Lafon and Mackay (2003). 

As such, before developing the TOMRAS prototype presented in this chapter, a set 

of objectives has been defined to guide the prototyping phase of this research. These 

objectives can be briefly listed as follows. 

Mitigating the technical key risks associated with the TOMRAS architecture. 

While building a prototype in itself demonstrates the feasibility of the TOMRAS 

proposed architecture, there were son1e risks associated with the core part of this 

architecture. Of particular concern is the relationship between an original desktop 

application's user interface and a refactored task user interface generated at task 

execution time. Another concern was about the ability of these two user interfaces to 

relate and communicate at runtime. The implied technical challenges 1n 

implementing these particular parts of the TOMRAS architecture constitute an 

architectural risk that needed to be addressed. 

Demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed architecture. The complexity of 

the TOMRAS suggested implementation architecture raised a question about its 

buildability and whether the TOMRAS architecture is implementable. 
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Facilitating the TOMRAS evaluation. Beyond demonstrating the feasibility of the 

proposed architecture, one of the intrinsic objectives of developing this prototype 

was to approximate the TOMRAS behaviour and to assess its functionality and 

effectiveness. In particular, the effectiveness of the task-oriented user interfaces in 

executing a remote task merit attention. More details about the TOMRAS evaluation 

are available in Chapter 7. 

Refining the TOMRAS architecture and identifying further research issues. 

According to the adopted research methodology, a constructed artefact or a 

prototype does not only provide a proof-of-concept for the proposed architecture, 

but also can be the focus of further research. Indeed the developed prototype was a 

learning vehicle that helped in refining some of the architectural aspects of 

TOMRAS and helped in identifying further research issues as will be discussed in 

Section 7.6. 

The above-mentioned objectives of the TOMRAS prototype guided the development 

process of the experimental TOMRAS prototype presented in this chapter. 

6.2 The Prototype Scope 

As indicated by Albert and Brownsword (2002), the size and scope of a prototype 

depend on the specific risks to be addressed. Therefore, despite the significance and 

innovative role of each component in the TOMRAS architecture, the developed 

TOMRAS prototype is neither intended to be a skeleton for a fully functional 

system, nor to directly provide a realisation of all aspects of the proposed 

architecture. Instead, the TOMRAS prototype, guided by the objectives that have 

been noted earlier, has been focused around implementing the core parts of 

TOMRAS architecture, where the architectural and technical challenges are critical-

in particular, the task execution phase, and its user interface mapping mechanism. 
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This mechanism relates the mobile task user interface to the original desktop user 

interface and vice versa at the time of task execution. 

The TOMRAS prototyping strategy was to utilise or adapt, where appropriate, 

libraries, components, or utilities that are publicly available and proven to be 

working, as there is no obvious risk or technical difficulties in integrating or even re-

implementing these components in potential TOMRAS-based solutions. Therefore, 

some of these efforts have been adapted and integrated in the TOMRAS prototype. 

For instance, MyXaml (Clifton 2008) is an open source XAML parser and class 

instantiator mainly designed for .NET framework (i.e. for desktop PCs ). Ho\vever, 

Bier (2006) has made an effort to port MyXaml into the .NET Compact Framework 

to support PDAs. For TOMRAS architecture prototyping purposes, we have adapted 

Bier's attempt to dynamically generate a task's user interface at runtime (i.e., the 

task execution time). The adapted version allows a list of the instantiated user 

interface controls to be retrieved, and has provided more decoupling between the 

instantiated user interface and user interaction manipulation code. 

The 'I'OMRAS prototype does not include an automatic task recording utility: that is, 

the task recording is mostly done manually with the aid of some commercially 

available tools, as will be discussed in Section 6.4. While this implies that more 

work might be expected from a business analyst, there is no foreseeable risk for 

TOMRAS-based solutions in implementing a task recording utility that minimises 

the business analyst's efforts. Such a utility might provide automatic filtering of the 

unused user interface elements from the identified user interface elements before 

writing the description XML file, for instance. 
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6.3 The Prototype Implementation 

The prototype presented in this chapter is mainly for the TOMRAS task execution 

phase, and has been developed in according with the TOMRAS thin-client n-tier 

implementation architecture. As noted in Chapter 5, the TOMRAS architecture 

enables executing remote tasks via a mobile user interface that is decoupled from the 

remote application functionality, and an events-driven mechanism has been 

developed for this purpose. The following subsections cover the implementation of 

the prototyped architecture core components in detail. 

6.3.1 Overview 

On a high level, the developed prototype is comprised of a mobile thin client 

application that was developed for Windows CE-based PDAs, a server application 

for desktop applications automation, and an Application Controller component for 

intermediating between the mobile client and the remote desktop server. A few 

helper libraries were developed to provide common functionalities to these tnain 

applications. One example for these libraries is a communication component that is 

responsible for sending and receiving exchanged messages between the mobile 

client and the application server using TCP. In addition, third party libraries and 

utilities were used in some modules, where appropriate, given that the TOMRAS 

prototype in itself is not the core aspect of this research but rather a mean to 

facilitate assessing the TOMRAS model and architecture as has been explained 

earlier. 

In terms of programming languages that were used, C# was used for developing the 

mobile thin client and remote desktop automation server, and C++ was used for 

developing an interface to the operating system of the PDA and desktop as a native 

code library. C# and C++ are two of the most commonly used programming 
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languages and they suit this type of relatively complex applications, where 

performance is paramount. Nonetheless, the TOMRAS architecture implementation 

and prototyping is not limited to a specific programming language, and there is no 

particular reason or architectural restriction that forbids the adoption of other 

languages such as Java. 

An iP AQ PocketPC h5550 with Windows CE 4.2 was used during the development 

and testing of this prototype. The underlying platform was Microsoft .NET and the 

operating systems of the mobile client and remote desktop PC were Windows CE 

and Windows XP, respectively1
• The adoption of the Microsoft Windows operating 

system was due to the almost complete predominance of this platform over the 

devices that are more suitable for the application context. However, the TOMRAS 

architecture is not dependant on that particular operating system, nor on a specific 

set of Windows-based technologies. Finally, the communication protocol that was 

used between the mobile thin client and the remote desktop via an application server 

is TCP/IP. 

The following subsections will discuss the implemented TOMRAS prototype with 

respect to the n-tier TOMRAS architecture and its main components proposed in 

Section 5.3. 

6.3.2 The Mobile Thin Client and Events Manipulation 

One of the key roles of the mobile thin client or the presentation tier is instantiating 

the refactored task user interface described in a XAML file and binding this 

instantiated GUI to generic handlers, which are executed when certain events occur 

(e.g., key down or stylus click). Based on monitored user interactions and the 

1 Windows CE, Windows XP, and .NET platform are trademarks of Microsoft (Microsoft-
Corporation 2005) 
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executed handlers, the mobile client communicates with the remote application 

automation server via a backend application server. Listing 4 shows a pseudo code 

for the core of the mobile thin client application and its GUI instantiating process, 

and Listing 5 presents a pseudo code for the 'KeyDown' and 'Click' event handlers. 

The thin mobile client has been developed as a standalone mobile application 

comprised of a number of classes that represent the components proposed in Section 

5.3.1. Figure 12 shows a class diagram that illustrates these classes and their 

relationships using the UML notation (Fowler 2003), and the source code for these 

classes is listed in Appendix A. I. The 'MyXaml.Parser' class represents the User 

Interface Builder component mentioned earlier in Section 5.3.1. 

Figure 12 also depicts the relationship between the Mobile Application Manager 

represented by the 'MobileAppManager' class, and the Application Controller 

represented by the 'Controller' class. More about the Application Controller 

implementation is discussed in Section 6.3.3. 

I ) Th;""" -~"" ''-~·~~ "'·-··· \ Application Controller 
ob!le Application Manager 

-----
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I 

:Figure 12: A class diagram for the prototyped mobile thin client 
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InstantiateTheXMLParser(); 

ReadXMLTaskDescription("TaskDesc.xml" ); 

LoadAndCreateMainClientWindow(); 

InstantiateController(); 

foreach (Control control in CreatedClientWindow) { 

AddEntryToiDDWHMap(control.Name, control.Handle); 

AttachKeyDownEventHandlerToControl(control); 

AttachClickEventHandlerToControl(control); 

RunClientApplication(CreatedForm); 

Listing 4: A pseudo-code for the core of the mobile thin client application 

KeyDownEventHandler() 
{ 

GetControlWindowHandle(); 
GetControliD(); 
ConstructAMessage(WM_KEYDOWN,ControlHandle, 

MessageParameters); 

InitialiseACommunicator(SERVER, PORT); 
communicator.ConnectAndSend(ConstructedMessage); 

ClickEventHandler() 
{ 

GetControlWindowHandle(); 
GetControliD(); 
ConstructAMessage(WM_LBUTTONDOWN,ControlHandle, 

MessageParameters); 

InitialiseACommunicator(SERVER, PORT); 
communicator.ConnectAndSend(ConstructedMessage); 

Listing 5: A pseudo-code for the 'KeyDown' and 'Click' event handlers 
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6.3.3 The Application Controller Implementation 

One of the principal roles of the Application Controller is to intermediate between 

the mobile client application, represented by the Mobile Application Manager, and 

the remote automation server, represented by the Application Automation Manager. 

This role involves the challenge of mapping the refactored mobile user interface to 

the original desktop application's user interface and vice versa. 

The user interface mapping is a mechanism that primarily relates mobile task user 

interface controls to their counterparts in an original desktop user interface and vice 

versa at the time of task execution. This section highlights the complexity of this 

developed mechanism and how it transparently relates these two user interfaces. 

Microsoft Windows (Microsoft 2008b) is an example of event-driven operating 

systems. This operating system assigns a unique identifier known as 'window handle' 

to each user interface control created by a running application. This unique identifier 

or window handle is generated and assigned to the user interface control each time 

an instance of that application runs. These window handles therefore cannot be used 

as persistent identifiers of user interface elements. In the TOMRAS context, unique 

static identifiers for the task's user interface elements have to be generated. 

For Windows messaging purposes, TOMRAS has to deal with the window handles 

assigned to the task's user interface controls at the mobile end, and also with the 

window handles assigned to the desktop application's user interface controls at the 

desktop end of the system. To address this issue, a mapping mechanism has been 

developed. At the heart of this mechanism, four maps for user interface 

identification are generated at the time of task execution. These maps are: 
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The control's TOMRAS identifier (or ID) vs 

the desktop Windows handle (or DWH) 

The mobile Windows handle (or MWH) vs 

the control's TOMRAS identifier. 

3. MWH-DWH: The mobile Windows handle vs 

the desktop Windows handle 

4. DWH-MWH: The desktop Windows handle vs 

the mobile Windows handle 

Generating these maps requires the TOMRAS-generated static identifiers of user 

interface controls and the Windows handles. The static identifiers are retrieved from 

the task user interface description file, and the Windows handles are retrieved by 

querying the Windows operating system about a particular control using the relative 

location of this control to its parent window (i.e., the container). 

The user interface control identification maps are generated in sequence. First, when 

the remote desktop application is launched and its user interface elements are 

created, the Windows opertaing system assigns each of these elements a unique 

window handle1. The ID-DWH map is built, where the key of this map is the 

TOMRAS generated static identifiers (ID), available in the task description XML 

file. Meanwhile, the mobile task user interface is constructed out of the task 

description, and the MWH-ID map is built. Next, the Application Controller uses the 

ID-DWH and MWH-ID maps to construct the other two maps (i.e., the MWH-DWH 

and the DWH-MWH maps). The source code for the Application Controller and its 

mapping management is listed in Appendix A.2., and samples for constructed user 

interface control identification maps are depicted in Figure 13 and the use of these 

maps is discussed through a concrete example presented in Section 6.4. 

1 While the referenced identifier is called a window handle, we use the terms 'Mobile Windows 
handle' and 'Desktop Windows handle ' to differentiate between the handles that are generated by the 
Windows operating system running on mobile client and the desktop PC, respectively. 
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6.3.4 Implementing the Application Automation Manager 

According to the TOMRAS architecture, manipulating a remote desktop application 

and executing commands sent from a remote mobile client is done via a server 

application installed on the desktop PC that hosts the remotely accessed application. 

At the heart of this server application is Application Automation Manager, a 

software component that coordinates a set of other components discussed in detail in 

Section 5.3.3. A pseudo code for the logic behind the Application Automation 

Manager which is illustrated in Listing 6. The source code is available in Appendix 

A.3.1. 

InitialiseTheMessageQu eu( ) ; 
LaunchTheRemoteApplication(); 
ReadTheDesktopApplicationUIDescription(); 
IdentifyTheDesktopApplicationMainWindow(); 
StartMonitoringTheDesktopApp(); 
StartTheTcpCommunicator(); 

While (TaskExecuting == True) 
{ 

If (ReceivedCommand = 'PERFORMREMOTEACTION') 
{ 

ClearMessageQueue(); 
SuspendTheCommunicationThread(); 
controller.GetDWHandleValue(ReceivedUIID); 
PerformTheRequestedAction(); 
GetActionResponse ( ); 
ForwardTheResponseToTheCommunicator(); 
ResumeTheCommunicationThread (); 

StopTheTcpCommunicator(); 

Listing 6: A pseudo-code for the Application Automation Manager 
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As depicted in Listing 6, while the mmn role of this implemented server is 

manipulating the remote desktop application, it shares with the Application 

Controller component the responsibility of constructing the user interface 

identification maps. The Application Automation Manager fulfils this role by 

reading the desktop application user interface description and populating the 

ID_DWH and DWH_ID maps. 

One of the core components that has been used by the Application Automation 

Manager is the Events Monitor component. This component intercepts the user 

interactions or input events and passes them to the Application Automation 

Manager. The component is represented by a class called 'AppMonitor' and a 

hooking DLL that is injected into the same address space of the monitored desktop 

application. The 'AppMonitor' class has been developed using C#, and the hooking 

DLL has been developed using C++. The source code is available in Appendix 

A.3.2. 

6.4 A Sample Task for a Shipment Status Updating (SSU) 

In this section, a sample for a shipment status updating (SSU) task is discussed. This 

sample articulates the prototyped TOMRAS architectural components, in particular, 

the user interface mapping mechanism, discussed in the previous section. The 

sample shows through a concrete exmnple how the constructed maps are used to 

relate a task's user interface to the original desktop application's user interface. 

The SSU task is executed through a remote access to the Shipment Management 

desktop application, shown in Figure 1 (in Chapter 1 ). This desktop application was 

developed for testing purposes of the TOMRAS prototype. As a lab-based primitive 

desktop application, it was suitable for the iterative developing-and-testing process 

of the TOMRAS prototyping, where it allowed for testing the fundamental 
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operations of the prototype via an elementary but common task. In Chapter 7, two 

publicly available desktop applications as will as the Shipment Management desktop 

application were used in the TOMRAS evaluation experiments. 

The SSU task requires the following three interactions: 

1. Clicking on the 'Next' button. 

2. Clicking on the 'Delivered' button. 

3. Finally, clicking on the 'Update' button. 

6.4.1 The SSU Task Recording 

As mentioned in Section 6.2, the implementation for the TOMRAS architecture does 

not include the recording phase, but rather focused on the task execution phase of 

the TOMRAS architecture where architectural and technical challenges are critical 

and the implementation feasibility was questionable. A result, most of the task 

recording for this sample task was done manually with the aid of some development 

tools that are cmnmercially available. For instance, the Microsoft Visual Studio 

(2008a) was used to write the resulting XML file for the task's user interface 

description, and the Spy++ that comes with Visual studio was used to monitor and 

record the Windows messages exchanged during interactions. However, the generic 

mobile thin client that was developed as part of this prototype was used to test and 

adapt the coordinates of the refactored task user interface elements to suit the PDA 

screen. 

When the Shipment Afanagement desktop application was launched, the mmn 

window of the application, displayed in Figure 1, and its contained user interface 

elements were identified and written to an XML file depicted in Listing 7. The task 

steps, mentioned in the previous section, were performed and the messages 

generated were monitored and recorded. The identified user interface elements were 
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manually filtered in accordance with the user interface filtering rules described in 

Section 3.5.1. The application of these rules is summarised in Table 5. Once the user 

interface elements which were unrelated to the recorded task were filtered, the 

refactored task user interface was generated, and the coordinates of the refactored 

task user interface elements were adjusted. Listing 8 shows a code extract of the 

mobile user interface description for the SSU task adapted to the iPAQ PDA. 

Table 5. Excluded user interface elements and reasons 

Excluded user interface element 

The graphical banner 

The following pushbuttons: 

'Schedule', 'Print', 'First', and 'Last' 

The 'Scheduled' radio button. 

The group box 

Reason 

Decorative 

No association with any of the recorded 

user interactions 

No association with any of the recorded 

user interactions 

Non-interactive user interface controls. 
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<? xml version= " l.O " encoding= "utf-8 " 7> 
<ui name = "ShipmentUIDescription " application= "Shipment Status " 

task= "ShipmentStatusUpdate " > 
<dialog id= " 00000100 " title= "Shipment Status " class= "#32770 " 

location= "389,11 " size="624,485 " > 
<graphic id= " 00000101 " title="" class= "Static " 

location= "l5,40 " size= 11 596,133 " /> 
<lable id= " 00000102 " title= "shipment ID: " class= "Text " 

location= "50,198 " size="74,13 " /> 
<editbox id= "00000103 " title="" class= "Edit " 

location= " l44,195 " size= " l23,23 " /> 
<lable id= " 00000104 " title= "Customer Name: " class= "Text " 

location= "53,226 " size="86,13 " /> 
<editbox id= " 00000105 " class="Edit " location= "l43,222 " 

size= "227,23 " /> 
<grouping id= " 00000106 " class= "Button " title= "Status: " 

location= "57,265 " size= " 315,148 " /> 
<radiobutton id= " 00000107 " class= "RadioButton " 

title= "Delivered " locatlon= " 74,289 " size= "74,16 " /> 
<radiobutton id= " 00000108 11 class= "RadioButton " 

title= "Not Delivered " location= " 74,318 " size= "ll0,16 " /> 
<radiobutton id= " 00000109 " class= "RadioButton " title= "Active " 

location= " 74,346 " size="74,16 " /> 
<radiobutton id= " 00000110 " class= "RadioButton " 

title= "Scheduled " location= " 74,374 " size= "ll0,16 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " OOOOOlll '' class= "Button " title= "Update " 

location= "479,391 " size= " ll6,26 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " 00000112 " class= "Button " title= "Cancel " 

location= "479,422 " size="ll6,26 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " 00000113 " class = "Button " title= "First " 

location= "57,422 " size= "75,26 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " 00000114 " class= "Button " title= "Previous " 

location= " l38,422 " size="75,26 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " 00000115 " class= "Button " title= "Next " 

location= "219,422 " size="75,26 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " 00000116 " class= "Button " title= "Last " 

location= "300,422 " size="75,26 " /> 
<pushbutton id= " 00000117 " class= "Button " title= "Schedule " 

location= "479,196 " size=" ll6,26 " linkedto= " 000200 " /> 
<pushbutton id=" 00000118 " class= "Button " title= "Print " 

location= "479,229 " size=" ll6,26 " linkedto= " 000300 " /> 
</dialog > 
<dialog id= " 00000200 " title="Shipment Schedule " class=" #32770 " 

location=" 389,11 " size= "624,485 " > 
</dialog > 
<dialog id= " 00000300 " title="Reports and Prints " class= "#32770 " 

location= "389,11 " size="624,485 " > 
</dialog > 

</Ui > 

Listing 7: The identified user interface of the main window of the 
'Shipment Management' desktop application 
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<? xml version= ' l.O ' encoding= ' utf-8 ' ?> 
<MyXaml xmlns = ' System.Windows.Forms ' xmlns:def = ' Definition ' 

xmlns:demo= ' CodeBehind,CodeBehind ' > 
<Form Name = ' 00000100 ' Text = ' Shipment Status ' Size= ' 240,320 ' 

Load= ' onLoad ' > 
<Controls > 

<Label def:Name = ' 00000102 ' Location= ' 4,5 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 50 ' Text = ' Shipment ID: ' /> 

<TextBox def:Name = ' 00000103 ' Location= ' l04, 5 ' 
Size= ' l30, 50 ' Text = ' ShipmentiD ' /> 

<Label def:Name= ' 00000104 ' Location= ' 4,60 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 50 ' Text = ' Customer Name: ' /> 

<TextBox def:Name= ' 00000105 ' Location= ' l04, 60 ' 
Size= ' l30, 50 ' Text= ' Customer Name ' /> 

<RadioButton def:Name= ' 00000107 ' Location= ' 4,115 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 20 ' Text= ' Delivered ' /> 

<RadioButton def:Name= ' 00000108 ' Location= ' 4,140 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 20 ' Text= ' Not Delivered ' /> 

<RadioButton def:Name = ' 00000109 ' Location= ' 4,160 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 20 ' Text = ' Active ' /> 

<Button def:Name= ' OOOOOlll ' Location= ' l24,150 ' 
Size= ' 70, 20 ' Text = ' Update ' /> 

<Button def:Name = ' 00000114 ' Text = ' Previous ' 
Location= ' 20,220 ' Size= ' 70, 20 ' /> 

<But t o n def:Name = ' 00000115 ' Text = ' Next ' 
Location= ' l20 ,220 ' Size= ' 70, 20 ' /> 

</Controls > 
</ Form > 

</MyXaml > 

Listing 8: The refactored user interface description of the SSU task 

6.4.2 The SSU Task Execution 

When the mobile thin client was launched, it read the mobile task's user interface 

and instantiated the described user interface controls. The constructed GUI for the 

SSU task is shown in Figure 13. 

By clicking on the 'Next' button with the PDA stylus, a 'WM_LBUTTONDOWN' 

Windows message was forwarded to the Application Controller. However, this 

message had the mobile Windows handle of the clicked button; therefore, the 
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Application Controller replaces this handle with the corresponding desktop 

Windows handle using the MWH-DWH map, where: 

The button ControliD = 115 

The mobile Windows handle= Ox002DE1CO. 

The desktop Windows handle= Ox00360CCO. (See Figure 14-2) 

Figure 13: A screenshot for a refactored UI of the (SSU) task 
displayed on a PDA. 

By 'mobile Windows ' we refer to the Windows CE 4.2 operating system running on 

the PDA used in this experiment. We also use the tetm 'desktop Windows' to refer 

to the Windows XP operating system running on the remote desktop 1. 

Next, the Windows message was forwarded to the Application Automation 

Manager, which in turn, injected it in the message queue of the Shipment 

Management desktop application, and the Events Monitor started listening to the 

system messages that result as a response to this injected message. The Application 

1 Windows CE 4.2 and Windows XP operating systems were used during the development and testing 
ofthe TOMRAS prototype, as noted previously in Section 6.3.1. 
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Automation Manager sent the response messages back to the Application Controller, 

which in tum used the DWH-MWH map to replace the desktop Windows handles 

embedded in these messages with the Windows CE handles before forwarding these 

messages to the Mobile Application Manager. 

Finally, the Mobile Application Manager updated the user interface of the client 

application according to the received messages, before listening again to the user 

interactions. This loop of listening, event handling, and user interface mapping 

continued through the executing of the remaining steps of the SSU task, until the 

mobile client application was closed. 

Control ID * Desktop Windmvs !I.·Io bile Windows ControliD 
Handle Handle* 

,_oooooTOO-- f--·-004D07CA - - - · 002DC3CO 000001 00 
00000 103 00450COA 002DEFCO 0000 0103 

00000105 00360CFE 002DE8CO 00000 105 

000001 02 00320C6E 002DE700 0000 01 02 
00000 104 0041D520 

--00000111- - '--· ooisocA4 ___ + 002DE540 00000104 
-- 002DC560 00000111 

000001 14 00 1AOC5A 002DE380 00000114 
00000115 00360CCO 002DEJCO 00000115 

00000107 00250C30 002DC630 00000107 

00000108 00450CDC 02DDE40 00000108 
00000109 002AOCOE 002DEOOO 00000109 

1 2 

,-- Mobile Windows Desktnp Windows Desktop Windows 1\llo bile Windows 
Handle * Handle Handle* Handle 

002DC3CO 004D07CA 004D07CA 002DC3CO 
002DEFCO 00450COA 00450COA 002DEF CO 
002DE8CO 00360CFE 00360CFE 002DE8CO 
002DE700 00320C6E 00320C6E 00 2DE700 
002DE540 0041D520 0041 D520 002DE540 
002DC560 00750CA4 00750CA4 002DC560 
002DE380 00 1AOC5A 001AOC5A 002DE380 
002DE1 CO 00360CCO 00360CCO 002DE1 CO 
002DC630 00250C30 00250C30 002DC630 
02DDE40 00450CDC 00450CDC 02DDE40 

002DEOOO 002AOCOE 002AOCO E 00 2DEOO O 

3 

Figure 14: An instance of generated identification maps for the SSU task 
user interface control identifiers. 
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6.5 TOMRAS Prototyping Challenges and Limitations 

During the development of the TOMRAS prototype, a number of challenges and 

technical difficulties were resolved. Some of these challenges are related to the 

operating systems and the chosen development environment, for instance, the 

limitations around intercepting Windows messages or retrieving Windows handles 

using the .NET Compact Framework, where these native Windows handles and 

messages are not exposed. Furthermore, hooks are not supported in the Windows 

CE operating system; therefore setting up a keyboard hook to intercept 

WM _ KEYDOWN messages was not directly available. Further investigations to 

overcome these challenges have led to developing the required functionalities as a 

native code in a helper library (i.e., a DLL) injected inside the application's process 

space. 

It is beyond the scope of this research to provide a fully developed prototype that 

can be compared to commercial products for reliability and scalability, or to provide 

a product that can work with any arbitrary type of desktop applications. However, 

the main contribution of this prototype is to prove the concepts behind the TOMRAS 

and its implementation architecture, and to help in assessing the effectiveness of the 

generated task-oriented user interface. 

6.6 Summary and Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have presented a proof-of-concept prototype for the task 

execution phase of the TOMRAS architecture. The prototyping of this phase 

provided key insights into some critical aspects of the architecture, such as the 

mapping and communication between the refactored task user interface and the 

desktop application's user interface via a sample elementary task. While developing 

this prototype in itself proves the feasibility of implementing these aspects of the 
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architecture, and helps in mitigating the technical key risks associated with the 

TOMRAS architecture, this prototype has been built as a proof-of-concept. Hence, it 

can not demonstrate complex tasks without further advancing its capabilities to 

handle these tasks. 

The presented prototype has played a key role in guiding a refining iteration of the 

TOMRAS implementation architecture, and was used in assessing and evaluating 

the TOMRAS functionality and the effectiveness of the task-oriented user interface, 

as will be demonstrated in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

Evaluation and Discussion 

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 an architecture for TOMRAS has been suggested as a 

potential itnplementation for a TOMRAS model for mobile remote access. Chapter 

6 discussed a TOMRAS prototype for the task execution phase of the TOMRAS 

architecture that has been developed primarily to demonstrate the feasibility of the 

TOMRAS architecture, and to mitigate potential architectural risks. 

In this chapter, we use the developed prototype to further assess the TOMRAS 

functionality, and the effectiveness of the task-oriented user interface in the mobile 

remote access context. The evaluation results have been used to refine the TOMRAS 

conceptual model and architecture through an iterative feedback 1
. 

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1 gives a generic introduction and 

defines the primary goals of this evaluation. Section 7.2 reviews some of the 

relevant evaluation methodologies, discusses the measures or the quality attributes 

that will be examined, and the evaluation methodology that has been adopted. 

Section 7.3 describes the TOMRAS evaluation configuration, including, the 

platforms, desktop benchmark systems, and case studies. Section 7.4 and Section 7.5 

present the evaluation process of TOMRAS and describe in detail the experiments 

that have been carried out through this evaluation process. Section 7.6 presents the 

results of performing the defined tasks, the analysis of these results, and a 

discussion. Section 7. 7 highlights the issues and limitations of the TOMRAS 

1 See the adopted research methodology noted in Chapter 1 
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evaluation. Section 7.8 highlights a possible extension for the TOMRAS prototype, 

and Section 7.9 concludes this chapter. 

7.1 Introduction 

TOMRAS primary goal is to enable simple yet effective mobile remote access to 

existing desktop applications without redeveloping these applications. A conceptual 

model that adopts a task -oriented remote access approach has been proposed. An 

implementation architecture for this model has been presented, and a proof-of-

concept prototype has been developed. Developing this prototype (i.e., the artefact) 

in itself validates the feasibility of the TOMRAS implementation architecture. 

However, one of the intrinsic objectives of developing this artefact is to visualise the 

generated task-oriented user interface and to evaluate TOMRAS through its 

realisation 1 to assess its potential contribution to the mobile remote access domain. 

Assessing the artefacts can be done via measuring quality attributes or constructs, 

such as functionality, completeness, consistency, performance, usability, and other 

relevant quality attributes (Hevner et al. 2004). Furthermore, effectiveness 1s 

considered a significant usability aspect (Erik et al. 2000; Fr0kjrer, Hertzum & 

Hombrek 2000; ISO 9241-11 1998; Preece, Rogers & Sharp 2002). While user trial 

testing of usability is a further contribution, this is not the mode or focus of 

evaluation in this thesis. For this research and evaluation purposes of the TOMRAS 

prototype, the focus is 1nainly on the functionality quality attributes and the 

effectiveness aspect of the usability quality attribute. 

Measuring the functionality quality attribute gtves an answer to the question of 

'Does this system work?', and measuring the effectiveness quality attribute gives an 

early indication of the level of effectiveness of TOMRAS and its task-oriented user 

1 That is the constructed artefact (i .e. the developed prototype) 
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interface in assisting mobile users in performing remote tasks. By 'effectiveness' we 

refer to enabling a task to be done with less user effort and in less time. 

7.2 The Evaluation Methodology 

The evaluation methodology that has been adopted in this research has been 

considered after a review of a number of evaluation methodologies and related 

literature. Briefly, Hevner and colleagues categorised the methodologies that can be 

used to evaluate a designed artefact into five categories: observational, analytical, 

experimental, testing, and descriptive. The testing methodologies are used to test the 

functionality of an artefact, and the experimental methodologies are used to study 

artefacts in a controlled environment for qualities, such as usability. The analytical 

methodologies, however, allow the measuring of dynamic qualities, such as 

performance. (Hevner et al. 2004). 

Given the nature of this research and selected evaluation metrics (i.e. functionality 

and effectiveness), the analytical, experimental , and testing methodologies are more 

relevant to these metrics than observational and descriptive methodologies. 

Nonetheless, there is no single evaluation methodology that matches the evaluation 

requirements. As such, a multimethodological 1 approach that combines a testing 

methodology for measuring the functionality quality attribute with an analytical or 

experimental methodology to measure the usability attribute has been adopted to 

evaluate the TOMRAS prototype in this thesis. 

Evaluating the principle functionality of the TOMRAS prototype considered testing 

the critical user interface related aspects, such as identifying the desktop 

application's user interface, and the dynamic generation of the mobile refactored 

user interface at the task execution time. Nevertheless, this part of the evaluation 

1 This research as a whole is following a multimethodological approach as noted in Section 1.7 
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stage focused on examining the transparent mapping mechanism and interrelation 

between the desktop application's user interface and the dynamically generated 

mobile user interface. While the other TOMRAS functionality aspects are equally 

important, the above mentioned aspects were considered as most critical and their 

related architectural decisions had to be validated. Section 7.3 will discuss the 

experimental evaluation of the TOMRAS functionality in detail. 

Evaluating the effectiveness usability aspect of TOMRAS and its task-oriented user 

interface involved reviewing a number of relevant usability evaluation methods. 

Nielsen (1994), for instance, suggests a number of usability inspection methods, 

including heuristic evaluation, guideline reviews, pluralistic walkthroughs, and 

feature inspection, among other methods. Alternatively, the 'predictive models' 

noted by Preece, Rogers & Sharp (2002) enable system evaluation without testing 

users but rather using derived fonnulas . There are a number of predictive models, 

including the Keystroke level model (Card, Mom & Newell 1980) and Fitts' law-

based model (1954). These models are less expensive than user testing and m.ore 

appropriate for evaluating the usability of an artefact, in the first iterations at least. 

Therefore, for this research, we use the Keystroke level and Fitts ' law-based 

quantitative models in evaluating the effectiveness of TOMRAS and its generated 

task-oriented user interface. The following subsection gives more insight into these 

models, and Section 7.5 presents the application of these 1nodels in evaluating the 

TOMRAS task-oriented user interface. 

7.2.1 The Predictive Models: An Overview 

While most of the HCI approaches to the evaluation of a system's usability adopt 

more or less user testing, it is um·ealistic to benchmark the TOMRAS prototype 

against commercial products that have been developed with the aid of significant 

software team effort over a number of years. A user trial of TOMRAS prototype in 
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absence of other commercial products is possible, nonetheless, this would not 

provide the comparative /benchmark aspect required, such as if provided through an 

analytic approach such as the Keystroke level and Fitts' law-based models. The 

author considers this is the best methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of 

TOMRAS and its task-oriented user interface. This section gives a brief overview 

about these models, and the next section will discuss how they were used in the 

TOMRAS evaluation context. 

The Keystroke Level model (KLM) 

The Keystroke level model predicts a task execution time or how long it takes expert 

users to perform a task. Preece and colleagues stated that the keystroke model can 

'provide actual numerical predictions of user performance' (2002, p. 708). The 

KLM states that: 

Where: 

T a :n"Jcute = The predicted task execution time 

T1r.~ = Approximate time of pressing a key or button 

T P = Approximate time of pointing and clicking a mouse or similar device 

T H = Approximate time of homing hands on keyboard or other device 

T n = Approximate time of drawing a line using a mouse 

T u = Approximate time of making a decision to do something 

T R = Approximate time of system response time, if it causes the user to wait 

Clearly, this model implies that for any particular task, the execution time will 

increase proportionally to the number of user interactions (e.g., pressing buttons and 

mouse clicking) required to perform that task. This model also implies that the task 

execution time is proportional to the time a user spends in finding specific user 

interface elements. Table 6 depicts a standard set of empirically estimated values of 
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the above-mentioned approximate times as noted by Preece, Rogers & Sharp 

(2002). Furthermore, in a recent study, Luo and Bonnie (2005) have validated the 

KLM on stylus-based interfaces of handheld devices. 

Table 6 A standard set of approximate times. 

Source: Adapted front (Preece, Rogers & Sharp 2002) 

Action Time (sec) 

Pressing a single key or button TK = 0.35 (average) 

Pointing and clicking a mouse or similar device ·Tp = 1.3 

Homing hands on keyboard or other device TH = 0.4 

Drawing a line using a mouse T D = f(Une length) 

Making a decision to do something Tu = 1.35 

System response time t 

The Fitt's Law-based model 

The Fitts ' law-based model predicts the tin1e required to reach a target using a 

pointing device. The law states that: 

T = k l og,. (~ + 1.0) 

Where: 

T := The time to move the pointer to a target 

D :=The distance between the pointer and the target 

W := The width of the target 

k := A constant. 
1 second 

(In case of stylus tapping k= 4.9 bit (MacKenzie & Zhang 1999)) 

This means, the further away and the smaller the object, the longer the time taken to 

locate it and point to it. 
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Guiard and Beaudouin-Lafon (2004) stated: 'What has come to be known as Fitts' 

law has proven highly applicable in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), making it 

possible to predict reliably the minimum time for a person in a pointing task to reach 

a specified target'. Hence, Fitts ' law can be used to improve the design of the user 

interface, including the mobile user interface. In a Nokia study carried out by 

Silfverberg, MacKenzie and Korhonen (2000), Fitts' law was used in predicting 

expert text entry rates for input methods on mobile phones. 

Following this overview about the The KLM and Fitts' law-based predictive 

models, the next section will discuss how they were used to evaluate the TOMRA.S 

effectiveness. 

7.2.2 TOMRAS Evaluation and The Predictive Models 

The KLM and Fitts' law-based predictive models were used to evaluate the 

effectiveness of TOMRAS and its task-oriented user interface. This involved 

running the TOMRAS prototype, observing and measuring the dynamically 

generated task's user interface. As noted earlier, the KLM predicts the task 

execution t]me, where the system response time, the user mental preparation, and 

repeated keystrokes are parts of this execution time. The Fitts ' law-based model, 

however, helps in predicting the time to move to a targeted user interface element, 

and the parameters of interest are: the movement distance and target width. With 

these different focuses of the predictive models in mind, both models were used to 

comparatively evaluate the effectiveness of the TOMRAS generated task-oriented 

user interface, where the LogMeln (2008) and RDM+ (2008) re1note access systems 

were used as benchmarks, as will be discussed in the following sections. 
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7.3 The Evaluation Configuration 

In this section we describe the TOMRAS evaluation configuration: which platforms 

were used, the benchmark remote access systems that were used to comparatively 

assess and evaluate the TOMRAS effectiveness, the selected sample desktop 

applications to be remotely accessed, and the tasks that were defined as case studies 

for this evaluation. 

7.3.1 The platforms 

In the evaluation of TOMRAS, we used on the client side a HP iP AQ handheld 

device of the h5550 series with Windows CE 4.2 installed. On the desktop side, the 

platform was Windows XP (Microsoft 2008b ). A wireless LAN was also used in 

communication between the mobile client device and the desktop PC. 

The HP iP AQ h5550 features a built-in Wireless LAN network interface, which was 

used for remotely accessing the sample desktop applications using the LogMeln 

Web client application. The PDA cradle connection was used for the remote access 

sessions that involved the TOMRAS generated GUis and the RDM+. While the type 

of connection or communication protocol is important for remote accessing in 

general, it was not a factor in the conducted evaluation as the focus of this 

evaluation was mainly on the TOMRAS functionality and the refactored user 

interface effectiveness. 

7 .3.2 The benchmark remote access systems 

As noted earlier, evaluating the effectiveness ofTOMRAS and its task-oriented user 

interface involved running the TOMRAS prototype and using its generated GUis in 

executing recorded tasks. These tasks were also executed using two commercial 
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remote access systems that were chosen to comparatively evaluate the TOMRAS 

effectiveness. These benchmark systems are LogMeln (2008) and RDM+ (2008). 

The main reason for choosing these particular remote access systems is that they use 

different techniques in sending the user interactions to remote desktop applications. 

For instance, RDM+ adopts a buffering technique for text input, whereas LogMeln 

sends the user interactions in real time (i.e., sending the characters during typing). 

This difference has an impact on the task execution time predicted by Fitts' law, as 

will be discussed in Section 7.5. 

7.3.3 The sample desktop applications 

The TOMRAS evaluation involved using three desktop applications to be remotely 

accessed. These applications are: 

1. The Shipment Management desktop application, shown in Figure 15. As noted 

in Chapter 6, this application was developed primarily to test the basic 

functionality of the TOMRAS prototype. The Shipment Management 

application was also used in evaluating the TOMRAS effectiveness as will be 

discussed in Section 7.5. 

2. The Patient Management System (PMS) (Hompath 2002), shown in Figure 16. 

3. The medical record management system (FileMed) (Varsur-Corporation 

2008), shown in Figure 1 7. 

The PMS and FileMed desktop applications were chosen to assess and evaluate the 

effectiveness of TOMRAS for a number of reasons. First, these publicly available 

applications are more likely to reflect real-life tasks than a lab-based desktop 

application such as the Shipment Management application. Second, the PMS and 

FileMed applications adopt different styles of user interface controls. For instance, 

most of the FileMed controls shown in Figure 17 have edit controls with typical or 

common sizes. In contrast, the PMS edit controls shown in Figure 19 are 
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significantly larger. This dimensional difference has an impact on the task execution 

time predicted by Fitts' law as well be discussed in Section 7. 5. Third, the P MS and 

FileMed desktop applications mostly use standard user interface controls (i.e., 

known to the operating system), which were successfully identified by TOMRAS. 

However, the TOMRAS prototype could not identify some of the user interface 

controls of some desktop applications such as Office developed by Microsoft (2008), 

which uses none-standard /custom controls. Therefore, it was not practical to use 

these desktop applications in the TOMRAS effectiveness evaluation phase. More 

details about the applicability and limitations of TOMRAS are discussed in Section 

7.7. 

Shopment Status -' , It . '!.-,., 
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Figure 15: Screenshot of a desktop application for shipment management 
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7.3.4 The sample tasks 

Examining the functionality and effectiveness of TOMRAS and its task-oriented 

user interface was conducted through executing sample tasks that were based on the 

desktop applications noted earlier, the Shipment Management, the Patient 

Management System (PMS), and the medical record management system (FileMed). 

The sample tasks were defined through these desktop applications and were 

executed via the TOMRAS prototype and the benchmark remote access systems, 

namely, LogMeln and RDM+. The defined tasks were elementary, and did not 

involve a large number of steps (i.e., user interactions) to be carried out. These tasks, 

however, demonstrate common interactivity or input-based tasks, such as typing in 

edit fields and clicking buttons. This common interactivity is a fundamental aspect 

of remote access, in particular when form-based desktop applications are remotely 

accessed for browsing, adding, or updating data. 

The san1ple tasks were used in examining the TOMRAS prototype functionality and 

evaluating the task-oriented user interface effectiveness. Testing the basic 

functionality of the TOMRAS prototype as a first stage started with three 

experiments, presented in Section 7.4., considering a task per desktop application. 

While a task per application that was considered for this preliminary functionality 

testing do not represent all possible scenarios that can occur in real use of the 

system, it demonstrated to some extent the possibility of generating a task-oriented 

user interface that is able to communicate with existing desktop application. 

To examine the effectiveness ofTOMRAS and its task-oriented user interface, a task 

per desktop application as part of a case study was considered. Each of these case 

studies involved carrying out six experiments to access a particular desktop 

application via the TOMRAS prototype and the benchmark remote access systems, 

LogMeln and RDM+. The objective of these experiments was to estimate and 
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compare the task execution time required by TOMRAS and the benchmark remote 

access systems for a particular elementary task. The KLM and Fitts' law-based 

predictive models were used for this purpose, and the results are presented in 

Section 7.5. 

7.4 TOMRAS Functionality Evaluation 

The functionality of a system has been defined as the ability of the system to do the 

work for which it was intended (Clements, Kazman & Klein 2002). In light of this 

definition, the functionality assessment of TOMRAS was carried out primarily to 

visualise the refactored task user interface and assess the mapping mechanism 

between a refactored task user interface generated on the mobile device and the 

original user interface of an existing desktop application while executing this task. 

7.4.1 Experiment 1: A Shipment Status Updating (SSU) Task 

The SSU task is one of the tasks that can be retnotely performed through a remote 

access to the Shipment Management desktop application, shown in Figure 15. This 

experiment has been discussed in the previous chapter to illustrate the principle 

functionality of the developed TOMRAS prototype. In this section, we briefly 

summmise the conducted experiment in terms of task's requirements, and 

examination results. 

The SSU task was defined to update the status of a shipment status to be 

'Delivered', and performing this task was done through the following interactions. 

First, moving forward to the next record by clicking on the 'Next' button. Second, 

changing the status to 'Delivered' by selecting the 'Delivered' radio button. Finally, 

clicking on the 'Update' button to confirm the changes. The experiment has been 

discussed in detail in Section 6.4. 
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Recording the task based on this scenario results in the user interface description 1 

shown in Listing 8, and the mobile client GUI that has been generated based on this 

description is shown in Figure 13. The experiment has been discussed in detail in 

Section 6.4. 

7.4.2 Experiment 2: A Task for Adding Patient Examination Results 

This experiment, is based on a task that involves adding some examination results to 

a patient's record using the P MS desktop application. The interactions required for 

that task were performed in two steps: 

1. Adding the examination information in the screen shown in Figure 18. 

2. Saving this information by clicking the 'Save' button. 
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Figure 18: A screen for adding examination results in PMS. 

1 Ultimately, the task recording is done automatically, however, in the current implementation of the 
TOMRAS prototype it is mostly a manual process. 
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While this task is relatively simple, its importance can be demonstrated in many 

scenarios, for instance, where a doctor makes home visits or regular checkups in 

nursing homes for elderly people. Listing 9 shows the user interface controls of the 

desktop application that were identified and written to an XML file . The refactored 

user interface description for the recorded task is shown in Listing 10, and the 

mobile client GUI that has been generated based on this description is shown in 

Figure 19. 

<? xml version= "1.0 " encoding= "utf-8 " ?> 
<Ui name = "Add Examination Info " 

application= "Patient Management System Demo Version " 
task= "AddPatientExaminationinfo " > 

<dialog id= "00000100 " title= "Job Information " 
class= "#32770 " location= "236,52 " size= "1046, 926 " > 

<lable id= "00000101 " title= "Patient Name: " class= "Text " 
location= "262, 241 " size= "161, 13 " /> 

<editbox id= " 00000102 " title= "" class= "Edit " 
location= "246, 207 " size= " 904, 640 " /> 

<lable id= " 00000105 " title= "General Examination: " 
class= "Text " location= "262, 241 " size= "161, 13 " /> 

<editbox id= " 00000106 " title= "" class == "Edit " 
locati.on= "246, 207 " size= " 904, 640 " /> 

<lable id= " 00000107 " title= "Systemic Examination: " 
class= "Text " location= "262, 241 " size= "161, 13 " /> 

<editbox id= " 00000108 " title= "" class= "Edit " 
location= "246, 207 " size= " 904, 640 " /> 

<pushbutton id= " 00000110 " title == 11 Save " class= "Button " 
location= "1015, 861 " size= "120, 48 11 linkedto= " " /> 

</ dialog > 
<lui > 

Listing 9: A code extract of the identified user interface of the patient 
diagnoses update dialog 
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<? xml version= ' l.O ' encoding= ' utf-8 ' ?> 
<MyXaml xmlns = ' System . Windows.Forms ' 
xmlns:def = ' Definition ' xmlns:demo= ' CodeBehind,CodeBehind ' > 

<Form Name = ' 00000100 ' Text = ' Add Patients ' 
Size= ' 240,320 ' Load= ' onLoad ' > 

<Controls > 
<Label def:Name= ' 00000101 ' Location= ' 4,5 ' 

Size= ' 150, 25 ' Text= ' Patient Name: ' /> 
<TextBox def:Name= ' 00000102 ' Location= ' 4,30 ' 

<Label 
Size= ' lOO, 40 ' Text= '' /> 
def:Name= ' 00000105 ' Location= ' 4 , 75 ' 
Size= ' 150, 25 ' Text= ' General 

Examination: ' /> 
<TextBox def:Name= ' 00000106 ' Location= ' 4,100 ' 

Size= ' 220, 40 ' Text= '' /> 
<Label def:Name = ' 00000107 ' Location= ' 4,145 ' 

Size= ' l50, 25 ' Text = ' Systemic Examination: ' / > 
<TextBox def:Name = ' 00000108 ' Location= ' 4,170 ' 

Size= ' 220 , 40 ' Text = '' /> 
<Button def:Name = ' 00000110 ' Location= ' 100,230 ' 

Size= ' 70, 20 ' Text= ' Save ' /> 
</Controls > 

</ Form > 
</ MyXaml > 

Listing 10: A code extract of a refactored UI description of the patient 
diagnoses update task 

Figure 19: A screenshot for the generated GUI of the patient diagnoses 
update task. 
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7.4.3 Experiment 3: A Medical Record Updating Task Via FileMed 

This experiment focuses on examining TOMRAS with a publicly available 

application to identify the limitation or issues that need to be addressed based on a 

real world scenario. The task requires the following steps: 

1. Adding some information in the 'Diagnosis' field 

2. Changing the 'Attending physician' 

3. Clicking the 'Save' button 

The user interface description of this task shown in Listing 11. The mobile client 

GUI that has been generated based on this description is shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 20: Refactored user interface for the FileMed task. 
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<MyXaml xmlns = ' System.Windows.Forms ' 

Evaluation and Discussion 

xmlns:def = ' Definition ' xmlns:demo = ' CodeBehind,CodeBehind ' > 
<Form Name = ' 00000100 ' Text = ' Demographics ' Size= ' 240,320 ' 

Load= ' onLoad ' > 
<Controls > 

<Label def:Name = ' 00000101 ' Location= ' 4,5 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 25 ' Text = ' Last Name: ' /> 

<Label def:Name = ' 00000102 ' Location= ' l25,5 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 25 ' Text = ' First Name: ' /> 

<TextBox def:Name = ' 00000103 ' Location= ' 4,30 ' 
Size= ' lOO, 40 ' Text = ' ' /> 

<TextBox def:Name = ' 00000104 ' Location= ' l25, 30 ' 
Size= ' 100, 40 ' Text = '' /> 

<Label def:Name = ' 00000105 ' Location= ' 4,75 ' 
Size= ' l50, 25 ' Text = ' Attending Physician: ' /> 

<TextBox def:Name = ' 00000106 ' Location= ' 4,100 ' 
Size= ' l50, 40 ' Text = '' /> 

<Label def:Name = ' 00000107 ' Location= ' 4,145 ' 
Size= ' l50, 25 ' Text = ' Diagnosis: ' /> 

<TextBox def:Name = ' 00000108 ' Location= ' 4,170 ' 
Size= ' 220, 40 ' Text = '' /> 

<Button def:Name = ' 00000110 ' Location= ' 50,230 ' 
Size= ' 70, 20 ' Text = ' Save ' /> 

<Button def:Name = ' 00000109 ' Location= ' l30,230 ' 
Size= ' 70, 20 ' Text = ' Cancel ' /> 

</ Controls > 
</ Form > 

c-/ MvX.::~ml -.., 

Listing 11: A code extract of a refactored user interface description of the 
medical record update task 
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7.5 Analytically Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Task-Oriented User 
Interface 

Evaluating the effectiveness of TOMRAS and its task-oriented user interface was 

based on two predictive models, namely, the Keystroke Level model (KLM) and 

Fitts' law-based model, where the user interactions (e.g., keystrokes and stylus 

clicks) are the primary indicator of effectiveness. For this purpose, two 

representative remote access applications, namely, LogMeln (2008) and RDM+ 

(2008) have been used as benchmarks. The experiments discussed in this section 

present the application of the KLM and Fitts' law-based predictive models on the 

three tasks defined earlier in Section 7.3. 

While most of the studies adopt the Keystroke Level model as a quantitative method 

for evaluating and comparing different tasks on individual systems, in this research, 

the Keystroke Level model has been used in comparing the perfonnance of multiple 

syste1ns for the same task. 

In these experiments, the approximate system response time (T R) for relevant 

interactions is constant1• Therefore, the impact of the communication protocols and 

networking specifics has been alleviated, allowing the prime focus of these 

experiments to be on the interactions. 

7 .5.1 Case Study 1: Predicting the Time Required for the SSU Task 

7.5.1.1 Using the Keystroke Level Model (KLM) 

1 We used (1.3 second) for TD and (2.0 second) for TRthroughout these experiments. 
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Table 7. Applying the KLM to the SSU task via LogMeln 

Application Action 

LogMeln Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus 

Clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

Clicking the 'Scale to Fit' submenu item 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'View' menu item 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

Clicking the ' 75%' submenu item 

Pointing and clicking the 'Next' button 

System response 

Clicking the 'View' menu item 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

Clicking the '50%' submenu item 

Pointing and clicking the 'Delivered' radio 

button 

System response 

Pointing and clicking the 'Update' button 

System response 

Total predicted time: 
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Time (sec) 

Tj'--t = 1.35 

TSJ = 0.40 

Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 

Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 

TR;;;;;; 2 

Tp = 1.3 
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Table 8. Applying the KLM to the SSU task via RDM+ 

Application Action 

RDM+ Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus 

Clicking to activate the tools panel 

Pointing to and clicking the zooming button 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling right 

button two times 

Time (sec) 

T""r = 1.35 

TH = 0.40 

Tp = 1.3 

Tp = 1.3 

Tp = 1.3+0.2 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling down Tp = 1.3 + 0.2 

button two times 

Moving the cursor and clicking under the T P = 1.3 

records browsing buttons. 

Pointing and clicking the zooming button T P = 1.3 

Moving to the 'Next' button Tp = 1.1 

Clicking on the 'Next' button and waiting Tp = 1.3 

until the context menu appears 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

System response 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling left TP = 1.3 + 0.2 

button two tin1es 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling up Tp = 1.3 

button 

Moving to the 'Delivered' radio button Tp = 1.1 

Clicking on the 'Delivered' button and Tv = 1.3 

waiting until the context menu appears 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item Tp = 0.2 

System response TR = 2 
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Pointing to and clicking the scrolling the right Tp = 1.3+ (0.2*4) 

button five times 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling down T P = 1.3 

button 

Moving to the 'Update' button Tp = 1.1 

Clicking on the 'Update' button and waiting Tp = 1.3 

until the context menu appears 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

System response 

Total predicted time: 

Tp = 0.2 

TR = 2 

Table 9. Applying the KLM to the SSU task via TOMRAS 

Application Action 

TOMRAS Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus 

Pointing and clicking the 'Next' button 

System response 

Pointing and clicking the 'Delivered' radio 

button 

System response 

Pointing and clicking the 'Update' button 

System response 

Total predicted time: 
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Time (sec) 

T,'-l ;;;;;; 1.35 

TH = 0.40 

Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Tr;x.au:ute = 11.65 
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Figure 21: The predicted time for the SSU task according to the KLM. 

7.5.1.2 Using Fitts' law-based model 

Table 10. Applying Fitts' Model to the SSU task via LogMeln 

Application Action Time (sec) 

LogMeln Moving to and clicking the menu 

D= 3.7cm , W = 0.4cm 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1.5 em , W = 1.5 em 

Clicking the 'Scale to Fit' submenu item 

D = 2 em , W = 4 em 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

D= 3.7cm , W=0.4cm 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1.5 em , W = 1. 5 em 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

D = 2.5 em , W = 4 em 
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T= 0.061 

T= 0.035 

T= 0.206 

T= 0. 06 1 
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Clicking the '75%' submenu item 

D = 2 em , W = 1.6 em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Next' button 

D = 3.2 em , W = 1.3 em 

Clicking the 'View' menu item 

D = 1.5 em , W = 1.5 em 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

D=2.5 em , W = 4cm 

Clicking the '50%' submenu item 

D = 2 em , W = 1.6 em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Delivered' button 

D= 2.7cm , W = 0.3 em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Update' button 

D = 5.5 em , W = 0.9 em 

Total predicted time: 

T= 0. 058 

T= 0.11 

T= 0. 061 

T= 0. 035 

T= 0. 058 

T = 0.204 

T = 0.173 

Table 11. Applying Fitts ' Model to the SSU task via RDM+ 

Application 

RDM+ 

Action 

Pointing and clicking the zooming button 

D = 3.6 em , W = 0.5 em 

Time (sec) 

T= 0.186 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling right T = 0.225 

button two times 

D = 4.7cm , W = 0.4cm 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling down T = 0.069 + 0.0 

button two times 

D = 0.6 em , W = 0.5 em 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.5 em 
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Moving the cursor to a position under the T = 0.115 

browsing buttons(i.e., Next, Previous, Last, 

First) 

D = 4.0 em , W = 1.5 em 

Pointing and clicking the zooming button 

D=3.0cm ,W= 0.5cm 

T=0.172 

Moving to and clicking the 'Next' button, and T = 0.115 

waiting until the context menu appears 

D = 4.8 em , W = 1.8 em 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D = 0.5 em , W = 2.8 em 

T= 0.014 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling left button T = 0.221 +0.0 

two times 

D = 4.5 em , W = 0.4 em 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.4 em 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling up button 

D = 0.5 em , W = 0.5 em 

T= 0.061 

Moving to and clicking the 'Delivered' radio T= 0.276 

button, and waiting until the context menu 

appears 

D = 6.5 em , W = 0.3 c1n 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item T= 0.014 

D = 0.5 em , W = 2.8 em 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling right T = 0.260+ 

button five times 0.0 * 4 

D=7.2cm , W =0.4cm 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.4 em 
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Pointing and clicking the scrolling down T = 0.061 

button 

D = 0.5 em , W = 0.5 em 

Moving to and clicking the 'Update' button, T = 0.066 

and waiting until the context menu appears 

D=3.0cm , W =2.7cm 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D = 0.5 em , W = 2.8 em 

Total predicted time: 

T= 0.014 

6.233 

Table 12. Applying Fitts' Model to the SSU task via TOMRAS 

Application Action 

TOMRAS Moving to and clicking the 'Next' button 

D = 2.5 em , W = 1.7 em 

Time (sec) 

T= 0.08 

Pointing and clicking the 'Delivered' radio T = 0.24 

button. 

D = 4.3 em , W = 0.3 em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Update' button 

D = 3.6 em , W = 1.7 em 

Total predicted time: 
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Figure 22: The predicted time for performing the SSU task 
according to the Fitts' law based model. 
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7.5.2 Case Study 2: Predicting the Time Required for the PMS Task 

7.5.2.1 Using the KLM: 

Table 13. Applying the KLM to a PMS task via LogMeln 

Application Action Time (sec) 

LogMeln Mentally preparing ~\f = 1.35 

Getting the stylus T1-{ = 0.40 

Clicking the menu Tp = 1.3 

Clicking the 'view' menu item Tp = 1.3 

Clicking the 'Scale to Fit' submenu item Tp = 1.3 

Moving to and clicking the menu TP = 1.3 

Clicking the 'view' menu item Tp = 1.3 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item Tp = 1.3 

Clicking the '75%' submenu item Tp = 1.3 

Moving to 'General Examination' edit field TP = 1.1 

Typing 'F', 'e', 'e', 't',' ', 'S', 'w', 'e', '1', '1', TK =0.22 * 13 
'i', 'n', 'g' 
System response after each letter 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button 

System response 

Total predicted time: 
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Tp = 1.3 

T.!l = 2 
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Table 14. Applying the KLM to a PMS via RDM+ 

Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus 

Action 

Pointing to and clicking the zooming button 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'General 
Examination' edit field 

Time (sec) 

T.u = 1.35 

TH = 0.40 

Tp = 1.3 

Waiting until the context menu appears and Tp = 0.2 * 2 

selecting the 'left click' menu item 

S ystetn response 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'Send text' menu item 

Typing 'F', 'e', 'e', 't ' ,' ', 'S', 'w', 'e', '1', 
'1', 'i', 'n', 'g' 

Tp = 1.3 

Tp = 1.3 

TK=0.22*13 

Moving to and clicking the 'Send' menu item Tp = 1.3 

System response TR = 2 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling right Tp = 1.3+ 0.2*3 

button four times 

Pointing and clicking the scrolling down TP = 1.3 +0.2*3 

button four times 

Nloving to and clicking on the tools hiding 
button 
Moving to the 'Save' button 

Tp- 1.3 

Tp = 1.1 

Click on the 'Save' button and waiting until Tp = 1.3 

the context menu appears 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

System response 

Total predicted time: 
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Table 15. Applying the KLM to a PMS via TOMRAS 

Application 

TOMRAS 

Action Time (sec) 

Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus TH = 0.40 

Moving to 'General Examination' edit field Tp = 1.1 

Typing 'F', 'e', 'e', 't', ' ', 'S', 'w', 'e', '1', TK = 0.22 * 13 

'1', 'i', 'n', 'g' 

System response after each letter 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button 

System response 

Total predicted time: 

• Time (sec) 
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TR = 2 * 13 

Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Texecute = 35.01 

Figure 23: The predicted time for the PMS task according to the KLM 
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7.5.2.2 Using Fitts' law-based model 

Table 16. Applying Fitts' Model to a PMS task via LogMeln 

Application Action 

LogMeln Moving to and clicking the menu 

D= 3.7cm , W=0.4 cm 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1.5 em , W = 1.5 em 

Clicking the ' Scale to Fit' submenu item 

D=2cm , W =4cm 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

D= 3.7cm ,W=0.4 cm 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1. 5 em , W = 1.5 em 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

D = 2.5 em , W = 4 em 

Clicking the '75%' submenu item 

D = 2 em , W = 1.6 c1n 

Moving to 'General Examination' edit field 

D = 1.5 em , W = 4.1 em 

Typing 'F', 'e', 'e', ' t' ,' ', ' S', 'w', 'e', '1', '1', 

'i', 'n' , 'g' 

D = 5.0, 0.7, 0.0, 0.8, 1.2, 1.8, 0.4, 0.4, 2.7, 0.0, 

0.7, 1.0, 0.7 em 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button 

D = 3 em , W = 0.5 em 
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Time (sec) 

T= 0.685 

T= 0.204 

T= 0.119 

T= 0.685 

T= 0.204 

T= 0.143 

T= 0.239 

T= 0.092 

T= 0.766+ 
0.298+ 0.000+ 

0.323+0.133+ 
0.502+0.204+ 
0.204+0.603+ 
0.000+0.298+ 
0.369+0.298 
= 3.996 

T= 0.573 
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Total predicted time: 

Table 17. Applying Fitts' Model to a PMS task via RDM+ 

Application Action 

RDM+ Pointing to and clicking the zooming button 

D = 2.9 em , W = 0.4 em 

Time (sec) 

T= 0.621 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'General T= 0.093 

Examination' edit field 

D = 1.0 em , W = 2.7 em 

Waiting until the context menu appears and T= 0.021 

selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D = 0.2 em , W = 2.7 em 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

D = 3.8 em , W = 0.7 em 

Clicking the ' Send text' menu item 
D = 3.3 em , W =3 .1 em 
Typing 'F', 'e', 'e', 't',' ', 'S', 'w', 'e', '1', '1', 

' i ', 'n', 'g' 

D = 5.0, 0.7, 0.0, 0.8, 1.2, 1.8, 0.4, 0.4, 2.7, 0.0, 

T = 0.548 

T= 0.21 3 

T = 0.766+ 
0.298+ 0.000+ 

0.323+0.1 33+ 
0.502+0.204+ 
0.204+0.603+ 

0.7, 1.0, 0.7 em 0.000+0.298+ 
0.369+0.298 w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1 ' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, = 3.996 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, Cnl 

Moving to and clicking the ' Send' menu item 

D = 5. 7 ctn , W = 1.5 em 

T= 0.462 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling right T = 0.731 + 

button four times 

D = 3.3 em , W = 0.3 em 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.3 em 
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Pointing and clicking the scrolling down button T = 0.258 + 

four times 

D = 0.7 em , W = 0.5 em 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.3 em 

0.0 * 3 

Moving to and clicking on the tools hiding T = 0.204 

button 

D = 0.5 em , W = 0.5 em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button and T= 0.108 

waiting until the context menu appears 

D = 0.8 em , W = 1.8 em 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D = 0.2 em , W = 2.7 em 

Total predicted time: 

T= 0.021 

Ti!XS'CUti!" = 7.276 

Table 18. Applying Fitts' Model to a PMS task via TOMRAS 

Application 

TOMRAS 

Action Time (sec) 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'General T= 0.027 

Examination' edit field 

D = 0.5 em , W = 5.2 em 

Typing 'F', 'e', 'e', 't', ' ', 'S', 'w', 'e', '1', 

'1', 'i', 'n', 'g' 

D = 2.7, 0.7, 0.0, 0.8, 1.2, 1.8, 0.4, 0.4, 2.7, 

0.0, 0.7, 1.0, 0.7 em 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, em 

Pointing to and clicking the 'Save' button 

D = 1. 0 em , W = 1.6 em 
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T= 0.603+ 
0.298+ 0.000+ 
0.323+0.133+ 
0.502+0.204+ 
0.204+0.603+ 
0.000+0.298+ 
0.369+0.298 

= 3.835 

T= 0.143 
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Total predicted time: Texecute = 4.003 
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Figure 24: The predicted time for performing the PMS task according to 
the Fitts ' law based model. 
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7.5.3 Case Study 3: Predicting the Time Required for the FileMed Task 

7.5.3.1 Using the KLM 

T able 19. Applying the KLM to a FileMed task via LogMeln 

Application Action 

LogMeln Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

Clicking the 'Scale to Fit' submenu item 

System response 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

Clicking the '50%' submenu item 

System response 

Moving the stylus to scroll right 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Diagnosis' 

edit field 

Time (sec) 

TM= 1.35 
TH= 0.4 

Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 

'TR = 2 

Tp = 1.3 
Tp= 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
Tp = 1.3 
TR = 2 

Tp = 1.3 

Tp = 1.3 

Typing'S' , 't', 'i', 'f', 'f ',' ', 'j' , 'o', 'i', 'n', TP = 0.22*12 

't', 's' 

System response after each letter 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

Clicking the '75%' submenu item 
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TR= 

Tp = 
Tp = 
Tp = 
Tp = 

2 * 12 

1.3 

1.3 

1.3 

1.3 
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System response 

Moving the stylus to scroll left 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Attending Tp = 1.3 

Physician' edit field 

Typing 'J', 'o', 'h', 'n',' ', 'C', 'i', 't', 'i', 'z', Tp = 0.22*12 

'e', 'n' 

System response after each letter 

Moving the stylus to scroll down 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button 

System response 

Total predicted time: 

TR = 
Tp = 

Tp = 
TR = 

2 * 12 

1.3 

1.3 

2 

85.13 

Table 20. Applying the KLM to a FileMed task via RDM+ 

Application 

RDM+ Mentally preparing 

Getting the stylus 

Action 

Moving and clicking close to the 'Diagnosis' 
edit field 

Time (sec) 

Tp = 1.3 

Pointing to and clicking the zooming button Tp = 1.3+0.2 

two times 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Diagnosis' 
edit field 

Tp = 1.1 

Waiting until the context menu appears and Tp = 0.2 * 2 

selecting the 'left click' menu item 

System response 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

Clicking the 'Send text' menu item 
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Typing'S', 't' , 'i', 'f, 'f, ' ' , 'j' , 'o', 'i', 'n', Tp = 0.22*12 

't', 's' 

Moving to and clicking the ' Send' menu item 

System response 

Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Pointing to and clicking the scrolling left Tp = 1.3+ 0.2*2 

button three times 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Attending Tp = 1.3 
Physician' edit field 
Waiting until the context menu appears and Tp = 0.2 * 2 

selecting the 'left click' menu item 

System response TR = 2 

Moving to and clicking the menu Tp = 1.3 

Clicking the 'Send text' menu item Tp = 1.3 

Typing ' J' , 'o', 'h', 'n',' ', 'C', 'i', 't', 'i', 'z', Tg = 0.22 * 12 

'e', 'n' 

Moving to and clicking the 'Send' tnenu item Tp = 1.3 
System response TR = 2 

Moving to and clicking the 'Save' button and Tp = 1.3 

waiting until the context menu appears 

Selecting the ' left click' menu item Tp = 0.2 

System response TR = 2 

Total predicted time: Tti!XB'CUtJ = 34.03 
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Table 21. Applying the KLM to a FileMed task via TOMRAS 

Application Action Time (sec) 

TOMRAS Mentally preparing 

Getting the sty 1 us T H = 0. 40 

Moving to 'Diagnosis' edit field Tp = 1.1 

Typing'S', 't', 'i', 'f, 'f,' ', 'j', ' o', ' i', 'n', TK = 0.22 * 12 

't'' 's' 

System response after each letter TR = 2 * 12 

Moving to 'Attending Physician' edit field Tp = 1.1 

Typing 'J', ' o', 'h', 'n',' ' , 'C', 'i', 't', 'i', 'z', TK = 0.22 * 12 

'e', 'n' 

System response after each letter 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button 

System response 

Total predicted time: 

• Time (sec) 
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TR = 2 * 12 

Tp = 1.3 

TR = 2 

Texecute = 60.53 

Figure 25: The predicted time for the FileMed task according to the KLM. 
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7.5.3.2 Using Fitts' law-based model 

Table 22. Applying Fitts' Model to a FileMed task via LogMeln 

Application Action 

LogMeln Moving to and clicking the menu 

D = 3.7 em , W = 0.4 em 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1.5 em , W = 1.5 em 

Clicking the 'Scale to Fit' submenu item 

D=2cm , W =4cm 

Moving to and clicking the menu 

D = 3.7 em , W = 0.4 em 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1.5 em , W = 1. 5 em 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

D = 2.5 em , W = 4 em 

Clicking the '50%' submenu item 

D = 2 em , W = 1.6 em 

Moving the stylus to scroll right 

D=3cm ,W= lcm 

Moving to 'Diagnosis' edit field 

D = 1.5 em , W = 2.6 em 

Typing'S', 't', 'i', 'f, 'f,' ', 'j', 'o', 'i', 'n', 

't', 's' 

D = 2.2, 1.3, 1.3, 1.7, 0.0, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.4, 

1.0,1.0,1.3cm 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4 em 
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Time (sec) 

T= 0.685 

T= 0.204 

T= 0.119 

T=.685 

T= 0.204 

T= 0.143 

T= 0.239 

T= 0.408 

T= 0.134 

T= 0.551 + 
0.426+0.426+ 
0.488+0.000+ 
0.124+0.369+ 
0.347+0.204+ 
0.369+0.369+ 
0.426 
= 4.099 
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Moving to and clicking the menu 

D = 3.9 em , W = 0.4 em 

Clicking the 'view' menu item 

D = 1. 5 em , W = 1.5 em 

Clicking the 'Zoom to' submenu item 

D = 2.5 em , W = 4 em 

Clicking the '75%' submenu item 

D = 2 em , W = 1.6 em 

Moving the stylus to scroll left 

D=3cm ,W= 1cm 

Moving to 'Attending Physician' edit field 

D = 1.5 em , W = 3.8 em 

Typing 'J', 'o', 'h', 'n', ' ', 'C', 'i', 't', 'i', 

'z', 'e', 'n' 

D = 1.0, 0.9, 0.3, 0.4, 0.4, 1.2, 2.1, 1.3, 1.3, 

2.9, 1.0, 1.7 em 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4 em 

Moving the stylus to scroll down 

D = 1. 5 em , rV = 1 em 

Pointing and clicking the 'Save' button 

D=2cm ,W= l.Ocm 

Total predicted time: 
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T= 0.699 

T= 0.204 

T= 0.143 

T= 0.239 

T= 0.408 

T= 0.098 

T= 0.369+ 
0.347+0.165+ 
0.204+0.051 + 
0.408+0.539+ 
0.426+0.426+ 
0.621 +0.369+ 
0.488 
= 4.413 

T= 0.270 

T= 0.323 

Ts-;xecutre = 13.714 
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Table 23. Applying Fitts' Model to a FileMed task via RDM+ 

Application 

RDM+ 

Action Time (sec) 

Moving and clicking close to the 'Diagnosis' T= 0.270 
edit field 
D = 1.5 em , W = 1. 0 em 
Pointing to and clicking the zooming button T = 0.678+ 0.0 

two times 

D = 3.6 em , W = 0.4 em 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.4 em 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Diagnosis' T= 0.213 
edit field 
D = 5.0 em , W =4.7 em 
Waiting until the context menu appears and T= 0.050 

selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D = 0.5 em , W =2.7 em 

Moving to and clicking the menu 
D =6.5 em , W =0.7 em 
Clicking the 'Send text' menu iten1 
D=3 .3 em , W =3.1 em 

Typing'S', 't', 'i', 'f, 'f,' ', 'j', 'o', 'i', 'n', 

't', 's' 

D = 4.5, 1.3, 1.3, 1.7, 0.0, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.4, 

1.0,1.0, 1.3cm 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4 em 

T= 0.686 

T= 0.213 

T= 0.737+ 
0.426+0.426+ 
0.488+0.000+ 
0.124+0.369+ 
0.34 7+0.204+ 
0.369+0.369+ 
0.426 
= 4.285 

Moving to and clicking the 'Send' menu item T = 0.692 
D =5.7 em , W =0.6 em 
Pointing to and clicking the scrolling left T = 0.822 + 

button three times 0.0 *2 

D = 4.6 em , W = 0.3 em 

D = 0.0 em , W = 0.3 em 
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Moving to and clicking inside the 'Attending T= 0.176 
Physician' edit field 
D =4.0 em , W =4.9 em 
Waiting until the context menu appears and T= 0.050 

selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D =0.5 em , W =2.7 em 

Moving to and clicking the menu 
D =4.5 em , W =0.7 em 
Clicking the 'Send text' menu item 
D=3.3 em , W =3.1 em 

Typing 'J', 'o', 'h', 'n', ' ', 'C', 'i', 't', 'i', 

T= 0.590 

T= 0.213 

T= 0.792+ 
0.347+0.165+ 'z', 'e', 'n' 0.204+0.051 + 

D = 5.5, 0.9, 0.3 , 0.4, 0.4, 1.2, 2.1, 1.3, 1.3, 0.408+0.539+ 

2.9, 1.0, 1.7 em 0.426+0.426+ 
0.621 +0.369+ 

rV = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, OA, 2.1, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.488 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4 em = 4.836 

Moving to and clicking the 'Send' menu item T= 0.692 
D =5.7 em , W =0.6 em 
Moving to and clicking the 'Save' button and T= 0.669 

waiting until the context menu appears 

D=6.l em , W =0.7 em 

Selecting the 'left click' menu item 

D =0.5 em , W =2.7 em 

Total predicted time: 
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Table 24. Applying Fitts' Model to a FileMed task via TOMRAS 

Application Action 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Diagnosis ' edit 
field 
D = 1.1 em , W = 5.2 em 
Typing'S', 't', 'i', 'f, 'f ',' ', 'j', 'o', 'i', 'n', 

't', 's' 

D = 1.5, 1.3, 1.3, 1. 7, 0.0, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.4, 

1.0,1.0,1.3cm 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4 em 

Time (sec) 

T= 0.056 

T= 0.459 + 
0.426+0.426+ 
0.488+0.000+ 
0.124+0.369+ 
0.347+0.204+ 
0.369+0.369+ 
0.426 
= 4.007 

Moving to and clicking inside the 'Attending T= 0.189 

Physician' edit field 

D = 2.8 em , W = 3.1 em 

Typing 'J' , 'o', 'h', 'n',' ', 'C', 'i', 't', 'i', 'z', 

'e', 'n' 

D = 4.3 , 0.9, 0.3 , 0.4, 0.4, 1.2, 2.1, 1.3, 1.3, 

2.9, 1.0, 1.7 em 

w = 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 2.1' 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 0.4, 

0.4, 0.4, 0.4 em 

Pointing to and clicking the 'Save' button 

D = 1.0 em , W = 1.6 em 

Total predicted time: 

1!65 

T= 0.725+ 
0.347+0.165+ 
0.204+0.051 + 
0.408+0.539+ 
0.426+0.426+ 
0.621 +0.369+ 
0.488 
= 4.769 

T= 0.143 

9.163 
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Figure 26: The predicted time for the FileMed task according to Fitts' Law 
based model. 
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7.6 Results Analysis and Discussion 

TOMRAS Functionality: 

The TOMRAS prototype was used to execute defined elementary tasks on remote 

desktop applications. The results of testing the basic functionality of this prototype 

were promising, and the mapping mechanism demonstrated to be working as 

expected. Nonetheless, this part of the evaluation process revealed few issues that 

are worth noting. One of these issues is the automatic identification of the user 

interface elements. This automatic identification has worked with the standard 

controls (i.e. , is known to the operating system running the desktop application). 

However, for non-standard user interface elements, the current implementation of 

the automatic user interface identification module has not been able to identify these 

elements, since it relies on the operating system APis to retrieve information about 

the user interface elements. One way of resolving this issue is to develop an 

automatic identification module that is based on image processing and border 

detection techniques rather than the operating system APis. Another issue, is that 

the instantiation of the mobile client and the remote desktop application should 

involve a data synchronisation protocol when initialising the refactored user 

interface. 

TOMRAS Effectiveness: 

The results of the three case studies presented in the previous section are 

summarised in Table 25. The bold numbers are the lowest task execution time 

predicted by the KLM and the lowest moving time predicted by the Fitts' law-based 

model, respectively. 
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Table 25: A summary of the TOMRAS usability testing results 

Case Study Application Predicted Time (sec) 

KLM j Fitts' law 

1. The SSU task LogMeln 24.65 4.485 

RDM+ 29.95 6.233 

TOMRAS 11.65 1.404 

2. The PMS task LogMeln 44.11 6.94 

RDM+ 25.01 7.276 

TOMRAS 35.01 4.003 

3. The FileMed task LogMeln 85.13 13.714 

RDM+ 34.03 15.184 

TOMRAS 60.53 9.163 

As shown in Table 25, the predicted time required for moving between the user 

interface elements using TOMRAS was significantly lower than the time required by 

LogMein and RDM+ across all three case studies. For the SSU task, the moving 

time between the user interface elements using TOMRAS was 68.7% less than 

LogMein, and 77.5% less than RDMS+. For the PMS task, TOMRAS required a 

moving time that was 42.3% less than LogMein, and 45% less than the moving time 

required by RDM+. Consistently, in the third case study, the moving time using 

TOMRAS was 33.2% less than LogMein and about 40% less than RDM+. 

The results of applying the KLM to predict the task execution time were interesting. 

In the first case study, the task execution time using TOMRAS was 52.7% less than 

the time required using LogMein, and 61% less than RDM+. In the second case 

study, however, TOMRAS required time was 20.6 % less than LogMein, a task 

execution time that was 40% more than that of RDMS+. Furthermore, in the third 
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case study, TOMRAS required a time that was nearly 29 o/o less than LogMein, 

however, that time was nearly 78% more than that of RDMS+. By analysing the 

KLM experiments through the three case studies, this paradox can be explained as 

follows . 

In the first case study, there was no text input required (i.e., typing in an edit field); 

in contrast, the PMS task in the second case study required one text input, and the 

FileMed task in the third case study involved two text inputs. Given that TOMRAS 

and LogMein send the interaction events instantaneously (e.g., after each typed 

character), a 'system response' component is estimated after each typed character as 

depicted in Table 13, Table 15, Table 19, and Table 21. The RDM+ adopts a 

buffering technique for text inputs. That is, users explicitly mark the start and end of 

a text input, and the RDM+ sends all the input characters at once. Accordingly, the 

'systetn response' component is considered only once as shown in Table 14 and 

Table 20. Moreover, Table 15 shows that the system response component equals 26 

(i.e., 74%) out of the 35.01 seconds predicted as the task execution tin1e for 

TOMRAS in the second case study. Similarly, in the third case study, this 

component equals 48 (i.e., 79%) out of 60.53 seconds as shown in Table 21. 

While these results suggest that the TOMRAS implementation architecture should 

adapt a buffering mechanism for text inputs to magnify its effectiveness, they also 

show the direct relation between a system's architecture and effectiveness as a 

system quality attribute. In fact, Clements, Kazman & Klein (2002) suggest that 

architectures can allow or preclude nearly all of the system's quality attributes, 

including 'functionality' and 'usability'. It has been suggested that the usability is 

also associated with the overall structure of a system (Bosch & Juristo 2003; Ferre et 

al. 2001). The required buffering mechanism for TOMRAS will have a 1ninimum 

impact on the suggested TOMRAS implementation architecture and is mainly a 

development effort that is considered for future work. 
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A multimodal enabled text input control can furthermore increase the effectiveness 

of this control, where the time of is calculated once rather than with every entered 

character. 

7. 7 Issues and Limitations 

Text input buffering. In the current implementation of the TOMRAS prototype, 

when a user types some characters in an edit box of a task's user interface, the 

characters are sent one by one to the remote desktop PC. There is no reason that 

forbids buffering these characters and sending them all in one message. 

Complex tasks and TOMRAS. The TOMRAS prototype has been successfully 

used to assess and evaluate the effectiveness of the task-oriented user interface for 

elementary, but common, tasks of three different desktop applications. One 

important issue is evaluating TOMRAS effectiveness when executing complex 

tasks. For instance, tasks that involve multiple subtasks represented by separate 

containers (dialogs or windows) of the desktop application, where each of these 

subtasks might be decomposed into a set of elementary tasks. Each of these 

elementary tasks will be presented in a single mobile device container (form or 

window), as explained in Section 3.5.3 and illustrated in Figure 7. 

Evaluating this type of tasks is important to assess the extensibility and delimitations 

of TOMRAS for complex tasks of this magnitude. The following section will 

discuss the possibility of extending the proof-of-concept TOMRAS prototype into 

an architectural prototype that is able to handle complex scenarios and to facilitate a 

TOMRAS extensibility and delimitations evaluation. Nonetheless, the successful 

demonstration of the TOMRAS prototype in executing the defined elementary tasks, 

where a desktop application's container maps into a single mobile container is 
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promising for the broader applicability of the approach to execute more complex 

tasks. 

7.8 Extending the TOMRAS Prototype 

Proposing a generic approach for automatic user interface refactoring of existing 

arbitrary desktop application is seen as highly challenging, and not achieved by 

TOMRAS also. However, the TOMRAS semi-automatic approach and the 

promising results for elementary tasks suggest the TOMRAS approach is applicable 

to more complex tasks, particularly with the assumed role of the business analyst or 

a trained user to pre-examine and verify the refactored task user interface. 

One issue that has clear potential for future work is to further advance the TOMRAS 

prototype and approach in order to be able to fully demonstrate the handling of 

complex tasks. For this purpose, and guided by the TOMRAS task hierarchy 

presented in Section 3.5.3., the following prototype advanced capabilities might be 

considered for implementation. First, the mobile thin client should generate a multi-

form dynamic GUI instead of the single-form GUI that was implemented. This 

multi-form GUI can take a wizard approach, a multi-tab form, or other technique 

that provides multiple linked forms. Second, a reliable manipulation for user 

navigation between these forms is required. Third, a state management mechanism 

to handle the active and hidden forms without losing the data or the status of user 

interface controls is also required. While the above-mentioned requirements are 

technically challenging, they can be classified as implementable, for indeed they 

have been mostly implemented in a number of commercial products, including the 

GUI of Windows CE 4.2 itself. 
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7.9 Conclusion 

In this chapter, an evaluation of TOMRAS and its task-oriented user interface has 

been presented. The evaluation metrics were mainly the TOMRAS functionality and 

effectiveness. Evaluating the TOMRAS functionality was done by running and 

testing the developed TOMRAS prototype to execute three different tasks. 

Evaluating the effectiveness of the TOMRAS task-oriented user interface was done 

using quantitative predictive models, namely, the KLM and the Fitts' law-based 

models. 

The results of TOMRAS basic functionality testing were mostly as expected and 

TOMRAS mapping mechanisim proved to be working. However, some issues have 

been revealed through these tests as noted earlier. In terms of effectiveness, 

TOMRAS proved to significantly reduce the time required for moving between the 

user interface elements during a task execution. TOMRAS demonstrated that it can 

also significantly reduce task execution time when no text input is required. 

However, when text inputs are required during a task execution, TOMRAS has been 

outperformed by the RDM+ remote access system, which adopts a text buffering 

technique. While TOMRAS has demonstrated the significant and effectiveness of 

task-oriented user interface for mobile remote access purposes to existing desktop 

applications, this is a preliminary study and a more focused and extensive user study 

is required to investigate the magnitude of this effectiveness. 

What has been shown is that the proposed model and implementation architecture as 

embodied by the prototype are able to perform well for the selected (and common) 

tasks evaluated. These results for these elementary but co1nn1on tasks demonstrate 

the system, and are also promising results for applicability for more complex tasks. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

This thesis focuses on enabling effective remote access to existing desktop 

application using mobile devices. This issue was approached from a hybrid 

philosophy based on task-oriented user interface refactoring and representation. A 

conceptual model and an implementation architecture for a task-oriented mobile 

remote access system (TOMRAS) have been proposed. A prototype and an 

evaluation for the effectiveness of the TOMRAS task-oriented user interface, in this 

case for elementary task, in the mobile remote access context were also detailed. 

This chapter gives an overview of the issues and perspective in the research domain 

covered by this thesis, and sutnmarises the methodology that has been adopted to 

address the issue of enabling effective mobile remote access to existing desktop 

applications. The chapter also summmises the TOMRAS proposed model and 

architecture. 
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8.1 Summary 

Mobile remote access computing 1s increasingly attracting research attention. 

Indeed, the maturity of research in the remote access computing field, and the 

recent advancements in mobile computing technologies, have paved the way for 

establishing mobile remote access computing research, and a significant body of 

research in this area is evident. Nonetheless, a number of outstanding issues need to 

be addressed, such as the ability to effectively present remote applications on small 

form factor mobile devices such as PDAs and smart phones. 

While there are many research proposals and commercial solutions that have been 

developed over the past decade to enable mobile remote access, the effective 

presentation of existing desktop applications on these mobile devices is a research 

issue that has not been fully resolved. Given the typical limitations of these mobile 

devices, such as processing speed, me1nory, and display size, intelligently presenting 

the remote application and enabling a 'natural ' user interaction with these 

applications can play a significant role in achieving wide adoption of rnobile ren1ote 

access solutions. This issue was the focus of the research presented in this thesis. 

This thesis introduced a task-oriented mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) that 

facilitates a task-oriented remote access to existing desktop applications using 

mobile devices. A review of the literature in related domains was conducted. The 

review covered several research and industrial proposals, which gave insight into a 

number of issues that face the mobile-to-desktop remote access paradigm. The 

problem of presenting 'existing' desktop applications on mobile devices without re-

engineering these applications was examined, and the conceptual model for 

TOMRAS was developed. 
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The thesis then focused on detailing the proposed conceptual model and 

implementation architecture of TOMRAS. Insight was provided about the use and 

usefulness of task-oriented architecture for effective mobile remote access to 

desktop applications. Further, a prototype for TOMRAS was developed and utilised 

in evaluating TOMRAS feasibility, functionality, and the effectiveness of the task-

oriented user interface in the mobile remote access context. 

8.1.1 Mobile Remote Access Computing 

Mobile remote access to desktop applications is increasingly attracting academic and 

industrial research interest, and ongoing efforts to enable and improve this type of 

remote access are evident. However, these efforts have not fully resolved the 

common issues in this domain, such as the lack of effective support for existing 

desktop applications, supporting the ever-increasing variety of mobile device types, 

and adequately dealing with the fundamental differences between the desktop-to-

desktop and mobile-to-desktop remote access paradigms. These challenges were 

highlighted in detail in Section 1.3 and an extensive review of the research efforts in 

the mobile remote access domain was presented in Chapter 2. 

Given these challenges, and the hardware and software limitations of most mobile 

devices, this thesis focused primarily on developing a model and supporting 

mechanisms for adequately presenting existing remote desktop applications without 

re-developing or modifying these applications. The developed model adopted a 

strategy of auto-generating a task-oriented mobile user interface to access these 

applications. The thesis argued that presenting the entire user interface elements of a 

remote desktop application does not suit most n1obile remote access scenarios. A 

task-oriented remote application representation can therefore be more effective for 

mobile remote access. The thesis particularly focused on answering the question of 

whether it is possible to decouple a functionality of an existing desktop application 
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from its presentation and re-present this functionality as a stand-alone task that can 

be remotely accessed via a refactored mobile user interface. 

8.1.2 The Research Methodology 

The methodology that guided this research combined a number of research strategies 

and can be briefly summarised as follows. Firstly, reviewing the relevant literature 

to achieve a level of awareness of the problem, and to identify the key issues. This 

phase helped in formulating the research question and resulted in a proposal for the 

research presented in this thesis . 

Secondly, developing a conceptual model that formulates a new approach for mobile 

remote access. This phase produced the TOMRAS model discussed in Chapter 3. 

Thirdly, designing an implementation architecture to support the TOMRAS 

conceptual model. This system architecting phase resulted in producing the 

TOMRAS implementation architecture discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

Fourthly, developing an artefact proof-of-concept to validate the feasibility of the 

TOMRAS architecture. The developed prototype also allowed for evaluating the 

effectiveness of the proposed task-oriented user interface, as was discussed in 

Chapter 7. Furthermore, developing this prototype helped in refining the TOMRAS 

architecture and identifying some of TOMRAS limitations. 

Finally, evaluating the TOMRAS functionality and the effectiveness of the proposed 

task-oriented user interface. The results suggested further refinement for the 

TOMRAS implementation architecture and conclusions were noted. 
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8.1.3 TOMRAS Model and Architecture 

To address the challenge of representing a remote desktop applications user interface 

on small form factor mobile devices, the conceptual model of a novel task-oriented 

mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) was introduced. TOMRAS enables 

effective mobile remote access to existing desktop applications. The TOMRAS 

philosophy infers user interface knowledge from existing desktop applications 

and re-presents these applications as stand-alone tasks accessible via refactored user 

interface. By decoupling the desktop application logic from the associated user 

interface, TOMRAS enables a transparent exposure of the functionalities provided 

by existing desktop applications to mobile clients via more effective user interfaces, 

and without redeveloping these applications or modifying them. The model is 

enriched with the possibility of adding additional layers, such as a multimodal 

interface layer. 

A potential implementation architecture for the TOMRAS conceptual model was 

discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. While this designed architecture in itself 

proved to some degree the validity of the proposed model, it provided significant 

insights into the implementation details required for developing mobile access 

solutions to custom-defined tasks. The architecture also articulated the main building 

blocks for a potential mobile remote access solution that adopts the concept of task-

oriented mobile remote access. 

8.1.4 TOMRAS Evaluation and Experimental Results 

The TOMRAS evaluation focused on the basic functionality of TOMRAS and the 

effectiveness aspect of its task-oriented user interface. Two quantitative predictive 

models were used, the Keystroke level predictive model and the Fitts' law-based 

model, via three case studies. 
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The results of this evaluation were mostly as expected, where TOMRAS basic 

functionality proved to be working, and a significant reduction in task execution 

time and effort was evident. However, in tasks that require text inputs, TOMRAS 

was outperformed by a commercial solution that adopts a text buffering technique. 

This result suggested that further refinement for the TOMRAS implementation 

architecture, primarily a text buffering mechanism, needs to be adapted to improve 

the TOMRAS performance for text inputs during a task's execution. 

While this preliminary evaluation has indicated the significance of the TOMRAS 

and the effectiveness of a refactored user interface, compared to the 'full-featured' 

user interface of existing desktop applications, an extensive user study is required to 

investigate the magnitude of this effectiveness. 

8.2 Contributions 

In this thesis, a task-oriented mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) was 

introduced. This system facilitates mobile remote access to 'existing' desktop 

applications without requiring the redevelopment of these applications. While 

TOMRAS takes into account the nature of the mobile devices being used, and their 

typical resource limits, it can potentially minimise the time and effort required to 

execute remote tasks. 

The research presented in this thesis provides several contributions to the mobile 

remote access computing domain. These contributions can be briefly summarised as 

follows. 

First, a task-oriented model for mobile remote access to existing desktop 

applications. The TOMRAS model enables a transparent exposure of the 

functionalities provided by existing desktop applications to mobile clients without 
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redeveloping these applications. The approach of this model provides task-based 

refactored views of the desktop application's GUI. 

Second, an implementation architecture to realise the TOMRAS model. This 

implementation architecture uses the proposed model as a theoretical basis for 

providing insight into the i1nplementation details required for developing mobile 

access solutions to custom-defined tasks. This architecture articulates the intrinsic 

building blocks for mobile remote access solutions that adopt the TOMRAS model. 

Third, task-oriented user interface re-engineering. Given the diversity of mobile 

devices and platforms, developing mobile applications in general and remote access 

solutions in particular with support for these ever-increasing devices and platforms 

is a complex and challenging task. The TOMRAS model addresses this recurring 

problem by generating self-contained tasks from existing applications, and 

decoupling the presentation specifics of these tasks from the logic that defines their 

functionalities . 

Fourth, evaluation of the task-oriented approach for elementary tasks. Using the 

TOMRAS prototype was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the TOMRAS and its 

task -oriented approach via elementary common tasks. 

Fifth, user interface-based application integration; The model and implementation 

architecture presented in this thesis pave the way for integrating functionalities of 

existing applications, and for wrapping these previously non-existent functionalities 

as newly-designed tasks. 

Finally, The TOMRAS strategy of decoupling the generated mobile task's user 

interface from the functionality of existing applications allows for a possible 

enriching of the mobile task's user interface multimodal capabilities. 
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8.3 Limitations and Future Directions 

The work presented in this thesis can be continued in several ways, and in particular, 

more effort should be directed to the following areas. 

User interface identification. The automatic user interface identification module 

that was developed as part of the TOMRAS prototype revealed that some user 

interface elements can not be identified using typical application programming 

interfaces (APis) of the operating system. One way of resolving this issue is to 

adopt an i1nage processing and border detection techniques in identifying these user 

interface elements rather than the operating system APis. 

User interface refactoring. A fully automatic generation of a broadly acceptable 

user interface is identified as a very challenging proposition. Hence, TOMRAS 

adopts a semi-automatic approach to provide a feasible solution that can be used in 

accessing a wide range of existing desktop applications. This also presents a future 

opportunity to refactor the user interface further with more automation and 

translation behind the scenes, and to compose new applications out of the captured 

tasks, where these applications are device-independent by nature. 

TOMRAS implementation. As noted in Chapter 7, the developed TOMRAS 

prototype focused on implementing the core parts of the TOMRAS architecture, 

where the architectural and technical challenges are critical, particularly in the task 

execution phase, and its user interface mapping mechanism. 

While the work presented in this paper demonstrates the ability of a mobile remote 

access solution to present existing desktop applications on mobile devices, 

nonetheless there is more work to be done in terms of fully automating the task 
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recording process and minimising the human effort (usually endured by a business 

analyst) required for this process. 

TOMRAS evaluation. Whilst analytical and experimental evaluation have been 

performed, which helped in refining and improving the system, a final end user 

evaluation is still outstanding. The case studies that were used in the TOMRAS 

evaluation were relatively simple, and more sophisticated tasks will help in further 

refining the model and architecture. This will require a more developed prototype 

(i.e., architectural prototype) that is advanced enough to handle these complex tasks. 

Nonetheless, the successful demonstration of TOMRAS prototype in executing the 

defined elementary tasks is promising for the broader applicability of the approach 

in the execution of more complex tasks. 

Developing a TOMRAS architectural prototype. Extending the proof-of-concept 

TOMRAS prototype into an architectural prototype will enable evaluating 

TOMRAS effectiveness when executing con1plex tasks. This architectural prototype 

can also play a key role in evaluating the extensibility of the TOMRAS approach. 

8.4 Concluding Remarks 

Given the increasing availability of Internet-enabled mobile devices, and the 

growing need to remotely access computer desktop applications, mobile remote 

access computing has become an extensive emerging research field. Indeed, remote 

access is evolving beyond the typical desktop-to-desktop remote access paradigm, 

and moving towards a mobile-to-desktop paradigm. However, there are a number of 

issues that need to addressed, including, effectively presenting existing desktop 

applications on small form factor mobile devices has not yet been fully resolved. 
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This thesis introduced a conceptual model and implementation architecture of a task-

oriented mobile remote access system (TOMRAS) that offers an approach in this 

area. TOMRAS facilitates mobile remote access to existing desktop applications via 

an intuitive task-oriented user interface approach, without redeveloping these 

applications. 

In an attempt to support the ever-increasing number of mobile devices and 

platforms, TOMRAS adopts a task-oriented user interface re-engineering approach 

to generate self-contained tasks from existing applications. Furthermore, TOMRAS 

decouples the presentation specifics of these tasks from the logic that defines their 

functionalities. 

TOMRAS has some limitations that will be the subject of further research. This 

thesis successfully evaluated the approach for elementary tasks. There is also the 

potential for future research to extend the capabilities of TOMRAS and the range of 

desktop applications that can benefit from its intuitive task-oriented approach. 
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Appendix A 

The TOMRAS Prototype Source 
Code 

A.l The Mobile Thin Client 

A.l.l The 'MobileAppManager' class: 

public class MobileAppManager 
{ 

private System.Windows.Forms.Form form; 
private Controller controller = null ; 
private string SERVER= "192.168.2.2 " ; 
private int PORT = 13000; 

public MobileAppManager() 
{ 

Cursor.Current = Cursors . WaitCursor; 
MyXa ml . Parser par ser = new Parser ( ) ; 
form = (Form ) p a r s er.Loa d Fo rm( " . . / . . /TaskUI . xml" , 

"00000100" , null , null ) ; 
control l e r = new Cont r o l ler() ; 

foreach (Control control in form . Cont r ols ) 
{ 

controller.AddToiDDWHMap(control.Name, control.Handle) ; 
control.KeyDown +=new KeyEventHandler(control_ KeyDown) ; 
c ontrol . Cl ick +=new EventHandler (control Cl ick); 

form . MinimizeBox = false ; 
Cursor . Current = Cursors.Default; 
Application.Run(form); 
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Ill ***************************************** 
Ill The Common event handlers that are attached to the 
Ill instantiated user interface controls. 
Ill ***************************************** 

void control_Click( object sender, EventArgs e) 
{ 

IntPtr handle = ( (Control)sender) .Handle; 
string uiControliD = ((Control)sender) .Name; 
Message msg = new Message(); 
msg.Msg = WindowsAPis.WM_ LBUTTONDOWN; 
msg.HWnd = handle; 
msg.LParam = (IntPtr )O ; 
msg.WParam = (IntPtr )O; 

string messagedata = "" ; 
Communicator communicator = new Communicator(SERVER, PORT); 
communicator .ConnectAndSend(msg , uiControliD, messagedata , 

cont r oller) ; 

void control_ KeyDown( object sender, KeyEventArgs e) 

IntPtr handl e= ((Control) sender) .Handle; 
string uiControl iD = (( Co n t rol ) sender) .Name ; 
Message msg = new Me s sage ( ); 
msg . Msg = WindowsAPis .WM_KEYDOWN; 
ms g . HWn d = handle; 
msg.LParam = (IntPt r )e.KeyCode; 
msg.WParam = (IntPtr )O; 
string messagedata = "" ; 
Communicator communicator = new Comrnunicator(SERVER, 

PORT); 
communicator.ConnectAndSend(msg, uiControliD, messagedata, 

c ontroller) ; 

Ill ***** *** ***** * ** *** ** ***** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * 
Ill The entry point for the application. 
I l l ******************** * *************** ** *** 
static void Main() 

try 
{ 

Mobi l eAppManager oAppinstance new Mobi l eAppManager(); 
} 
catch (Exception e) 
{ 

MessageBox . Show( "Caught exception: " + e.Message); 
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A.1.2 The 'Communicator' Class: 
public class Communicator 
{ 

private int p ort = 13 000 ; 
private String serve r= "127.0.0.1" ; 
private TcpClient m TCPClient ; 
Ne t workStream m_TCPStream = nul l ; 

public ArrayList Response Mes s a ge s = new ArrayList (); 

public Communica t o r( String s erver, int p o rt) 
{ 

this . s e rver = s e rve r; 
this .port port ; 
try 
{ 

m TCPClient 
m TCPStream 

new TcpClient(server, port) ; 
m_TCPClient . GetStream() ; 

catch (SocketException exc) 
{ 

MessageBox.Show(ex c.Message); 
m_ TCPStream.Close(); 
m_ TCPStream = null ; 
m_ TCPClien t . Close( ) ; 
m TC PClient = null ; 

~Communi cator() 

{ 
if ( null != m TCPSt r e a m 

m_ TCPSt r eam. Close ( ) ; 
if (null != m_ TCPClient) 

m_TCPC l ient.Close(); 

public void ConnectAndSend(Message _msg, string uiControliD , 
string data, Controller controller) 

bool bSendingWasOk = false ; 
int nTrials = 0; 
string responseData = "" ; 

String message= uiControliD + " I " ; 
message += Helpers.DeComposeMessage(_msg , _data); 

while (false == bSendingWas Ok && 3 > nTria ls ) 
{ 

try 
{ 
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Byte [] messagebytes = 
System . Text. Encoding .ASCII.GetBytes(message); 
m_TCPStream.Write(messagebytes, 0, 

messagebytes.Length); 
responseData = "" ; 
if (m TCPStream.CanRead) { -

byte [] receivedBytes = new byte [1024]; 
int numberOfBytesRead = 0; 
II Incoming message might be larger than 
II the buffer size. 
do 
{ 

numberOfBytesRead m_TCPStream.Read( 
receivedBytes, 0, 
receivedBytes.Length); 

string decodedString 
Encoding .ASCII.GetStri ng( 

receivedBytes , 0, 
numberOfBytesRead) ; 

responseData += decodedString; 

while (m_TCPStream.DataAvai lable) ; 

if (respon seDa ta == "ERROR" ) 
{ 

} 

MessageBox.Show( "Error has been repoted on the 
Remote desktop!" ); 

nTrials++; 
continue ; 

else if {re s p onseData == "NOACKNOWLEDGEMENT" ) 
{ 

Mess ageBox.Show( "DONE!" ); 
bSendingWa sOk = true ; 

else 
{ 

string messagedata = "" ; 
if (false == Helpers.ComposeMessages ( 

responseData , 
ref ResponseMessages)) 

MessageBox.Show ( "Invalid response! Server 
Should resend" ); 

nTrials++ ; 
continue ; 

else 
{ 

bSendingWasOk = true ; 
for (int i=O; i < ResponseMessages . Count; i++) 
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ResponseMsg msg = (ResponseMsg) 
ResponseMessages[i]; 

IntPtr hWndUICtrl= 
controller.GetDWHandleValue 

(msg.uiControliD); 
if (hWndUICtrl == IntPtr .Zero) 
{ 

continue ; 

if (false == Helpers.RemoteAction( 
controller, hWndUICtrl, 
msg.Message, msg . data)) 

MessageBox.Show ("Can't perform the 
Requested action!!!" ) ; 

catch (IOException e x c ) 
{ 

MessageBox.Show(exc.Messa ge ); 
} 
catch (SocketException e x c ) 
{ 

MessageBox .Show(exc . Message); 

A.1.3 Helper Classes or Utilities: 

public class UIWindow 
{ 

private IntPtr hWnd = IntPtr . Zer o ; 
private UIWindow par ent = null ; 
private string id = "" ; 
private string type = "" ; 
private uint [] location= new uint [4] ; II left,top, right, 

II bottom 
private string title = "" ; 
private string l inkedto = 

public IntPtr HWnd 
{ 

get { return (hWnd) ; 

H II • 
I II id of the linked window 

II or dialog 
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set { hWnd value ; } 
} 

public UIWindow Parent 
{ 

get return (parent); } 
set parent = value ; } 

public string Id 
{ 

get return (id); } 
set id = value ; } 

public String Type 
{ 

get return (type); } 
set type = value ; } 

public uint [J Location 
{ 

get return (location); } 
set location = value ; } 

public String Title 
{ 

get return (title); } 
set title = value ; } 

public String LinkedWindowiD 
{ 

get return (linkedto); } 
set linkedto = value ; } 

public bool IsValid 
{ 

get 
{ 

return this .hWnd != IntPtr .Zero; 

public UIWindow( IntPtr hWnd) 
{ 

this .hWnd = hWnd; 

public UIWindow( string lpClassName, string lpWindowName) 
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WindowsAPis.FindWindow(lpClassName, 
lpWindowName) ; 

public UIWindow( IntPtr hwndParent, 
IntPtr hwndChildAfter, 

this .hWnd 

string lpszClass, string lpszWindow) 

WindowsAPis.FindWindowEx(hwndParent, 
hwndChildAfter, 
lpszClass, 
lpszWindow) ; 

public void SendKeys( String keys) 
{ 

if (true == String .IsNullOrEmpty(keys)) 
{ 

throw new ArgumentNullException ( "keys???" ); 

IntPtr focusWorked WindowsAPis.SetFocus( this .hWnd); 

Ill Contains managed wrappers of windows APis necessary for 
Ill pinvokes and delegate callbacks. 
public sealed class WindowsAPis 
{ 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll 11 )] 

public extern static int DefWindowProc( IntPtr hwnd, uint 
msg, uint wParam, 
uint lParam) ; 

[Dllimport ( n coredll. dll 11 )] 

public extern static int CallWindowProc( IntPtr 
lpPrevWndFunc, 
IntPtr hwnd, uint 
msg, uint wParam, 
uint lParam) ; 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll 11
)] 

public extern static IntPtr SetWindowLong( IntPtr hwnd, 
int nindex, L--------------------------------------------------------
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[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll" )] 

IntPtr 
dwNewLong) ; 

public extern static IntPtr SetFocus( IntPtr hwnd); 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll" )] 
public extern static IntPtr GetFocus() ; 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll" )] 
public extern static IntPtr CreateWindowExW( uint 

dwExStyle, 

[Dllimport ( "coredll . dll" ) ] 

string 
lpClassName, 
string 
lpWindowName , 
uint dwSty le, 

int 
x , int y, int 
nWidth, int 
nHeight, IntPtr 
hwndPar ent , 

int 
hMe nu , int 
h i n s t a nce , int 
lpParam); 

publ i c extern static int SetWindowPos( IntPtr hwnd, int 
hwndinsertAfter, 
int x, i nt y, int 
ex, int cy, uint 
flags) ; 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll" ) ] 
public extern static int Se tWind owText (IntPt r hwnd , 

string lpString ) ; 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll" )] 
public extern static int SendMessage (IntPtr hwnd , uint 

msg, uint wParam, 
uint lParam) ; 

[Dllimport ( "coredll.dll" , CharSet = CharSet .Auto)] 
public static extern IntPtr Fi ndWindow( string 

lpClassName , 
string 
lpWindowName) ; 

[Dllimport ( "coredll.dll" , CharSet = CharSet .Auto)] 
public static extern IntPtr FindWindowEx( IntPtr 
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hwndParent, 
IntPtr 

hwndChild.After, 
string 

lpszClass, 
string 

lpszWindow) ; 

[Dllimport ( 11 coredll.dll 11
, CharSet = CharSet .Auto)] 

public static extern int GetClassName( IntPtr hWnd, 
char [] lpszClass, 
int nMaxCount); 

[Dl1Import ( 11 coredll.dll 11
, CharSet = CharSet .Auto)] 

public static extern int GetWindowRect( IntPtr hWnd, 
int [] pRect); 

[Dllimport ( 11 coredll. dll 11 )] 

public extern static IntPtr WindowFromPoint( int y, int 
x); 

[Dllimport ( "coredll. dll" )] 
public extern static IntPtr 

IICWP_SKIPINVISIBLEjCWP_SKIPDISABLED 

ChildWindowFromPo 
intEx( IntPtr 
hwndParent , 
IntPtr point , 
uint uFlags); 

[Dl1Irnport ( 11 coredll.dll 11 )] II used for button-down & 
button-up 

public static extern int PostMessage( IntPtr hWnd, 
uint Msg, 
int wPararn, 
int lPa rarn) ; 

[Dl1Irnport ( 11 coredll.dll" , EntryPoint = 11 SendMessage 11 )] 

II 
public static extern int SendMessagel( IntPtr hWnd, 

[Dllirnport ( "coredll. dll" , EntryPoint 

uint Msg, 
int wPararn, 
int lParam) ; 

"SendMessage" , 
CharSet = 
CharSet .Auto)] II 

public static extern int SendMessage2( IntPtr hWnd, 
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II Menu r outines 
[Dllimport ( 11 coredll. dll 11

)] I I 
public static extern IntPtr GetMenu( IntPtr hWnd); 

[Dllimport ( 11 coredll. dll 11
)] I I 

public static extern IntPtr GetSubMenu( IntPtr hMenu, int 
nPos); 

[Dllimport ( 11 coredll. dll 11
)] I I 

public static extern int GetMenuitemiD( IntPtr hMenu, int 
nPos); 

public const int 
HWND TOP = 0, 
HWND BOTTOM = 1, 
HWND_TOPMOST = -1, 
HWND_NOTOPMOST = -2, 
WM_NULL = OxOOOO, 
WM_CREATE = Ox0001, 
WM_DESTROY = Ox0002, 
WM_MOVE = Ox0003, 
WM_SIZE = OxOOOS, 
WM_ACTIVATE = Ox0006, 
11111/111111111111111 
WM_USER = Ox0400, 
WM CUSTOM MESSAGE = WM_USER + 0, 
WM_REFLECT = WM_USER + Ox1COO, 
11 111111111111111 1111 
WM_SETFOCUS = Ox0007, 
WM_KILLFOCUS = Ox0008, 
WM_ENABLE = OxOOOA, 
WM SETREDRAW = OxOOOB, 
WM_SETTEXT = OxOOOC, 
WM_GETTEXT = OxOOOD, 
WM GETTEXTLENGTH = OxOOOE , 
WM_PAINT = OxOOOF, 
WM_CLOSE = Ox0010, 
WM_QUIT = Ox0012, 
WM_QUERYOPEN = Ox0013, 
WM_ERASEBKGND = Ox0014, 
WM_SYSCOLORCHANGE = Ox0015, 
WM_SHOWWINDOW = Ox0018, 
WM SETTINGCHANGE = Ox001A, 
WM_DEVMODECHANGE = Ox001B, 
WM_ACTIVATEAPP = Ox001C, 
WM FONTCHANGE Ox001D, 
WM_TIMECHANGE = Ox001E, 
WM_CANCELMODE = Ox001F, 
WM_SETCURSOR = Ox0020, 
WM_MOUSEACTIVATE = Ox0021, 
WM_CHILDACTIVATE = Ox0022, 
WM QUEUESYNC = Ox0023, 
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WM_GETMINMAXINFO = Ox0024, 
WM_PAINTICON = Ox0026, 
WM_ICONERASEBKGND = Ox0027, 
WM_NEXTDLGCTL = Ox0028, 
WM_SPOOLERSTATUS = Ox002A, 
WM_DRAWITEM = Ox002B, 
WM_MEASUREITEM = Ox002C, 
WM DELETEITEM Ox002D, 
WM_VKEYTOITEM = Ox002E, 
WM_CHARTOITEM = Ox002F, 
WM_QUERYDRAGICON = Ox0037, 
WM_COMPAREITEM = Ox0039, 
WM_COMPACTING = Ox0041, 
WM_COMMNOTIFY = Ox0044, 
WM_WINDOWPOSCHANGING = Ox0046, 
WM WINDOWPOSCHANGED = Ox0047, 
WM_POWER = Ox0048, 
WM_COPYDATA = Ox004A, 
WM_CANCELJOURNAL = Ox004B, 
WM_NOTIFY = Ox004E, 
WM_INPUTLANGCHANGEREQUEST = OxOOSO, 
WM INPUTLANGCHANGE = OxOOSl, 
WM_ TCARD = Ox0052, 
WM_HELP = Ox0053, 
WM_USERCHANGED = Ox0054, 
WM_ NOTIFYFORMAT = OxOOSS, 
WM_CONTEXTMENU = Ox007B, 
WM_STYLECHANGING = Ox007C, 
WM_STYLECHANGED = Ox007D, 
WM_DISPLAYCHANGE = Ox007E , 
WM_NCCREATE = Ox0081, 
WM_NCDESTROY = Ox 0082, 
WM_NCCALCSIZE = Ox0083, 
WM_NCHITTEST = Ox0084, 
WM_NCPAINT = Ox0085, 
WM_NCACTIVATE = Ox0086, 
WM_GETDLGCODE = Ox0087, 
WM_NCMOUSEMOVE = OxOOAO, 
WM_KEYDOWN = Ox0100, 
WM_KEYUP = Ox0101, 
WM_CHAR = Ox0102, 
WM DEADCHAR = Ox0103, 
WM_SYSKEYDOWN = Ox0104, 
WM_SYSKEYUP = Ox0105, 
WM_SYSCHAR = Ox0106, 
WM_SYSDEADCHAR = Ox0107, 
WM_KEYLAST = Ox0108, 
WM IME STARTCOMPOSITION = OxOlOD, 
WM_IME ENDCOMPOSITION = OxOlOE, 
WM_IME_COMPOSITION = OxOlOF, 
WM_IME KEYLAST = OxOlOF, 
WM INITDIALOG = OxOllO, 
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WM_COMMAND = OxOlll, 
WM_SYSCOMMAND = Ox0112, 
WM TIMER = Ox0113, 
WM_HSCROLL = Ox0114, 
WM_VSCROLL = Ox0115, 
WM_INITMENU = Ox0116, 
WM_INITMENUPOPUP = Ox0117, 
WM_MENUSELECT = OxOllF, 
WM_MENUCHAR = Ox0120, 
WM_ENTERIDLE = Ox0121, 
WM_CHANGEUISTATE = Ox0127, 
WM_UPDATEUISTATE = Ox0128, 
WM_QUERYUISTATE = Ox0129, 
WM MOUSEMOVE = Ox0200, 
WM_LBUTTONDOWN = Ox0201, 
WM_LBUTTONUP = Ox0202, 
WM_LBUTTONDBLCLK = Ox0203, 
WM_RBUTTONDOWN = Ox0204, 
WM __ RBUTTONUP = Ox0205, 
WM_RBUTTONDBLCLK = Ox0206, 
WM_MBUTTONDOWN = Ox0207, 
WM_MBUTTONUP = Ox0208, 
WM_MBUTTONDBLCLK = Ox0209 , 
WM_MOUSEWHEEL = Ox020A, 
WM_MOUSELAST = Ox020A, 
WM_ PARENTNOTIFY = Ox0210, 
WM ___ ENTERMENULOOP = Ox0211, 
WM_EXITMENULOOP = Ox0212, 
WM_NEXTMENU = Ox0213, 
WM_ SIZING = Ox0214, 
WM CAPTURECHANGED = Ox0215, 
WM_ MOVING = Ox0216, 
WM POWERBROADCAST Ox0218, 
WM_DEVICECHANGE = Ox0219, 
WM_IME_SETCONTEXT = Ox0281, 
WM_IME_NOTIFY = Ox0282, 
WM_IME_CONTROL = Ox0283, 
WM IME COMPOSITIONFULL = Ox0284, 
WM_IME SELECT = Ox0285, 
WM_IME_CHAR = Ox0286, 
WM_IME_KEYDOWN = Ox0290, 
WM_IME_KEYUP = Ox0291, 
WM_ENTERSIZEMOVE = Ox0231, 
WM_EXITSIZEMOVE = Ox0232, 
WM_DROPFILES = Ox0233, 
WM_MDIREFRESHMENU = Ox0234, 
WM MOUSEHOVER = Ox02Al, 
WM_MOUSELEAVE = Ox02A3, 
WM_RENDERFORMAT = Ox0305 , 
WM RENDERALLFORMATS = Ox0306, 
WM_HOTKEY = Ox0312 , 
WM PRINT = Ox 03 17, 
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WM_PRINTCLIENT = Ox0318, 
WM_PENWINFIRST = Ox0380, 
WM_PENWINLAST = Ox038F, 
CB_SELECTSTRING = Ox014D, 
LB FINDSTRING 
MODE PEN = 0, 
MODE SELECT = 1, 
MODE SPACE = 2; 

Ox018F, 

public class Helpers 
{ 
Ill Parse the received response and reconstruct the 
Ill messages, where the format is: uiControliDj 

MsgjHWnd jWParami LParamjdata; uiControliDjMessagejdata; 

public static bool ComposeMessages( String streamdata, 
ref ArrayList responseMsgs) 

string [] Msgs streamdata.Split( '; ' ); 

for (int i=O; i < Msgs.Length; i++) 
{ 

string message= Msgs[i]; 
if (message . Length > 0) 

string [] fields= message . Split( ' I' ) ; 

if (fields.Length >= 5) 
{ 

ResponseMsg msg 
msg.uiControliD 
msg.Message.Msg 

new ResponseMsg(); 
fields[O]; 

System. Convert .Toint32(fields[l]); 
msg.Message.HWnd = IntPtr .Zero; 
msg.Message.WParam = 

(IntPtr )System. Convert .Toint32(fields[3]); 
msg.Message.LParam = 

(IntPtr )System. Convert .Toint32(fields[4]); 

if (fields.Length == 6 && 
fields[S] .Length> 0) 

msg.data = fields[S]; 

responseMsgs.Add(msg); 

else 
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return false ; 

return true 

public static string DeComposeMessage(Message _msg, 
string data) 

string streamdata; 

if (_msg.HWnd == IntPtr .Zero) 
{ 

st r eamdata = "ERROR" ; 
return streamdata ; 

st r eamdata = _msg . Msg.ToString() + "I" ; 
streamdata += _msg.HWnd.ToString() + " I " ; 
streamdata += _msg.WParam . ToString() + " I " ; 
streamdata += _msg.LParam . ToString() + " I " ; 
st reamdata += data; 
return st r eamdat a ; 

public static bool RemoteAction(Contro ller controller, 
IntPtr _ hWnd , 
Messa ge ms g, 
string mes sage da ta) 

bool result 
try 

false ; 

{ 
if (_ hWnd != IntPtr .Zer o) 
{ 

String strMessage = "Message= " ; 
switch (msg.Msg) 

case WindowsAPis . WM LBUTTONDOWN: 
strMessage += "WM_LBUTTONDOWN" ; 
controller.ClickOn(_ hWnd); 
break ; 

case WindowsAPls . WM LBUTTONUP : 
strMessage += "WM_ LBUTTONUP" ; 
controller.ClickOn(_ hWnd); 
break ; 

case WindowsAPis.WM KEYDOWN: 
strMessage += "Ox0100" ; 
char c = (char )msg . LParam; 
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controller.SendChar(_hWnd, c); 
break ; 

case WindowsAPis.WM SETTEXT : 
s t r Message += "OxOOOC" ; 
c ontroller.SetText(_hWnd, 

messagedata) ; 
break ; 

default : 
strMessage += msg.Msg . ToSt r ing () ; 
break ; 

r e sul t = true ; 

throw new Exception ( "Could not launch the 
requested application!" ); 

Thread .Sleep(750); 

catch (Exception ex) 
{ 

res ult = false ; 
MessageBox.Show( "Fatal error : " + ex . Message ) ; 

return result; 

A.2 The Application Controller: 

public class Controller 
{ 

Dictionary<string , IntPtr> ID_DWH_map = 
new Dictionary <String , IntPtr>( ) ; 

II The following ArrayList is populated from the task UI 
II description XML file 
private ArrayList uiWindowLis t = new ArrayList (); 
public Controller() { } 
-Controller() { } 
public void AddToiDDWHMa p( string key, IntPtr value ) 
{ 

try 
{ 

if ( ! ID_DWH_ma p . Con t a i n s Key (k ey)) 
{ 

ID_DWH_map.Add( key, va lue ) ; 

catch (ArgumentException ) 
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public IntPtr GetDWHandleValue( string key) 
{ 

IntPtr value = IntPtr .Zero; 
if (ID_DWH_map.Try Ge tValue(key, out value)) 
{ 
} 
else 

MessageBox.Show ("key:" + key + " value: NOT FOUND" ) ; 

return value ; 

public bool Fi ndi t e mi n iDDWHMap( string key ) 
{ 

foreach (KeyValuePair <string , IntPtr > kvp in ID_ DWH_map) 
{ 

Console .WriteLi ne( "Key = {o}, Value= (ISO 9241-11)" , 
kvp . Key, 

kvp. Valu e ) ; 
if (kvp.Ke y == key) 

return true ; 

return false ; 

public void Removeitem( string key) 
{ 

if (ID_DWH_map.ContainsKey( "doc" )) 
{ 

ID _DWH _map . Remove ( "doc" ) ; 
Console .Wr iteLine( "Key \"doc\" is not found." ) ; 

II UI Automation 
public void Cl ickOn ( IntPtr __ hWnd) 
{ 

if (_hWnd ! = IntPtr .Zero) 
{ 

WindowsAPis . Po s t Message (_hWnd , 
WindowsAPis.WM_ LBUTTONDOWN , O, O) ; 

WindowsAPi s . Pos t Message (_hWnd, 
WindowsAPis.WM_LBUTTONUP,O , O) ; 

public void SendChar( IntPtr _hWnd, char c) 
{ 
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if (_hWnd != IntPtr .Zero) 
WindowsAPis.SendMessagel(_hWnd, WindowsAPi s.WM_CHAR , 

c 1 0) j 

public void SendChars( IntPtr _hWnd , string s) 
{ 

if (_hWnd != IntPtr .Zero) 
foreach (char c in s) 
{ 

SendChar(_hWnd, c); 

public void SetText( IntPtr _hWnd, string s) 
{ 

if (_hWnd != IntPtr . Zero) 
{ 

int result= WindowsAPis.SendMessage2(_hWnd, 
WindowsAPis.WM_SETTEXT, - 1, s); 

A.3 The Application Automation Manager: 

A.3.1 The 'AppAutomationServer' class: 

public partial class AppAutomationServer Form 
{ 

MyTcpListener m_Listner = null ; 
private AppMonitor m_AppMonitor = null ; 
private string m_strRemoteApp = 

"C:\\temp\\ShipmentManagment.exe"; 
private string ORGUIDESCRIPTIONFILE = "OrgUIDescription.xml" ; 
private string APPMAINWINDOWTITLE = "Shipment status" ; 
private Process m_MonitoredAppProc = null ; 
private Controller controller = new Controller(); 
private IntPtr m_hWndMonitoredAppMain = IntPtr .Zero; 
private int m_nTrials = 0; 
private Thread m_CommThread = null ; 
private Thread m_Monit o ringThread null ; 

MessagesDictionary m MessagesDict new MessagesDictionary(); 
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Queue<MonitoredMsgData> m_MonitoredMessageQ new 
Queue<MonitoredMsgData>(); 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
public AppAutomationServer() 
{ 

InitializeComponent(); 
II Launch the Remote Application 
if (m_Monitor edAppProc == null ) 

m_ MonitoredAppProc Process.Start(m_strRemoteApp ) ; 
Thread.Sleep (lOOO); 

m_ hWndMonitor edAppMain WindowsAPis . FindWindow( null , 
APPMAINWINDOWTITLE) ; 

Thread . Sleep (lOOO); 
ReadUIDescript i on( ); 
Fi l lMessagesDictionary ( ) ; 

II Spy on the remote application 
m_AppMonitor = new AppMonitor (this . Handl e, 

m_hWndMonitoredAppMain) ; 
try 
{ 

m_ MonitoringThread = new 
Thread (m_AppMoni t o r.S t a r tMoni t oring); 
m_ Monito ringThread .IsBac kground = true ; 
m_ Monitor ingThread . Name = "MobiRec Monitor" ; 
m_ Moni t oringTh r e ad . Start(); 
m_ List ne r = new My TcpListener( this . Handle); 
m_CommThread = new Threa d(m_Listner . Listen) ; 
m_CommThr ead . IsBackground = true ; 
m_ CommThread . Name = "SocketListener" ; 

catch (Exception e) 
{ 

Tra ce . Tra ceError(e. Me ssa g e ); 
} 
try 
{ 

m CommTh read.Start() ; 
} 
catch (Ex cept i on e) 
{ 

Trace.TraceError ( "The communication thread failed to 
start" +e.Message); 

1111111111111111111111111111111111 
-AppAutomationServ er ( ) 
{ 

m AppMonitor.StopMonitoring(); 
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protected override void WndProc( ref Message msg) 
{ 

switch (msg.Msg) 

case WindowsAPis.WM COPYDATA: 

if ( msg.WParam != m_hWndMonitoredAppMain 
{ 

CopyDataStruct copyData = (CopyDataStruct) 
Marshal . PtrToStructure(msg.LParam, 
typeof (CopyDataStruct)); 

string uiiD = controller.GetUiControliDValue( 
msg.WParaml*hWnd*l ); 

AddMessageToQueue(copyData , msg.WParam, uiiD); 
Trace.WriteLine( "------------WM_COPYDATA---!--- 11 ); 

break ; 

case WindowsAPis . WM PERFORMREMOTEACTION: 
Cl earMessageQueue(); 
m_CommTh r e a d.Suspend ( ) ; 
string response = "" ; 
Trace.Writ e Li ne( "---WM_PERFORMREMOTEACTION---" ) ; 
IntPtr hWndCtrl = c on t r o ll e r. Ge t DWHa ndleValue 

( m_L i stner.Re ceivedUIID); 
i f (hWndCtrl == IntPtr.Zero) 
{ 

Tr ace.TraceError( "The original UI control has not 
been identified!" ); 

response= "ERROR" ; 

else 

} 

Tr ace.Wri teLine( "-------RemoteAction()------" ) ; 
if (false == He l pers . RemoteAction(controller, 

hWndCtrl , 
m_ Listner . ReceivedMSG, 

m Listner.ReceivedMSGData)) 

} 

Trace.TraceError( "RemoteAction() failed!" ); 
response = "ERROR" ; 

else 
{ 

r esponse GetActionResponse(); 

II Now send the response back to the thin cl i ent 
m Listner.Acknowledge = response; 
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m_CommThread.Resume(); 
break ; 

case WindowsAPis.WM STOPMONITORING: 
I I Stop spy i ng on the remote appl i cation 
m_AppMonitor.StopMonitoring(); 
Trace.WriteLine( "--- Monitoring has stopped!!!---" ); 
break ; 

default : 
break ; 

base . WndProc( ref msg) ; 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Response Messages Queue Manipula tion functions 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111 

public void FillMessagesDictionary() 
{ 

rn_ MessagesDict . Fil lMe s sagesDi ct i onary(); 

public void AddMessage ToQu e u e(CopyDa t a Stru c t c opy Dat a , 
IntPtr hWnd , string uiiD) 

IntPtr hWndTarget = IntPtr . Zero; 
Uint32 TheMsg 0; 
I ntPtr wParam IntPt r. Zer o; 
IntPtr lPararn IntPtr.Zero; 

hWndTarge t = hWnd; 
if (copyData.lpData == Int Ptr . Ze r o ) 
{ 

Tra c e . Wr i t e Li ne( "Error: Invalid COPYDATA structure" ) ; 
return ; 

TheMsg = copyData . dwData; 
SpyMsgData msgData =(SpyMsgData ) Marshal.PtrToStructure( 

copyData. l pData, typeof (SpyMsgData)) ; 
wParam 
lPar am 

msgData.wParam; 
msgData. l Par arn; 

string value; 
string str = "A message:" ; 
if (m_MessagesDict.GetValue(TheMsg, out value ) ) 
{ 

Message message = new Message(); 
message.Msg = (int )TheMsg ; 
message.HWnd = hWnd; 
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message.WParam = wParam; 
message.LParam = lParam; 
MonitoredMsgData oMonitoredMsgData = new 

MonitoredMsgData(); 
oMonitoredMsgData.Message = message; 
oMonitoredMsgData.uiControliD = uiiD; 
oMonitoredMsgData.data = 11

" ; 

m_MonitoredMessageQ.Enqueue(oMonitoredMsgData); 
str +=value+ " from" + uiiD + "( 11 + hWnd.ToString() 

+ " ) 11 + 11 wParam = " + 
Conversion.Hex(wParam.Toint32()) + 

" , lParam = " + 
Conversion . Hex(lParam.Toint32()); 

Trace.WriteLine(str); 

private void ReadUIDescription() 
{ 

II Read the recorded original UI description 
XmlDocument doc = null ; 
try 
{ 

} 

doc = new XmlDocument() ; 
doc.Load(ORGUIDESCRIPTIONFILE); 

II The main application window 
if (m_hWndMonito r edAppMain == IntPtr . Zero) 
{ 

} 
II 

XmlElement root = doc . DocumentElement; 
foreach (XmlAttribute attr in root . Attributes) 
{ 

if (attr.LocalName == "application" ) 
{ 

string lpWindowName = attr . Value; 
m_hWndMonitoredAppMain WindowsAPis.FindWindow( 

null , lpWindowName); 
break ; 

foreach (XmlNode topElement in doc.ChildNodes) 
{ 

if (topElement is XmlElement) 
{ 

ParseNode(topElement); 

catch (Exception err) 
{ 
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doc = null ; 
MessageBox.Show( "Irnproper markup: " + " " + 

err.Message); 

111111111111111111111111111111 111111 
private void ParseNode(XrnlNode topElernent) 
{ 

if (rn_hWndMonitoredAppMain == IntPtr.Zero I I 
topElernent.ChildNodes.Count == 0) 

return ; 

foreach (XrnlNode node in topElernent.ChildNodes) 
{ 

if (node.ChildNodes.Count > 0) 
ParseNode(node); II recursive p a rsing! 

if (node.Attributes != null ) 
{ 

UIWindow uiWindow = new UIWindow(IntPtr.Zero); 
uiWindow.HParentWnd rn_hWndMonitoredAppMain; 
foreach (XrnlAttribute attr in node .Attributes) 
{ 

switch (attr.LocalName) 
{ 

case "id " : 
uiWindow . Id = attr. Value; 
break ; 

case "class" : I I Button, Edit, 
uiWindow.Class = attr . Value; 
break ; 

case "location" : 
string [] loc = attr . Value.Split( ', ' ); 
uiWindow.Location [O] = 

Systern. Convert .Toint32(loc[O]) ;II x 
uiWindow.Location[l] = 

Systern. Convert .Toint32(loc[l]); II y 
break ; 

case "size 11
: 

string [] size= attr.Value.Split( ' , ' ); 
II width 
uiWindow.Size[O] = 

Systern. Convert .Toint32(size[O]); 
II height 
uiWindow.Size[l] = 

Systern. Convert .Toint32(size[l]); 
break ; 

case "linkedto 11 : 

uiWindow.LinkedWindowiD 
break ; 
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controller . uiWindowList.Add(uiWindow); 
uiWindow.GetWindowHandle(); 
if (uiWindow.HWnd != IntPtr.Zero) 
{ 

II The ma pp ing me chanizm 
controller.AddToiDDWHMap(uiWindow.Id, 

uiWindow.HWnd); 
controller.AddToDWHIDMap(uiWindow.HWnd, 

uiWindow. Id) ; 

II Get a message(s) recorded by the event monitor as 
II a result to injecting 
private string GetActionResponse() 
{ 

int nTrials == 0; 
int nLastReportedMessages 0; 
int nSteadyTimes = 3; 
string response= "" ; 

while (40 > nTrials && nSteadyTimes > 0) 
[ 
l 

response = "" ; 
int nMes s ages = GetMessageQueueContents( 

ref r esponse); 
if (response == "NOACKNOWLEDGEMENT" ) 
{ 

Trac e.Wri t eLine( " --- No Acknowledgement yet--" 
+ nTri a ls. ToString ( ) + "- ------ " ) ; 

else 

Tr ace.WriteLi ne(response ) ; 
if (nLas t Report edMessages < nMessages) 
{ 

nLastReportedMessages = nMessages ; 
nSteadyTimes = 3; 

else 
nSteadyTimes - -; 

nTrials++ ; 
Process currentProcess 

Process.GetCurrentProcess( ) ; 
currentProcess.Refresh(); 
Application.DoEvents(); 
Thread . Sleep(lO); 

return response; 
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A.3.2 The 'AppMonitor' Class: 

public class AppMonitor 
{ 

IntPtr m hWndMonitor = IntPtr.Zero; 
IntPtr m_hWndMonitoredAppMain = IntPtr.Zero; 
Process m_SpyProc = null ; 

public AppMonitor(IntPtr hWndMonitor, IntPtr 
hWndMonitoredAppMain) 

} 

m hWndMonitor = hWndMonitor; 
m_ hWndMonitoredAppMain = hWndMonitoredAppMain; 

-AppMonitor () 
{ 

StopMonitoring( ); 

public void StartMonitoring() 
{ 

} 

if (m_hWndMonitoredAppMain != lnt Ptr. Zero && 
m_hWndMonitor != IntPtr .Ze~o) 

string strArguments = m hWndMonitor.ToString() + "I" + 
m_hWndMonitoredAppMain.ToString(); 

string strApp = 
"D:\\_Prototype\\HookMiddleMa.n' \Debug\\HookMiddleMan.exe" ; 

if (null == m_SpyProc) 
m_SpyProc = Process.Start(strApp, strArguments); 

public void StopMonitoring() 
{ 

try 
{ 

} 

if (m_SpyProc != null ) 
{ 

m_SpyProc .Kill(); 
m_SpyProc = null ; 

catch (Exception e) 
{ 

MessageBox.Show(e.Message); 
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#include "windows.h" 
#include "windef.h" 
#include "hook.h" 

HWND hwndSpyApp NULL ; 
HWND hwndSpyingOn NULL; 
HWND hEnumeratedWnd = NULL ; 
HHOOK m_hCallWndProcHook = NULL; 
HHOOK m_hGetMessageHook = NULL; 
PRIVATE SPYMSGDATA gsmd; 
PRIVATE COPYDATASTRUCT gcds = { 0, sizeof (SPYMSGDATA), &gsmd }; 

PRIVATE VOID FindSpyWindow(VOID); 
BOOL WINAPI HookProc( HWND hwnd, UINT uiMessage, WPARAM wParam, 
LPARAM lParam) ; 

#ifdef 
EXTERN C 
{ 
#endif 

cplusplus 

__ declspec (dllexport ) BOOL 

___ declspec (dllexport ) void 

stdcaJl StartMonitoring( HWND 
hwndMain, HWND hwndSpyOn) ; 

stdcall StopMonitoring(); 

declspec (dllexport ) LRESULT CALLBl. CK SpyGetMsgProc ( int code, 
WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam) ; 

_declspec (dllexport ) LRESULT CALLBACK SpyCallWndProc( int 
code , WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam); 

#ifdef cplusplus 
} 
#endif 
BOOL APIENTRY DllMain( PVOID hModule , ULONG ulReason , 

PCONTEXT pctx ) 

UNREFERENCED PARAMETER( hModule ) ; 
UNREFERENCED_PARAMETER(pctx); 
if ( ulReason == DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH 

{ 
FindSpyWindow( ); 

return TRUE; 

EXTERN C _declspec (dllexpor t ) BOOL __ stdcall StartMonitoring( 
HWND hwndMain, HWND hwndSpyOn) 
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FindSpyWindow(); 
if (!m_hGetMessageHook) 
{ 

} 

if (! (m_hGetMessageHook = SetWindowsHookEx( 

return FALSE; 

WH_GETMESSAGE, SpyGetMsgProe, 
(HINSTANCE)GetModuleHandle( "Hook" ), O))) 

if (!m_hCallWndProeHook ) 
{ 

if (! (m_hCallWndProeHook = SetWindowsHookEx( 
WH_CALLWNDPROC, SpyCallWndProe, 

(HINSTANCE)GetModuleHandle( "Hook" ), 0))) 

return FALSE; 

return TRUE; 

EXTERN_C _ deelspee (dllexport ) void stdeall StopMonitoring() 
{ 

i f ( NULL != m_hCallWndProeHook ) 
{ 

UnhookWindowsHookEx(m_hCallWndProeHook); 
m_hCallWndProcHook = NULL; 

i f ( NULL != m_hGetMessageHook 
{ 

UnhookWindowsHookEx(m_hGetMessageHook); 
m_hGetMessageHook = NULL; 

_ deelspee (dllexport ) LRESULT CALLBACK SpyGetMsgProe( INT he, 
WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam 

PMSG pmsg (PMSG)lParam; 
if (he >= 0 && pmsg && pmsg->hwnd) 
{ 

return HookProe(pmsg->hwnd, pmsg->message, pmsg->wParam, 
pmsg->lParam); 

return CallNextHookEx(NULL, he, wParam, lParam); 

_ deelspee (dllexport ) LRESULT CALLBACK SpyCallWndProe( INT he, 
WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam 

PCWPSTRUCT pewps; 
pewps = (PCWPSTRUCT)lParam; 
if (he >= 0 && pewps && pewps->hwnd) 
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return HookProc(pcwps->hwnd,pcwps ->message,pcwps-> wParam, 
pcwps->lParam) ; 

return CallNextHookEx(NULL , he, wParam, lParam); 

BOOL WINAPI HookProc( HWND hwnd, UINT uiMessage, WPARAM wParam , 
LPARAM lParam ) 

if (hwndSpyApp ==NULL I I !IsWindow( hwndSpyApp)) 
FindSpyWindow(); 

if (hwndSpyApp != NULL && hwnd != hwndSpyApp) 
{ 

if (hwndSpyingOn == hwnd I I IsChild (hwndSpyingOn, hwnd)) 
{ 

gsmd.wParam wParam; 
gsmd.lParam lParam; 
gcds.dwData uiMessage; 
SendMessage (hwndSpyApp, WM_COPYDATA, (WPARAM)hwnd, 

(LPARAM ) &gcds); 
return TRUE; 

return FALSE; 

PRIVATE VOID FindSpyWindow( VOI D 
{ 

hwndSpyApp = FindWindow(HOOKWINDOWCLASS , HOOKWINDOWNAME) ; 
I hwndSpyingOn = (HWND)GetWindowLong (hwndSpyApp, 0); 
l_l_ ____________________________________________________ _ 
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